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CHAMPAGNE QUARTZ EARRINGS.
Beautiful 22.20 carat champagne 


quartz earrings in 18k gold over sterling 
silver are an excellent accessory piece 


for any occasion.
A21-5501


HOWARD MILLER REMINISCE CLOCK.
A refined, brass finished arch with pol-
ished brass finished edges and base.  
The cream colored dial is set within a 
clear acrylic crystal.  Measures 7.25" x 


5.75" x 2".
A21-5502


ELISA GOLD PENDANT NECKLACE.
A dainty stone and delicate metallic 


chain combine to create this wear-any-
where accessory.  Chain measures 15" 


with a 2" extender.
A21-5503


WOMEN’S RECTANGULAR BROWN 
LEATHER STRAP WATCH.


Stylish and contemporary, showcas-
ing Roman numerals on a silver-white 


dial and a gold-tone stainless steel 
case with an easy-to-wear dark brown 
croc-embossed leather strap.  Water 


resistant to 30M.
A21-5505


MICHAEL KORS WOMEN’S  
CAT EYE SUNGLASSES.


These Michael Kors sunglasses feature 
a dark tortoise acetate frame with 
brown gradient lenses that provide 


100% UV protection.
A21-5506


DANSK HAMUND SERVING TRAY.
Made in rich Acacia dark wood, this 
cutting board is a versatile, utilitarian 


choice for preparing meals.  Measures 
15" in diameter.


A21-5507


DREAM CABIN BOX BOARD WOOD DÉCOR.
This 16" x 24" image is printed on boxed wood.  The direct print onto the box lets 


the paint show through just enough to achieve a truly authentic look.  These boxes 
are great because they can stand up on their own or be hung on the wall to add 


dimension to your wall.
A21-5504







HUGO BOSS BALLPOINT PEN.
From Hugo Boss’s Essential Line, with a 
classical appeal that is completed in 
a glossy black.  The light gold accents 
lend this collection a refined and time-


less elegance.
A21-5508


MICHAEL KORS  
WOMEN’S PILOT SUNGLASSES.


These Michael Kors sunglasses feature 
a gunmetal/black metal frame with 


grey gradient lenses that provide 
100% UV protection.  Includes a case 


and cleaning cloth.
A21-5509


ORREFORS SAREK BOWL WITH WOOD LID.
Handmade crystal glassware that repre-
sents the best of modern Scandinavian 
design.  Features distinctive diamond-
shaped patterns.  Measures 4.75" x 3".


A21-5510
NAUTICA MEN’S SPORT  


MULTI-FUNCTION WATCH.
Features a brushed steel case, black 
inlay, ratcheting top bezel, black rub-


ber strap, Japanese Quartz movement 
and a scratch resistant mineral crystal.  


Water resistant to 165 feet.
A21-5511


U.S. TRAVELER RIO 2-PIECE CARRY-ON 


BULOVA BELVEDERE TABLE CLOCK.
Features a solid wood top and base with 
mahogany stain, silver finish metal sides, 
raised chapter ring dial, clock, thermom-
eter and hygrometer dials.  Measures 8" x 


6.75" x 2.5". 
A21-5513


AMERICAN FLAG WOOD PALLET.
This 18" x 24" image is UV printed on a 


weather resistant pallet making it perfect 
for indoor or outdoor display.  


A21-5514


LUGGAGE SET.
Go anywhere with this 2-piece expandable carry-on luggage set.  


Made of luxurious 1200D rigid polyester.  Upright measures 21" x 13.5" 
x 8.5" and the tote measures 14" x 10" x 6".


A21-5512







WHITE TOPAZ AND DIAMOND EARRINGS.
Captivating white topaz meets daz-


zling diamonds meets “wow".  Features 
white topaz earrings with a splash of 


diamonds, 7mm bezel set genuine round 
white topaz with .02twt round diamond 


accents set in sterling silver.  
A21-5520


OAKLEY GASCAN SUNGLASSES.
Gascan lenses are cut from the curve of a 


single lens shield, then mounted in the frame to 
maintain the original, continuous contour.  The 
lightweight O Matter frame material offers pre-
mium comfort while our Three-Point Fit retains 


the lenses in precise optical alignment.
A21-5521


BULOVA WOMEN’S BLACK LEATHER 
STRAP WATCH.


This watch offers a timeless design 
and wear-with-everything style.  


Complete with easy-to-read 24-hour 
numeral design and three-hand 


date feature on matte white dial.  
Stainless steel case and black 


leather buckle closure strap are 
the finishing touches on this classic 


watch.  Water resistant to 30M.
A21-5519


KENNETH COLE DAY AND NIGHT COMPUTER CASE.
Kenneth Cole’s computer backpack is crafted 
from durable 1680D and dobby polyester with 
PVC trim.  The main compartment includes an 


iPad/Tablet pocket and is padded to hold most 
12.1" laptops.  Measures 10.25" x 2.25" x 12.5".


A21-5516


4" PEWTER REVERE BOWL.
A beautiful hand-spun, bright finish pewter 


bowl is an elegant accent piece for your of-
fice or home.  Measures 4" in diameter.


A21-5517


STORYLINE PEN AND NOTE PAD SET.
This enthralling set  includes a ballpoint pen & note pad that is perfect for 


your everyday life.  The notebooks have a comfy and semi-flexible soft-touch 
cover that follows every movement perfectly. The soft matte paper offers a 
unique writing experience. The closure system is composed of a high quality 


elastic that comes in a matching metal plate.
A21-5518


MEN’S QUARTZ STAINLESS STEEL WATCH.
This watch offers a timeless design, wear-with-
everything style.  Complete with easy-to-read 
24-hour numeral design and three-hand date 


feature on matte white dial.  Stainless steel 
case and black leather buckle closure strap 


are the finishing touches on this classic watch.  
Water resistant to 30M.


A21-5515







DEER IN AUTUMN LIGHT BOX BOARD ART.
This 16" x 24" image is printed on boxed 


wood.  The direct print onto the box lets the 
paint show through just enough to achieve 


a truly authentic look.  These boxes are 
great because they can stand up on their 
own or be hung on the wall to add dimen-


sion to your wall.
A21-5527


PANDORA UNITED IN LOVE NECK-
LACE.


With its design of two interlinked 
hearts, one in sterling silver and 


one in 14K gold, this necklace is a 
stylish gift for someone you hold 
dear.  Measures 45cm in length.


A21-5528


ANNE KLEIN WOMEN’S GOLD DIA-
MOND BRACELET WATCH.


Features a 32mm case with a cham-
pagne dial gold tone alloy band.  


Water resistant to 100 feet.
A21-5525


PAVE BEAD HOOP EARRINGS.
From punk to pretty and everywhere in be-


tween, no matter what your style is, these Pan-
dora Rose hoop earrings take any look from 
ordinary to extraordinary.  Perfect for special 


occasions and stylish enough for everyday use, 
they feature a pavé bead detail complete 


with clear cubic zirconia sparkles.
A21-5522


UNDER THE SUN FROM JD STUDIO PALLET.
This 16" x 24" image is UV printed on a 


weather resistant pallet making it perfect for 
indoor or outdoor display.  


A21-5523


ELTON GOLD CUFF BRACELET.
This alluring and dainty pinch cuff is book ended with signature oval 


stones and is sure to turn heads every time you wear it.  Made from 14k 
gold plating over brass. 


A21-5526


LENOX ECO FRIENDLY GLOBE.
Classic, enduring appeal.  This gracious 
combination of an antique-ocean 12" 


globe ball with solid hardwood base and 
painted die-cast semi-meridian makes this 
globe the perfect choice for any setting.  


Measures 13" x 17" x 12".
A21-5524







STANLEY 300 AMP JUMP STARTER.
300 amps of instant starting power with 
600 peak amps.  Features a 12 volt SLA 


battery, power/charge indicator, heavy 
duty metal clamps and a high powered 


LED light that rotates 270 degrees.
A21-5529


BLACK & DECKER POWERED HANDSAW.
The powerful 3.4 amp, 4600 GPM motor is 
ideal for controlled cuts in wood, plastic, 
and metal.  Compact and lightweight 
design make this powered handsaw 


easy to control and handle.  Patented 
tool free blade change provides quick 


and easy blade change.
A21-5530


SONY EXTRA BASS PORTABLE BLUETOOTH SPEAKER.
Features a 46mm mono speaker with full range, 
EXTRA BASS technology, a passive radiator that 


works with the speaker to enhance low-end 
tones and up to 16 hours of battery life.  Con-


nect to devices wirelessly via Bluetooth  
from up to 30 feet away.


A21-5531


COLEMAN SILVERTON 25 MUMMY SLEEP-
ING BAG.


A mummy style sleeping bag that keeps 
you warm in the coolest of tempera-


tures.  The lightweight Coletherm hollow 
polyester insulation keeps you warm 


from top to bottom.  Ideal for tempera-
tures as low as 25 degrees fahrenheit.  


Measures 82" x 32".
A21-5533


THREE 1.5-QUART BUFFET SERVER.
A buffet server that features three serving 
bowls is great for entertaining on game 


day, birthdays and much more.  Features 
three 1.5-liter oval stoneware inserts that 


have detachable lids and integrated 
spoon slots to minimize mess.


A21-5534


BLACK & DECKER AXIAL CORDED BLOWER.
Powerful air flow for quick clean up of 
leaves and debris.  Features a 2-speed 
control, lightweight compact design  
and cord retention that prevents ac-


cidental unplugging.
A21-5535


NORDIC WARE EXTRA LARGE COPPER ROASTER.
Turkey, pork loin, or roast will look fantastic at your table in this large copper 
roaster with rack.  The premium non-stick surface will release all ingredients 


easily and cleanly.  Large enough to fit a 25lb turkey.
A21-5532







JBUDS AIR TRUE WIRELESS EARBUDS.
Grab your true wireless earbuds as you 
head to work, get to the gym, or jump 
on an airplane.  A 3-4-hour battery life 
with Bluetooth 5 gives you just enough 
power to get through those music mo-
ments.  The innovative charging case 


provides 10 extra hours to the earbuds so 
you can charge back up quickly.


A21-5536


NAXA WATERPROOF 4K ACTION CAMERA.
Capture all of your adventures with high 
quality images and videos.  This rugged 
camera can go wherever you go, wa-
terproof and dustproof to withstand the 


elements.  Captures super high res 4K video 
with 170-degree wide angle lens.  Video 


resolution is 4K 3840 x 2160 at 25 fps.
A21-5537


CALPHALON NONSTICK 8" FRY PAN.
Features a multi-layer non-stick surfacte 


that provides ultra durability.  Heavy-
gauge hard-anodized aluminum 


construction with a thick bottom and 
gentle sloping sides.  Perfect for omelets, 


sauteeing and more.
A21-5538


GOURMIA SINGLE SERVE COFFEE & TEA MAKER.
This state of the art coffee & tea maker comes 
equipped with everything you need to make 
the perfect cup of coffee or tea.  It’s espe-


cially great for those on the go with all sorts of 
awesome features that accommodate those 


of us with busy lifestyles.
A21-5539


BLUETOOTH PORTABLE  
SUITCASE RECORD PLAYER.


An absolute classic that is loaded with 
features.  The Bluetooth technology 


allows you to wirelessly stream music.  
Features 3-speed turntable and built-in 
speakers that offer a premium sound. 


A21-5541


LOGITECH BLUETOOTH DESKTOP SPEAKER.
Delivers room-filling sound from the 4-driver 
design, two drivers create the perfect bal-


ance between the mid and high tones while 
two passive radiators deliver bass.


A21-5542


DEWALT 1/4" SHEET PALM GRIP SANDER KIT.
Provides 14000 orbits per minute with a counterweight that reduces vibration.  Fea-
tures a rubber overmold grip that provides comfort and control.  Includes a paper 


punch, dust bag and storage bag.
A21-5540







PORTER CABLE 3/8" KEYLESS DRILL.
This variable speed drill is powered by a 
6.0 Amp motor, which delivers power in 


demanding applications.  The keyless 3/8" 
chuck allows fast and easy bit changes 
and its variable-speed trigger provides 0 
to 2500 RPM, providing results in various 


drilling and driving uses.
A21-5548


CASIO 44-KEY MINI PERSONAL KEYBOARD.
Features 5 percussion pads, 100 sounds, 50 
rhythm patterns, easy-to-read LCD display 
and simple tone selection.  Includes score 


book and headset mic.
A21-5549


BLACK & DECKER  
13" STRING TRIMMER/EDGER.


Trims grass in hard to reach areas where 
mowers cannot cut.  Maintains edging 
along hard surfaces.  The 4.4 amp mo-
tor is ideal for tough weeds, grass and 


overgrowth.
A21-5547


CHICAGO CUTLERY 
12- PIECE KNIFE BLOCK SET.


High carbon stainless steel knives resist 
corrosion and stains.  This signature 


26-degree taper grind edge provides 
sharpness and precision.  Includes 


wood storage block.
A21-5544


HONEYWELL DIGITAL STEEL SECURITY SAFE.
This security safe made of durable steel with 


anti-theft properties keeps essential documents 
and valuable possessions safe.  Programmable 
digital lock supports customized security.  Exte-


rior measures  8" x 12.21" x 8.72".
A21-5545


22" FOLDING FIRE PIT.
Includes a heat resistant painted steel bowl, fire screen, log grate, 


cooking grate and fire tool.  No tools needed for assembly.  Includes 
a portable carrying bag.


A21-5546


DUAL 12-CUP CARAFE COFFEEMAKER.
Make double the coffee for entertaining get 
togethers or the work office.  Makes two full 


12-cup carafes.  Brew at the same time or in-
dependently.  Pause and serve feature.  Dual 


power indicator lights.  Dual full-view water 
windows.  Removable filter baskets.


A21-5543







144-PIECE HOUSEHOLD TOOL KIT.
This set includes a cordless screwdriver, 12-ft. 


tape measure, claw hammer, long nose 
pliers, putty knife, bit driver,  10-1" bits, bit 


connector, utility knife, phillips screwdriver, 
slotted screwdriver, 6 precision screwdrivers, 
level, scissors and a molded carrying case.


A21-5555


CUISINART 2-SLICE METAL 
TOASTER.


Unique smooth stainless steel 
styling with two 6-setting dials 
and LED indicators.  Measures 


7.13" x 7.13" x 10.75".
A21-5556


JAM ZERO CHILL WATERPROOF SPEAKER.
This Bluetooth speaker, with an elon-
gated look and sound will make you 


want to skip the live gig.  Use the 
30-meter/100-foot Bluetooth range or 


the aux-in port to connect it to the de-
vice of your choice.  Offers 22 hours of 


playtime and measures 2.9" x 6.6".
A21-5553


DREMEL LITE CORDLESS ROTARY TOOL.
A user-friendly solution  for a wide range of 
projects.  Makes projects like sanding wood 
or engraving metal easy.  Produces  8,000-


25,000 RPMs on a rechargeable battery. 
A21-5550


COLEMAN GO! 4-PERSON DOME TENT.
Features a hinged door and awning, durable 
polyethylene floor, fiberglass poles and sleeps 


up to 4 people.  Measures 7’ x 9’ x 48".
A21-5551


LE CREUSET 3.5-QUART HERITAGE OVAL DISH.
Maintains temperature and prevents scorching, safe for freezer, microwave, 


oven and broiler.  The stoneware prevents cracking, crazing and rippling.  Exterior 
enamel resists scratches and stains.  Dishwasher safe.


A21-5554


BISSELL PET HAIR ERASER  
CORDLESS HAND VACUUM.


Keep the messes at a minimum with this pet 
hair eraser vacuum.  Use on low pile carpet, 
upholstery, hard floors, pet beds and more.  
The 10.8V lithium-ion battery provides up to 


12 minutes of cleaning time.
A21-5552







DIAMOND AND TOPAZ NECKLACE.
Emerald cut for broader, more brilliant flashes 
of light.  This pendant features a 20mm em-
erald cut genuine blue topaz accented by 


a .01ct round diamond set in sterling silver on 
an 18" cable chain.


A21-5557


ELLE GOLD EARRINGS.
This mesmeric pair of bronze veined 


turqouise magnesites are classics sure to 
spark conversation.  Loved for their versatil-
ity, these drop earrings pair perfectly with 
whatever you wear.  Measures 1.75" x .75.  


14k gold plated over brass.
A21-5558


BLUE TOPAZ EARRING AND NECKLACE SET.
This modern and upbeat bezel set gem-
stone earrings and necklace set features 


a 6.5mm genuine blue topaz set in sterling 
silver on an 18" cable chain.


A21-5559


MEN’S QUARTZ  
STAINLESS STEEL DRESS WATCH.


Timeless design, wear-with-everything 
style. This watch features a three-hand 


dial with easy-to-read numerals, dark blue 
dial, metallic indexes and stainless steel 


case.  Water resistant to 30M.
A21-5561


KENNETH COLE MEN’S 2 HAND WATCH.
Classic and refined best describes this 
Kenneth Cole New York men’s watch. 


The 42mm case houses a white dial 
with roman numeral hour markers. This 
watch is complimented with a genu-


ine black leather strap.
A21-5562


TUMI ALPHA MONEY CLIP CARD CASE.
Crafted from Tumi’s signature ballistic nylon 
with leather trim, this piece features Tumi ID 
Lock which protects personal data encod-


ed on most IDs and passports.
A21-5563


PEACEFUL ENDING BOX BOARD WOOD DÉCOR.
This 16" x 24" image is printed on boxed wood.  The direct print onto the box lets 


the paint show through just enough to achieve a truly authentic look.  These 
boxes are great because they can stand up on their own or be hung on the wall 


to add dimension to your wall.
A21-5560







PEARL EARRING AND NECKLACE SET.
Sentimental and sweet at the pulse 
of today’s fashion.  This classic heart 


shaped pearl earring and necklace set 
features 6mm freshwater pearls set in 


sterling silver with an 18 chain.
A21-5564


ELITE FULLERTON HARDSIDE  
CARRY-ON SPINNER.


Constructed of lightweight hard side 
material that is both strong and flexible.  


Ideal companion piece for any weekend 
getaway.  Features a main compartment 


that is fully lined and a zip-around garment 
divider.  Measures 18.5" x 14" x 8.5".


A21-5565


HOWARD MILLER  
13" SYLVAN WALL CLOCK.


This attractive 13" wall clock features 
an aged background with multi-


colored panels and Arabic numerals 
in various colors.


A21-5566


WOMEN’S GOLD AND SILVER  
DIAMOND WATCH.


Sparkle in this classic silhouette two-
tone watch.  A gold-tone bezel set 


with crystals surrounds a white genuine 
Mother-of-Pearl dial with easy to read 
gold-tone Roman numerals and mark-
ers.  The silver-tone stainless steel mesh 


bracelet closes with an adjustable 
sliding buckle which makes finding the 
right size a breeze.  Water resistant to 


100 feet.
A21-5567


MICHAEL KORS WOMEN’S SQUARE SUN-
GLASSES.


These women’s Michael Kors sunglasses 
feature a black acetate frame and light 
grey gradient lenses that offer 100% UV 
protection.  Includes a case and clean-


ing cloth.
A21-5569


NORTHWOODS ECO FRIENDLY GLOBE.
The 12" diameter bronze metallic raised 
relief globe is mounted atop a rich wal-


nut colored wood base with die cast 
semi-meridian.  Globe ball is made from 


100% reclaimed paper fiber.
A21-5570


DOONEY & BOURKE SMALL EAST WEST CROSSBODY.
This small crossbody combines exceptionally durable fabric with leather trim for 
an accessory that is both functional and lightweight.  Measures 5" x 8" x 2.75".


A21-5568







PANDORA SPARKLING STRAND BRACELET.
This stunning rhodium plated sterling silver 
design brings a new modern twist to the 


classic tennis bracelet style.  This bracelet 
features cubic zirconia detailing and a chic 


sliding clasp that makes it easy to adjust 
to suit your wrist size and preferred styling.  


Measures 9.1" in length.
A21-5576


LENOX TEXTURED NEUTRALS BOWL.
Serve your main course with this beautiful 
textured neutrals bowl.  Features organic 
patterns and subued hues, this piece is 


calm, yet compelling.
A21-5577


SOLO NEW YORK RESTORE TOTE BAG.
The heathered grey material is made 


from recycled bottles.  Features a pad-
ded compartment that fits 11"-15.76" 


laptops or 11"-15" MacBooks.  Measures 
14" x 4.25" x 15.25".


A21-5575


RUSSIAN WHEAT BRACELET.
This timeless sterling silver Russian wheat 


bracelet is perfect worn alone or layered 
with your favorite bracelets.  Measures 7.25" 
in length and 4mm in width and features a 


contemporary lobster claw clasp.
A21-5572


ORREFORS GRAPHIC VASE.
Functional and artistic, these vases are 


designed to work with or without flowers.  
Inspired by simplicity with soft misty lines 
etched into the surface of the crystal.  


Measures 7.87" x 6.77".
A21-5573


18" SHELL PEARL NECKLACE.
This beautiful 10-11mm shell pearl necklace is 18" in length and hand-knot-
ted with a sterling silver fancy spring closure. The shell pearls exhibit a white 
color and luster.  The Majestik shell pearl collection features traditional and 
fashion forward styling for versatile, durable, long-wearing core wardrobe 


pieces.  All pieces are constructed with the finest materials. 
A21-5574


HIGH SIERRA ENDEAVOR EILTE BACKPACK.
This elite backpack offers endless stor-


age and organization.  Features a laptop 
compartment that fits most 17" laptops, 


fleece lined tech sSpot sleeve, molded front 
pockets and accessory management mesh 


pockets.  Measures 19.5" x 13" x 8.5".
A21-5571







ANTI-THEFT URBAN MESSENGER BAG.
Featuring slash-resistant body panels that 
are made of stainless steel mesh, the RFID 
blocking prevents data skimming and re-


mote reading of personal data.  Measures 
14" x 10.25" x 4.75".


A21-5583


STERLING SILVER ROPE EAR-
RINGS.


Gorgeous sterling silver rope 
earrings are the perfect ac-


cent to any outfit.  For pierced 
ears only.
A21-5584


SAMSONITE ANDANTE 28" WHEELED DUFFEL.
Experience maximum durability even 


during the toughest traveling scenarios.  
Constructed from water resistant polyes-
ter material and features a retractable 


handle and smooth rolling wheels to 
support easy mobility.  Multiple external 
handles for easy handling. Measures  30" 


x 16.5"  16.5".
A21-5581


HOWARD MILLER  
14" WROUGHT IRON WALL CLOCK.


This 14" diameter wrought iron wall 
clock features stamped Roman numer-


als that are finished in dark charcoal 
grey and silver edging.


A21-5578


WATCHBAND 8" X 10"  FRAME.
The Watchband 8" x 10" frame boasts a 


textured watch band pattern on its tarnish 
resistant silver-plated border.  The stylish design 
preserves a precious moment in time, perfect 


for accenting a shelf or a side table.
A21-5579


PANDORA REFLEXIONS BRACELET.
This Pandora bracelet makes it easier than ever to express your individuality.  With 
clean, modern lines and a stunning mesh texture, this sterling silver bracelet can 
be worn on its own or styled with Reflexions clip-on charms.  Change your mind?  


Clip and unclip your charms in an instant to suit your mood.
A21-5582


KENNETH COLE MEN’S ANA-DIGITAL WATCH.
Stay modern and stylish with this men’s 


Kenneth Cole Reaction watch.  The analog-
digital combination movement adds 


complexity to a black 44mm case contain-
ing a black dial and blue hands.  A black 
stainless steel bracelet and the watch is 


water resistant up to 3ATM.
A21-5580








RAY-BAN POLARIZED  
NEW WAYFARER SUNGLASSES.


Features a tortoise frame with crystal 
green polarized lenses that provide 


100% UV protection.  Includes a Ray-Ban 
sunglass case and cleaning cloth.


A21-7001


MCKLEIN LEATHER TOTE.
Fashionable, functionality is the mantra of 
this leather tote from McKlein.  Features a 
fully lined interior, zippered pockets and 
gold studded feet for stronger stability.  


Measures 5.5" x 12.5" x 14".
A21-7002


AUTUMN BLEACH GALLERY WRAPPED CANVAS.
“Autumn Bleach" gallery wrapped canvas 


by Hal Halli measures 20" x 30".  This contem-
porary photo on canvas is sure to be a great 


accent in your home or office. This gallery 
wrapped canvas will be a stunning standout 


on your walls.
A21-7003


FOSSIL WOMEN’S JACQUELINE WATCH.
Designed for the tomgirl with a hint of 


glam, the Jacqueline pulls it all togeth-
er.  Features a red wine stainless steel 
5-link bracelet with double push fold 


over closure.  Features a red wine dial 
with rose gold-tone stick indices and 
Roman numerals and rose gold hour, 
minute and seconds hands.  Water 


resistant to 30M.
A21-7005


TANZANITE AND WHITE ZIRCON  
PENDANT NECKLACE.


A gorgeous 1.17ct genuine tanzanite and 
white zircon pendant with chain in 18k 


white gold over sterling silver is the perfect 
accent piece for any attire.


A21-7006


BIRMINGHAM ROLLING LUGGAGE.
The Birmingham 25" expandable rolling suit-
case features 1680D ballistic water-repellent 


fabric construction and delivers comfort, 
functionality, and reliability.  Measures 25" x 


16" x 9.5".
A21-7007


HOWARD MILLER ADELAIDE TABLE CLOCK.
This ornate chiming mantel clock features a sculpted wrought iron frame with 


a decorative cast crown, antique warm gray finish, and sits on a Windsor 
Cherry finished base.  The quartz, single-chime movement plays Westminster 


chimes on the hour.  It measures 13" x 20" x 6".
A21-7004







DIAMOND HEART NECKLACE.
An intoxicatingly lovely diamond heart 
necklace. This dazzling heart is set with 
a .04ct round brilliant cut diamond in 
sterling silver with yellow gold overlay. 


Comes on an 18" cable chain.
A21-7008


MOONLIGHT 24" HARDSIDE SPINNER.
Hardside exterior made of strong 


ABS plastic that is temperature and 
impact resistant.  Four multidirectional 


wheels offer 360-degree mobility.  
Measures 27" x 17.5" x 11.8".


A21-7009


INVICTA MEN’S PRO DIVER WATCH.
Automatic movement means that this 
timeless watch powers a quality Jap-
anese-automatic movement with the 


simple movement of your arm. Features 
a mineral-crystal, a 43mm case diameter, 
two-tone stainless steel case with 23k gold 


plating.  Water resistant to 200M.
A21-7010


MICHAEL KORS WOMEN’S  
LEATHER STRAP WATCH.


This Michael Kors watch embodies the 
idea of minimalism blended with everyday 


elegance.  Smooth black leather strap 
with traditional gold-tone buckle closure.  


Black sunray dial with gold-tone stick 
indices and crystal hour markers.  Water 


resistant to 50M.
A21-7011


POLO RALPH LAUREN KEATON NYLON TOTE.
Spacious and lightweight, this nylon tote 


will take you from your morning commute 
to weekend brunch in style.  With a sig-


nature “Lauren Ralph Lauren" monogram 
and faux-leather handles, it will keep you 


looking polished throughout the day.  
Measures 11.25"  x 18"  x 5.5".


A21-7013


DIAMOND CIRCLE EARRINGS.
Circles and more circles, geometric, infinity, 
you choose the meaning that most reflects 


you!  One thing is for sure, you can’t go wrong 
with these stunning diamond earrings featur-
ing .10twt diamonds set in sterling silver with 
yellow gold plating. Fun, contemporary and 


perfect for your everyday look.
A21-7014


DOONEY & BOURKE SAFFIANO LEXI CROSSBODY.
Crisp clean lines of timeless design catches the eye.  A stunning array 
of rich hues and delicate Saffiano textures are accented in this cross-


body.  Measures 1.5" x 5" x 8.5".
A21-7012







CULTURED PEARL EARRINGS.
Classic but cool pearl studs measure 


8.5-9mm and are set in 14k yellow gold.  
These pretty earrings will dress up that 


black dress or a pair of jeans.
A21-7020


HOWARD MILLER REDFORD DESK CLOCK.
This mantel clock has Rosette supports on 


the base, polished-brass bun feet, an aged 
dial with black Arabic numerals, black ser-
pentine hands and a convex glass crystal.  


Measures 10" x 6" x 10".
A21-7021


ANTWERP SILVER SOCRATES EARRINGS.
Antwerp Silver “Socrates" earrings 
in sterling silver are prong set with 
a round cubic zirconia weighing 


approximately .65ct.  Lightweight, 
fashion forward, dangle, drop, long 
and lean style like a Socrates pen.  


Measures 2.5" in drop.
A21-7019


REPLOGLE BINGHAM GLOBE.
This globe features the lastest National Geo-
graphic cartography in executive colors with 
a two-tone wood base and antique die-cast 


semi-meridian.  The 12" globe also features 
raised relief to help gain a better perspective 


of the contours.
A21-7016


DIAMOND NECKLACE.
Perfectly delicate and dazzling, these .10twt 
round diamonds are set in sterling silver with 
yellow gold overlay.  The diamond cutting 
and scalloped details provide for the extra 
radiance.  Worn on a 16" + 2" cable chain.


A21-7017


LONG PIER BY THE WATER GALLERY WRAPPED CANVAS.
“Long Pier by the Water" gallery wrapped canvas by Hal Halli measures 20" x 30".  
This contemporary photo on canvas is sure to be a great accent in your home or 


office.  This gallery wrapped canvas will be a stunning standout on your walls.
A21-7018


MCKLEIN LEATHER TWO-TONE BACKPACK.
This 17" leather backpack features 


contrasting accents, front access zip-
per pockets, front flip pocket, fully lined 
interior with a padded laptop compart-
ment and an internal side mesh pocket.  


Measures 5" x 17" x 13".
A21-7015







RAY-BAN CHELSEA POLARIZED SUNGLASSES.
These Michael Kors polarized sunglasses are 


sporty in their aviator shape yet feminine 
in their pretty-hued lenses.  Offer both pro-
tection for your eyes and the kind of cool 


factor that complements any outfit.
A21-7027


GREEN AMETHYST EARRING 
AND NECKLACE SET.


Emerald cut for broader, more 
brilliant flashes of light.  These 


lovely genuine green am-
ethyst stones are highlighted 
with .03twt round diamonds 


set in sterling silver.
A21-7028


ARMANI WOMEN’S GOLD TONE MESH WATCH.
Simple and refined for everyday wear.  


Features a stainless steel mesh bracelet and 
case, silver-tone sunray dial with rose gold-


tone hour markers and three hands.  The Ar-
mani Exchange logo below the 12 position. 


Water resistant to 50M.
A21-7025


SUNFLOWERS IN A SILVER SKY CANVAS.
“Sunflowers in a Silver Sky" gallery wrapped 
canvas by Hal Halli measures 20" x 30".  This 
contemporary photo on canvas is sure to 
be a great accent in your home or office.  
This gallery wrapped canvas will be a stun-


ning standout on your walls.
A21-7022


GEMSTONE BRACELET.
This contemporary trillion gemstone bracelet 
displays genuine trillion cut blue topaz stones 
set in sterling silver.  Measures 7.5" in length.


A21-7023


KOSTA BODA CONTRAST BOWL.
Artistic and expressive, swirling lines and veils of color have become 


the trademark of the Contrast series.  Designed by Anna Ehrner.  Mea-
sures 13.75" x 6.625".


A21-7026


HIGH SIERRA DELLS CANYON UPRIGHT DUFFEL.
Inspired by modern outdoor and urban tac-
tical elements.  Features in-line skate wheels 


that minimize friction, retractable handle 
that provides easy maneuvering and a 


dual compartment clamshell design.  Grab 
handles on all sides of the duffel.  Measures 


24" x 16" x 11".
A21-7024







TRIUMPH SPORTS  
ADVANCED LED BEAN BAG TOSS.


This game can be taken along on any 
outdoor adventure for hours of fun.  Two 
game platforms are lit by included LEDs, 
while the bags glow with included glow 
sticks for nighttime visibility.  When not in 
use, hidden storage pouches keep the 


bags secure and the boards lock together 
for easy portability with a convenient carry 


handle.  Boards measure 35" x 24".
A21-7029


BLACK & DECKER 20V 2-PIECE KIT.
The drill/driver features an 11 position 
clutch to avoid stripping screws and 


damaging work surfaces along with a LED 
worklight to illuminate the work surface.  
The saw features a 5.5" blade for almost 


any DIY project.  Includes one battery and 
one battery charger.


A21-7030


PREMIERE LP WIRELESS TURNTABLE.
A simple and convenient way to listen to 


your favorite records.  Features built-in stereo 
speakers, a beautifully integrated grille and an 
internal amplifier.  Connect music wirelessly to 
a Bluetooth speaker.  Features an  automatic 


return and a full-size platter.
A21-7031


DIGITAL STEEL SECURITY SAFE.
This digital steel security safe features 
a digital programmable lock, all steel 


construction, motorized door locks 
and concealed hinges.  Measures 


9.85" x 13.79" x 9.88".
A21-7033


MINI PROJECTOR AND  
120" DIAGONAL SCREEN.


Turn any space into entertainment central.  
Project your favorite movies, games and 


photos with HDMI, VGA, USB and AV.  Eas-
ily adjust the picture for the best viewing 
angle with manual focus and angle cor-


rection.
A21-7034


CHI PROFESSIONAL ELECTRONIC IRON.
Performs a smooth glide every time.  
Features a titanium-infused ceramic 


soleplate that is scratch resistant.  Over 
400 steam holes provide superior perfor-


mance.
A21-7035


LE CREUSET 9.75" CAST IRON DEEP ROUND GRILL.
Features high ridges that help drain excess fat and grease, cast iron construction 


that provides even heat distribution and heat retention, drip-free pour spouts offer a 
mess-free grease transfer.  Oven safe up to 500F. Safe to use on all stovetop types and 


outdoor grills.  Dishwasher safe but hand washing is recommended.
A21-7032







8" WINDOWS TABLET.
Features an 8" capacitive touchscreen 
display, Windows 10 OS, Intel BayTrail 
T Quad-core 1.8GHz processor,  Intel 
HD graphics, Bluetooth 4.0 and Wi-Fi: 


802.11b/g/n.  Includes a 2.0MP front and 
5.0MP rear cameras, built-in 16GB stor-


age and 1GB RAM memory.
A21-7036


PHONESOAP PRO UV SANITIZER.
Offers an enhanced sanitizing experience, 
killing 99.99% of bacteria in just 5 minutes.  


With a larger sanitizing bay, it accomodates 
large phones comfortably.  


A21-7037


TOUCH-TO-TOAST LEVERLESS  
4-SLICE TOASTER.


Great features like one-sided enhanced 
bagel toasting, reheat and defrost con-
trols, audible alert signal, and 7 shade 
settings are all included in this elegant, 


brushed stainless steel toaster.
A21-7038


VORNADO OSCILLATING TOWER FAN.
Delivers whole room circulation utiliz-
ing stationary, high-velocity airflow to 
continuously circulate all the air in the 
room.  Offers oscillation mode sweep-
ing the room with cooling beams of 
high-velocity airflow. Designed for 


smooth, quiet oscillation and embel-
lished with a chromed carry handle.  


Stands 32" tall.
A21-7039


LE CREUSET CAST IRON  
ROUND DUTCH OVEN.


The exterior enamels resists chipping and 
cracking, interior enamel that resists stain-


ing and dulling.  The oversized handles 
provide a secure grip.  Built-in lid stabiliz-
ers provide a secure no-slide fit.  Safe to 
use on ceramic, electric, gas, halogen, 


induction grills and ovens.  Measures 5.75" 
x 5".  Dishwasher safe.


A21-7041


DEEP SLEEP REVITALIZE SOUND MACHINE.
Relax and fall asleep to the sounds of nature.  
Plays 8 different sounds like campfire, ocean, 


wind chimes, thunderstorm and more.
A21-7042


ADRIATIC BLUE 16-PIECE DINNERWARE SET.
A modern and trendy set made from stoneware with a reactive glaze that includes 4 


each of the 10.5" dinner plates, 8" salad plates, 7" bowls and 12oz porcelain mugs.  Micro-
wave and dishwasher safe.


A21-7040







CANON PIXMA PRINTER.
Print resolution of 4800 x 1200 dpi with a print 
speed of 8.8 ipm (black) and 4.4 ipm (color).  
Capable of duplex printing.  Dye-based color 
cartridge and pigment based black cartridge.  
Scan with either the flatbed or the automatic 
document feeder.  Measures 17.2" x 16.2" x 7".


A21-7048


SAMSUNG WIRELESS REAR READY SPEAKER KIT.
This rear wireless speaker kit creates an immersive 
sound experience, bringing you into the action of 
your movie, show or sports program.  The wireless 


module measures 1.9" x 7.9" x 5.2" and the rear 
speakers measure 3" x 5.7" x 3".


A21-7049


CAMELBAK OCTANE 100OZ PACK.
This high capacity pack is perfect for 


extra-long runs, fast-packing and long 
days where you’re switching between 
different activities on the trail.  Mea-


sures 7.87" x 9.6" x 17.32".
A21-7047


19" WIDESCREEN AC/DC LED HDTV.
This HDTV features built-in dual tun-
ers, HDMI input compatible, HDTV 


1080p/1080i/720p/480p/480i, built-in USB input 
compatible, 1366 x 768 resolution, digital noise 
reduction and four sound and picture modes.


A21-7044


FAST TRACKER METAL DETECTOR.
Features a 2-piece adjustable aluminum stem, 


S-Rod handle system, 1/4" headphone jack, 
internal speaker, sensitivity adjustment, 7" 


Bounty D-Tech closed search coil, 2 tone audio 
discrimination and automatic ground balance.


A21-7045


COLEMAN POPUP 2-PERSON TENT.
This Coleman tent features pre-assembled poles to aid in a fast setup, 
taped floor to keep dry, multi-position rainfly and 2 convenient storage 


pockets.  Fits two people and measures 7.5’ x 4.92’ x 2.92’.
A21-7046


XTREMER TRAIL GAME CAMERA.
This versatile game camera features 28MP 
photo resolution, 2160p/2K video output,  a 
105° FOV, 46 hi-intensity Infrared LED’s, an 


infrared motion sensor, 120° PIR angle and up 
to 65 foot range.  All of these features are in-
tegrated into a durable, waterproof housing.  
The 32GB capacity MicroSD storage slot holds 
hours of video and hundreds of pictures that 
can be easily viewed on the 2.4" LCD screen.


A21-7043







BANG & OLUFSEN BEOPLAY EARBUDS.
Lightweight earbuds with Bang & Olufsen 
signature sound.  Crafted from lightweight 


metal for a robust sound.  Includes flight 
adaptor and carrying pouch.


A21-7055


J.A. HENCKELS VINTAGE 1876 
FLATWARE SET.


Includes 8 dinner knives, 8 
dinner forks, 8 dinner spoons, 


8 salad forks, 8 soup spoons, a 
slotted serving spoon, serv-


ing spoon, serving fork, sugar 
spoon and butter knife.  Dish-


washer safe.
A21-7056


SIGHT HD VIDEO DOORBELL.
Keep an eye on your front door with the 
video doorbell.  Remotely view just out-


side of your door from anywhere anytime 
24/7/365.  2-Way audio lets you commu-
nicate with passer byers.  Record video 
in Full HD 1080p. Weatherproof design.  
Wide angle 145-degree lens and night 


vision capable.
A21-7053


CUISINART 11-PIECE SET.
Perform all cooking tasks, large or small, with this 
11-piece nonstick cookware set.  Now you can 
simmer, sauté, fry, boil or braise to your heart’s 
content!  The exclusive Ceramica XT nonstick 


interior is titanium reinforced for enhanced food 
release and durability. This powerful nonstick 


surface will not stain or discolor.
A21-7050


.7 CUBIC FOOT MICROWAVE.
Step back in time with Magic Chef’s 0.7-cu. ft. 
retro microwave oven featuring a towel bar 


door handle and rotary dials. With its compact 
footprint, 700 watts of power, and 7 power 


levels, this stylish model is ideal for your dorm, 
apartment, snack bar or office.


A21-7051


300W DVD HOME THEATER SYSTEM.
Upgrade any movie night and feel like you are in your own personal cinema.  Of-


fers 300 watts of power and Dolby Digital 5.1 surround sound.
A21-7054


16" VERTICAL CHARCOAL SMOKER.
An easy-to-use smoker that is just what you 
need for your outdoor cooking collection.  
Features two 16" solid steel cooking grates 


and up to 402 square inches of cooking 
space. Water bowl and adjusting air vents 


help control temperature.  Measures  
20.5" x 22.06" x 30.5".


A21-7052







BLUE ROUND DIAMOND STUD EARRINGS.
Beautiful blue round 0.10ct AA qual-


ity diamond studs in 10k white gold.  A 
classic addition to any jewelry collec-


tion.
A21-7057


ELITE GONDOLA 3-PIECE SOFTSIDE ROLL-
ING LUGGAGE SET.


Designed with a light weight yet durable 
polyester fabric that makes your travel-


ing experience easy and stress free.  
Includes 3 rolling uprights measuring 28", 


24" and 20" in height.
A21-7058


ORREFORS PLAZA VASE.
Features strong cuts and bold shapes.  
Adds a stately, yet timeless touch of 


design to any table setting.  Measures 
5.375" x 8.75".


A21-7059


INVICTA MEN’S PRO DIVER  
AUTOMATIC WATCH.


This blue-dial watch features a num-
bered unidirectional bezel, magnified 


date window at 3 o’clock, logo-
accented hands, 43 mm stainless steel 


case with mineral dial window and 
Japanese automatic movement.  Wa-


ter resistant to 200M.
A21-7061


COSTA CABALLITO SUNGLASSES.
These Costa sunglasses feature a stain-
less steel integral hinge, durable TR 90 
nylon frame, 100% UV light blockage, 
C-WALL Coating that repels oil, water, 


dust and scratches.  Blocks blue and yel-
low light for better clarity.  Includes hard 


case for safe storage.
A21-7062


PEACEFUL ENDING  
GALLERY WRAPPED CANVAS.


“Peaceful Ending" gallery wrapped 
canvas by Krissy Katsimbras measures 
20" x 30".  This contemporary photo on 
canvas is sure to be a great accent in 


your home or office.
A21-7063


BY THE BAY GALLERY WRAPPED CANVAS.
“By the Bay" gallery wrapped canvas by Kyle Wood measures 20" x 30".  This con-
temporary photo on canvas is sure to be a great accent in your home or office.  


This gallery wrapped canvas will be a stunning standout on your walls.
A21-7060







PEWTER 5" X 7" DOUBLE FRAME.
An ideal alternative to silver frames.  
Since pewter does not tarnish, these 


frames require much less mainte-
nance than their sterling counterparts.  


Holds 4" x 6" photos.
A21-7064


REPLOGLE CRYSTAL  
MARQUISE SILVER GLOBE.


The colorful land cartography of this 
12" crystal clear globe is enriched by 


the stainless steel base.  Measures 
12" x 16" x 12".


A21-7065


BLUE TOPAZ BOLO BRACELET.
This whimsical blue topaz bolo bracelet 


can be worn stacked or solo for a dramatic 
look.  Features genuine 4mm blue topaz set 
in sterling silver with a box chain and bolo 


slide clasp for an updated look.
A21-7066


FOSSIL WOMEN’S RILEY WATCH.
A classic shape with sporty features, this Fossil 
watch is a style that transcends the season.  
Features a black ion-plated stainless steel 


bracelet with single press deployant closure, 
black dial with crystal diamond hour markers 
and a black ion-plated bezel that is fully lined 


with crystals.  Water resistant to 50M.
A21-7067


RAY-BAN DADDY-O SUNGLASSES.
Enjoy the full Ray-Ban experience 


with a stylish matte black frame and 
green non-polarized lenses that offer 
100% UVA and UVB protection.  These 
sporty frames provide perfect sun pro-
tection while maintaining the classic 


Ray-Ban coolness.
A21-7069


DAIMOND EARRINGS AND  
NECKLACE SET.


Urban style and a diamond dazzle 
celebrate the circle of life, lived well.  


Diamond and sterling silver earrings and 
necklace set feature .04twt round dia-
monds and an 18" round snake chain.


A21-7070


VINEYARD 4-PIECE SET.
This set includes a 27" upright, 20" carry-on, 22" rolling duffel and 
a 15" tote.  Features front zippered pockets for easy access and 


expansion gussets to increase space.
A21-7068







DIAMOND BRACELET.
This contemporary geometric design is cool, 


creative and provides a stylish aesthetic.  
The high-polished links and diamond jewels 
provide lots of movement and dimension.  


Features .05twt round diamonds and polished 
sterling silver.  Measures 7.5" in length.


A21-7076


KATE SPADE POLLY SMALL SWING PACK.
From the side, this Polly Small Swing Pack has a 
super-slim silhouette, but don’t let that fool you, 


unzip the top and you’ll find a surprisingly spacious 
interior.  Features a generously-sized slip pocket 
to the outside, just in case you have a few extra 


lipsticks to slip in.  Measures 8" x 8.5" x 1.25".
A21-7077


HOWARD MILLER BERGEN WALL CLOCK.
This contemporary wall clock has a merlot 
cherry finish, contrasting brushed nickel-
finished pendulum, and  bezel side bars.  


Measures 35" x 12" x 3".
A21-7075


REBECCA MINKOFF WASHED NYLON TOTE.
Embark on a journey to timeless style with 
this breathable Rebecca Minkoff Nylon 


Tote.  Made of man-made material.   
Measures 5.5" x 13" x 19".


A21-7072


JOHN MEDEIROS ANVIL LARGE SLIDER.
Features gold accents and a clear pave 


pendant.  Made from premium alloy with 6 
microns of rhodium and 40 microns of 14k 


gold plating.  Includes an 18" chain.
A21-7073


48-BOTTLE WINERACK.
Made in Australia from hard, high-density plantation grown Radiata Pine.  


Strong and stable, requires no tools to assemble.  Measures 33" x 24.75" x 9.2".
A21-7074


CARAVELLE MEN’S TWO-TONE  
STAINLESS STEEL WATCH.


Built for style and function, this six-hand 
chronograph with date display on bold blue 
dial features a sleek two-tone stainless steel 
case and bracelet with gold accents and 


a double-push fold-over closure.  Water 
resistant to 50M.


A21-7071







KATE SPADE NYLON MEDIUM SWING TOTE.
Constructed of classic durable woven 


nylon, this Medium Swing Pack features 
a spacious interior with a zipper pocket 


and snap-tab slip pocket that holds 
both of your phones.  A drop zip-top 


closure keeps all your important things 
safe.  Measures 10.25" x 9.5" x 2.4".


A21-7083


ANTWERP GENTS STERLING 
SILVER CUFF LINKS.


The ultimate in simple under-
stated elegance.  Classic 


Men’s rectangle cufflinks in 
sterling silver with a bright pol-
ished finish.  This timeless piece 
goes with every outfit and any 


occasion. 
A21-7084


RICARDO SKYWAY  
EPIC CHECK-IN SUITCASE.


Lightweight and spacious, this reliable 
hardside suitcase offers durable scratch-


resistant exteriors, two-compartment 
packing, and comfortable smooth-rolling 
handling that makes getting around easy.  


Measures 26.25" x 17.5" x 11".
A21-7081


MEN’S STERLING SILVER  
FIGARO LINK BRACELET.


This men’s “Figaro Link" fashion design 
bracelet features an interlinked chain and 


polished silver construction.  Weighs 20 
grams and has a lobster clasp closure.


A21-7078


DIAMOND RIBBON NECKLACE.
Featuring .05twt round diamonds set in sterling 
silver and suspended from an 18" cable chain.  
A gorgeous addition to any jewelry collection.


A21-7079


ORREFORS PLAZA BOWL.
Features strong cuts and bold shapes.  Adds a stately, yet timeless touch 


of design to any table setting.  Measures 8.25" x 3.75".
A21-7082


RECTANGLE TABLE.
The small rectangular table is a handy table 
that sits nicely between two Adirondacks, 


perfect for drinks!  Manufactured from up to 
100% recycled plastic.  The table is construct-


ed from heavy 7/8" gauge plastic lumber, 
ergonomically designed, includes all stainless 


steel hardware, is completely waterproof 
and there is no painting, no slivers and no rot!  


Measures 17" x 13" x 18".
A21-7080








AUTUMN BLEACH CANVAS.
Autumn Bleach by Hal Halli is a gallery 


wrapped canvas that measures 24" x 36".  This 
contemporary photo on canvas is sure to be 
a great accent in your home or office. This 
gallery wrapped canvas will be a stunning 


eye catching standout on your walls.
A21-10001


MICHAEL KORS WOMEN’S  
ROSE GOLD-TONE WATCH.


This Michael Kors watch is sleek and chic 
with an elegant uptown style.  Features a 


rose gold-tone stainless steel bracelet, rose 
gold-tone dial with numerals and crystal 


markers, chronograph and a deployment 
clasp with push-button.  Case measures 


39mm.  Water resistant to 50M.
A21-10002


DIAMOND CLUSTER EARRINGS.
Classic solitaire stud earrings with diamond 


cut details for added sparkle.  These 
.15twt diamonds are set in sterling silver 


with yellow gold overlay.  Add a touch of 
subtle sophistication to every outfit.


A21-10003


N’FINITY WINE RACK ARCH DISPLAY.
Solid mahogany construction to 


showcase your wine collection and 
accessories.  Offers beauty and rich-
ness to your experience.  Measures 


38.5" x 27.75" x 12.5".   
A21-10005


MCLIP MONTEREY ALIGATOR MONEY CLIP.
Finished in a silver tone, this timeless money 
clip is one of the most popular styles avail-
able.  Handmade from start to finish, this 


money clip is made with the highest preci-
sion and care.


A21-10006


ROSES ARE RED GALLERY WRAPPED CANVAS.
Roses are Red by Jeff Boutin measures 20" x 
40".  This contemporary landscape is sure to 
be a great accent in your home or office.  
This gallery wrapped canvas will feature 


“brushstroke enhancements" that will make 
your canvas look more like the original.


A21-10007


VINCE CAMUTO CORY HOBO.
A classic style you’ll want on your side.  The Cory Hobo features chic styl-


ing and expert craftsmanship that stands the test of time.  A secure top zip 
closure, center seam and gusset pockets with insets of suede define the look.  


Measures 14.5" x 13.5" x 4.5".
A21-10004







KENNETH COLE SHOW BUSINESS FL-
APOVER COMPUTER BRIEF.


Features Columbian leather construc-
tion, double gusset, secure tucklock, 
lined interior, front pocket organizer 


and a rear exterior pocket.  Can ac-
commodate a laptop up to 15.6" in 


size.  Measures 16" x 4" x 12.5".
A21-10008


CITIZEN WOMEN’S AXIOM ECO-DRIVE WATCH.
With a two-tone stainless steel bracelet and 
case in gold-tone and black ion plating, the 
Axiom from Citizen is sure to stand out from 
the crowd.  It features a black dial that per-


fectly contrasts with the gold-tone dial and is 
topped with edge-to-edge glass for a sleek 


finish that will never go out of style.
A21-10009


BELENCIAGA WOMEN’S ACETATE SUNGLASS-
ES.


These Belenciaga sunglasses feature a 
havana frame and brown lenses that offer 


100% UV protection.  Includes sunglass 
case and cleaning cloth.


A21-10010


NIXON SENTRY WATCH.
This Nixon watch features a 42mm 


goldtone case and bracelet, black 
dial and Quartz movement.  Water 


resistant to 100M.
A21-10011


KOSTA BODA NON STOP VASE.
Designer Anna Ehrner has created a 


stunning piece with beautiful colors.  The 
design and flow represents flowing waves.  


Measures 3.8" x 12".
A21-10013


BLACK ROUND DIAMOND STUD EARRINGS.
Stunning black round 0.50ct diamond studs 


set in rose gold over sterling silver.  The perfect 
addition to any jewelry collection.


A21-10014


MARC JACOBS SNAPSHOT BAG.
Small camera-style bag in Saffiano leather with an adjustable, logo 


cross body strap.  Features double-j hardware, two zip sections, 
interior and exterior slip pockets and a removable and adjustable 


webbing strap.  Measures 7" x 2" x 4".
A21-10012







STERLING SILVER HEART NECKLACE.
A beautiful 18" sterling silver heart 


necklace with a rhodium finish and a 
24.5x20mm diamond cut heart beaded 


necklace with lobster clasp.  A show stop-
ping accessory piece.


A21-10020


GUCCI MEN’S SQUARE FRAME SUNGLASSES.
Features an acetate front with rubber co-inject-
ed temples and 100% UV protection.  Charac-
terized by the web cross grain insert that takes 


inspiration from Gucci’s men’s accessories.  
Made in Italy.  Includes a hard protective case, 


satin pouch, and cleaning cloth.
A21-10021


BULOVA MEN’S BRACELET WATCH.
Features a numberless black dial with 


gray luminous hands, chrome finish 
stainless steel bracelet, Quartz move-


ment and round black toned steel 
case.  Water resistant up to 30M.


A21-10019


HOWARD MILLER DEARBORN WALL CLOCK.
This industrial looking 32" wall clock has a ma-


chined, steel frame with grind-marks that give it 
a distressed look.  The machined and blackened 
steel numeral ring also features grind marks and 


machined steel Roman numerals.
A21-10016


GUCCI INTERLOCKING G STUD EARRINGS.
Beautiful interlocking “G" earrings in rhodium 


plated sterling silver.  A cute accessory to 
any ensemble.


A21-10017


REED & BARTON PAUL REVERE BOWL.
Crafted in the classic Paul Revere style, this bowl from Reed & Barton features 


a traditional silhouette steeped in history.  Crafted in handsome silverplate, 
this bowl is an excellent choice for any décor.  Measures 9" in diameter.


A21-10018


SAMSONITE SILHOUETTE  
SOFTSIDE EXPANDABLE SPINNER.


Made of 100% Tricore Nylon with SamGuard 
that is abrasion and water resistant.  Features 


easy glide spinner wheels, right height pull 
handle, Privacy ID tag, Comfort Ergo zippers 
and exterior pockets that provide personal 
organization.  Measures 27" x 18" x 12.25".


A21-10015







CHELSEA SQUARE DESK ALARM CLOCK.
Wake up to the sight and sound of an 
exceptional Chelsea timepiece.  This 


square desk alarm is ideal for the bed-
room or the office, with handsome, sleek 


styling that complements any décor.  
Measures 1.75" x 3.5" x 3.5".


A21-10027


DIAMOND BRACELET.
A contemporary diamond 


bracelet with captivating sparkle.  
Features .25twt round diamonds 
set in sterling silver with a yellow 
gold overlay.  Measures 7.25" in 
length and is secured by a lob-


ster claw clasp.
A21-10028


REPLOGLE CAMBRIDGE  
ECO FRIENDLY GLOBE.


The graceful style and antique luster of 
Cambridge gyro-matic assembly presents 


a pleasing contrast to the substantial 
beauty of its rich hardwood stand.  Mea-


sures 18" x 38" x 16".
A21-10025


14K LIGHTWEIGHT HOOP EARRINGS.
Stunning 14k lightweight hoop earrings 


weight 1.6 grams.  A classic piece that fits 
any outfit or event.


A21-10022


MASTOLONI FRESHWATER PENDANT.
Mastoloni Sorrento 5.5-6mm white round “A" 
quality freshwater pearl pendant suspended 
on a 14k yellow gold 18" necklace.  A time-


less classic.
A21-10023


LONG PIER BY THE WATER CANVAS.
Long Pier by the Water by Hal Halli measures 24" x 36".  This contemporary 


photo on canvas is sure to be a great accent in your home or office.  This gal-
lery wrapped canvas will be a stunning standout on your walls.


A21-10026


NIXON SENTRY GOLD WATCH.
This 42mm watch features gold steel con-
struction, a date calendar, mineral crystal 


and Quartz timing.  Water resistant to 100M.
A21-10024







BISSELL HARD FLOOR EXPERT BAGLESS VACUUM.
Use on bare floors, carpet, upholstery and 


more.  Features multi-cyclonic technology that 
provides for longer suction.  Use the Turbine 


Foot attachment for hard floors that is tough on 
dirt and gentle on floors.  Offers an 11" clean-


ing path.
A21-10029


J.A. HENCKELS 20-PIECE MODERNIST KNIFE 
BLOCK SET.


Includes 3" paring knife, 4" paring knife, 5" 
serrated utility knife, 5.5" prep knife, 6" util-
ity knife, 5.5" boning knife, 7" santoku knife, 


8" bread knife, 8" carving knife, 8" chef 
knife, 8 steak knives, kitchen shears and a 


self-sharpening knife block.
A21-10030


MILWAUKEE 1.75 MAX HP BODYGRIP ROUTER.
Features an exclusive body grip design with 


a 1.75 Max HP 11 Amp 24000 RPM mo-
tor.  The exclusive linear depth adjustment 


system allows for 1/4" and 1/2" premium 
self-releasing collets.


A21-10031


IBANEZ ACOUSTIC GUITAR.
The Ibanez Performance Series Grand 


Concert Acoustic Guitar recalls the 
classically styled guitars of yester-
day with a grand concert body.  


Designed to be audible over large 
instrumental ensembles in the days 


before amplification, grand concert 
style bodies tend to emphasize the 
upper-mid range a bit more for a 


wonderful clean sound.
A21-10033


WEBER PORTABLE LP GRILL.
A lightweight grill that packs plenty of 
power.  Perfect for camping and tail-
gating.  Features a high-performance 
cooking system and 189 square inches 


of cooking area.
A21-10034


VIPER SOLAR BLAST ELECTRONIC DART-
BOARD.


This 15.5" regulation dartboard is outfit-
ted with four top-mounted 0.5-by-4-inch 
LED cricket displays keeping track of up 
to 16 players at once.  Measures 21.8" x 


2.1" x 29.1".
A21-10035


32" ROKU SMART HDTV.
Stunning high definition resolution offers enhanced clarity and detail.  Access to 
over 500,000 movies and TV episodes plus sports, news, kids programming and 


more.  Use the mobile app to control your TV search share and cast.  Super-simple 
Roku TV remote is easy to navigate.  Measures 28.8" x 17.1" x 3.1" without the stand 


and 28.8" x 19" x 6.8" with the stand.
A21-10032







GOPRO HERO WATERPROOF CAMERA.
With smooth 4K video and vibrant WDR 
photos this GoPro makes every moment 
look amazing.  Rugged and waterproof 
so you can take it anywhere.  The intui-
tive touch screen makes it easy to jump 


right in and get great shots.
A21-10036


RING VIDEO DOORBELL.
Answer the door from anywhere using 
your smartphone and this Ring video 
doorbell.  Get real time notifications 


when visitors press the doorbell or trigger 
the motion sensors.


A21-10037


NIKON PROSTAFF BINOCULARS.
These 12x50 roof prism binoculars are 
dependable, rugged and powerful.  


The multilayer-coated lenses provide for 
brighter images.  Features lightweight 


fiberglass-reinforced polycarbonate resin 
construction.  Waterproof and fogproof.  


Includes strap and case.
A21-10038


8-BOTTLE PRIVATE RESERVE WINE CELLAR.
This compact wine showcase stores up 


to 8 reds, whites, and champagnes.  
At the touch of a button, the desired 
temperature is set between 39 to 68 


degrees Fahrenheit and is quietly main-
tained by a thermoelectric cooling 


system that conserves energy without 
sacrificing performance.  Measures 


10.5" x 17.5" x 20.5".
A21-10039


SONY WIRELESS  
NOISE CANCELLING HEADPHONES.


Approximately 30 hours of battery life 
on a full charge.  Shut out the world with 
noise canceling technology.  Extra bass 
enhances low-end frequencies.  Con-


nect to devices wirelessly via Bluetooth.  
Built-in mic for hands free calling.  Touch 
panel on the side of the headphones to 


control the music.
A21-10041


COLEMAN 4-PERSON TENT.
This tent measures 9’ x 7’ with a center height 
of 4’ 11".  The OneSource 4-Person Camping 
Dome Tent with Airflow System & LED Light-
ing lets you enjoy time outdoors with friends 
and family comfortably.  An integrated fan 


refreshes the air in the tent 6 times per hour to 
reduce humidity, and LED lighting offers warm 


diffused light throughout the tent.
A21-10042


1000W BLUETOOTH RECEIVER.
Dolby Digital 5.1 surround sound home theater system features a 1000-watt 
audio receiver, built-in digital AM/FM radio tuner and allows up to 6 digital/


analog audio sources.  Compatible w/ Blue-Ray/DVD players DVRs Satellite/
Cable boxes Streaming boxes & more.


A21-10040







10.1" WINDOWS TABLET.
Features a 10.1" capacitive touchscreen 


display, Windows 10 OS, CherryTrail Quad-
core 1.44GHz Intel processor, Bluetooth 
4.0 and 2.0MP front and rear cameras.  
Includes a detachable keyboard with 


magnetic joint and touch pad. 
A21-10048


MULTIFRY CLASSIC MULTICOOKER.
The patented Surround Cooking System provides 


even heat and the automatic mixing paddle consis-
tently mixes food allowing you to fry, saute and roast 
to perfection while saving both time and energy in 
the kitchen, or you can easily remove the mixing 


paddle to bake cakes, pizzas, and more.
A21-10049


ELECTRIC HURRICANE BLENDER.
This blender is revved and ready to go.  
The professional power 2.25 peak HP 
motor handles even heavy pulver-
izing tasks with ease.  The 60-ounce 


BPA free Tritan jar sits in a heavy-duty 
plastic base that is uniquely designed 


for easy pouring.
A21-10047


61-KEY PORTABLE KEYBOARD.
Replicate the sound of the best pianos in 


the world with added portability.  The USB-
MIDI port connects to any mobile device or 


laptop.  Includes music stand and mea-
sures 37.3" x 13.8" x 4.3".


A21-10044


WHISTLER BACKUP CAMERA PACKAGE.
This package includes the Safety Backup Cam-
era and the Laser Radar Detector.  Features a 
pre-assembled camera and solar panels with 
an additional option on the display settings.  


With super easy installation, you can be ready 
to go in minutes!


A21-10045


SAMSUNG 32" SMART TV.
Features a vibrant HD 720p display, Motion Rate 60, Wide color enhancer, 


Quad-Core Processor, Screen Mirroring with Wifi Direct that enables Wifi 
devices to easily connect to the TV.  Measures 29.3" x 18.4" x 5.9" with the 


stand and 29.3" x 17.4" x 2.7" without the stand.
A21-10046


20-PIECE TOXIM FREE CERAMIC SET.
This nonstick cookware set comes with 
everything needed for a new kitchen.  


Features an ultra-durable diamond 
infused ceramic coating that is 5x harder 
and lasts 10x longer than other nonstick 
coatings.  Dishwasher, oven, broiler and 


metal utensil safe.
A21-10043







GALVANIZED STEEL STORAGE SHED.
With 13.5 square feet of internal floor space, 


this compact shed is constructed with 
powder-coated, galvanized steel, which 
is resistant to rust, corrosion, and UV rays.  


Sliding double-doors allow easy access, and 
the door handles feature padlock eyes to 


accommodate most combination or keyed 
locks.  Measures 2.8’ x 4.8’ x 4.4’.


A21-10055


BANG & OLUFSEN BEOPLAY 
WIRELESS SPEAKER.


Compact and powerful with 
sound that fills small to medium 


sized rooms.  Crafted from 
premium materials.  Wirelessly 
connect to Bluetooth or Wifi.


A21-10056


KARCHER ELECTRIC PRESSURE WASHER.
Blends high cleaning performance and 
ease of use.  Delivers 1800 PSI of TruPres-


sure.  TruPressure is driven by a reliable uni-
versal motor.  Includes three spray nozzles 


including a turbo nozzle and no-flat 
wheels and an aluminum frame.  Folding 


handle for compact storage.  
A21-10053


SKIL 20V BRUSHLESS  
CORDLESS CIRCULAR SAW.


Designed for power, efficiency and per-
formance by the brand that invented the 
circular saw.  Includes a brushless 6.5" cir-


cular saw, lithium battery, automatic jump 
charger and a 24-tooth ultra thin carbide 


tipped blade.
A21-10050


MAMMOTH RANGER 45-QUART COOLER.
A cooler you want when ice is required in ex-
treme conditions.  Features top-grade full per-
formance roto-molded thick insulated walls.  


Perfect for shorter trips and rugged locations.  
Thick insulated walls provide ice retention 6 to 
8 days or more. 45-quarts capacity and mea-


sures 17" x 23" x 16.5".
A21-10051


CALPHALON CLASSIC STAINLESS STEEL 10-PIECE COOKWARE SET.
Stainless steel cookware from Calphalon is built to last with convenient features.  


Impact-bonded aluminum bases support fast and even heating.  Includes 8" and 
10" fry pans, 1.5-quart, 2.5-quart saucepans with covers, 3-quart saute pan with 


cover and a 6-quart stockpot with cover.
A21-10054


BOSE SOUNDLINK  
REVOLVE BLUETOOTH SPEAKER.


Deep. Loud. And immersive, too.  The Sound-
Link Revolve Bluetooth® speaker delivers true 
360° sound for consistent, uniform coverage.  


This wireless speaker is durable, water-resistant 
and easy to grab and go-with a recharge-


able battery that plays up to 12 hours.  Mea-
sures 3.24" x 3.24" x 5.97".


A21-10052







PANDORA LUCKY CLOVER BRACELET.
Pandora presents the Lucky Clover 


Bracelet with 2 clear pave lights 
charms and the clover cut out 


charm on our silver clasp bracelet.  
Measures 7.5" in length.


A21-10057


SEIKO GOLD TONE & ARCHED WALL CLOCK.
Add a touch of traditional elegance to 


your home with this pendulum wall clock 
with gold-tone accents.  It features a West-
minster/Whittington chime, volume control 


and nighttime silencer.   
Measures 24.5" x 12.25" x 5".


A21-10058


MAUI JIM SEACLIFF POLARIZED SUNGLASSES.
These Maui Jim high-shine finish sunglasses 


feature a bold brow bar to roundout a con-
fident look.  Seacliff is poised to become 


your next solid eyewear choice.
A21-10059


BULOVA WOMEN’S BRACELET WATCH.
Features stainless steel constuction, 12 


diamonds individually hand set on a black 
mother-of-pearl dial, domed mineral 


glass, metalized edge-to-edge crystal 
and stainless steel bracelet with deploy-
ant closure.  Water resistant to 30 meters.


A21-10061


GREEN AMETHYST & DIAMOND EARRINGS.
Sophisticated and beautiful green amethyst 
and diamond earrings feature 8mm genu-
ine cushion cut green amethyst with .08twt 


round diamonds, set in sterling silver.  A great 
addition to any jewelry collection.


A21-10062


KENNETH COLE OUT-OF-THE-BAG EXPAND-
ABLE PORTFOLIO.


Features Columbian leather with a double 
gusset, top zip construction, fully lined inte-
rior, front exterior zipper pocket, organizer 


and a padded computer pocket that 
accommodate most laptops up to 15.4".  


Measures 16.5" x 5" x 12".
A21-10063


SUNFLOWERS IN THE SILVER SKY.
Sunflowers in the Silver Sky by Hal Halli measures 24" x 36".  This contemporary 


photo on canvas is sure to be a great accent in your home or office. This gallery 
wrapped canvas will be a stunning standout on your walls.


A21-10060







ANTWERP FOREVER  
DANGLE DIAMOND NECKLACE.


Antwerp Diamonds Beautiful Dangle 
Necklace in 14k white gold with rotating 


diamonds that shine forever.  This necklace 
contains 2 round brilliant-cut diamonds, 


one on each side, totaling .05 carats.  The 
necklace comes together at a point before 
it dangles down with elegance.  Necklace 


measures 18" in length.
A21-10064


ORREFORS GLACIAL VASE.
Like an iceberg at drift, this glacial vase 


is sprawling, cool and dangerously 
beautiful.  Measures 5.25" x 9.85".


A21-10065


DIAMOND CUFF BRACELET.
The diamond is known to connect your 


mind, body and spirit.  This diamond cable 
cuff bracelet features .05twt round dia-


monds in 18k yellow gold and sterling silver.  
Weighs 11.5 grams.


A21-10066


TOURNEAU WOMEN’S  
STAINLESS STEEL DRESS WATCH.


Tourneau women’s 32mm watch with a 
polished stainless steel case and adjustable 
bracelet with double push button butterfly 


buckle.  The white pattern dial features 
Roman numerals and blue hands.  The dial 
is protected by scratch-resistant sapphire 


crystal.  Swiss quartz movement with water 
resistance to 165’.


A21-10067


MCKLEIN LEATHER COMPUTER BRIEFCASE.
Wear as a backpack or a vertical briefcase.  
Features a front organizer pocket with stor-
age space for media devices, cell phone, 
business cards, key holder and pens.  Mea-


sures 13.75" x 15.75" x 7.5".
A21-10069


GUCCI TRADEMARK NECKLACE.
A beautiful Gucci trademark heart 
necklace that measures 48cm and 
is made from 925 silver.  The perfect 


complement to any attire.
A21-10070


PEACEFUL ENDING BY KRISSY KATSIMBRAS.
This photo on canvas is sure to make a beautiful statement in your home or 
office.  This piece is perfect for a living room, family room, entry or bedroom.  


Measures 24" x 36".
A21-10068







SIGNATURE LINK BRACELET.
The black rhodium links connected with all 
gold pave links creates that WOW effect!  


Wear this to work, wear it to the gym, wear it 
to dinner - its really cool to see how versatile 
this bracelet truly is, it goes with everything 


and is also super comfortable!
A21-10076


HOWARD MILLER ANDREA MANTEL CLOCK.
This mantel clock’s decorative details in-
clude a carved base molding, bezel and 


side overlays featuring a leaf pattern.  
Measures 21" x 8" x 12".


A21-10077


CITIZEN WOMEN’S CRYSTAL ECO-DRIVE.
The elegant Silhouette Crystal from Citizen 
is also a modern timepiece. The rose-gold-
tone stainless steel bracelet features prin-
cess cut Swarovski® crystals.  The 25mm, 
rose-gold-tone stainless-steel case also 
sports elegant Swarovski® crystals.  The 


mother of pearl dial has Swarovski® crys-
tals and the single crystal on the crown 


completes this stunning watch.
A21-10075


STERLING SILVER AND PEARL BRACELET.
Polished and antiqued for style, this brace-
let features sterling silver, 14k gold accents, 
a FW cultured pearl and .09ctw diamond 
accent.  This cuff bracelet with a hinge is 


easy to take on and off.
A21-10072


HOWARD MILLER BRASSWORKS WALL CLOCK.
This 32" oversized gallery wall clock features 


a metal outer frame finished in antique brass 
and accented by four decorative antique 
brass-finished screws applied to the dial.


A21-10073


SALVATORE FERRAGAMO REVIVAL GANCINI CARD CASE.
Ferragamo’s refined card case features a pull out ID insert, credit card 


slots, calfskin leather, iconic gancini detail and silver metal accents.  
Measures 3.1" x 3.9".


A21-10074


HARTMANN CENTURY DELUXE HARDSIDE 
CARRY-ON SPINNER.


Features a 100% polycarbonate exterior, a 
removable garment sleeve, zipper pockets 
and durable nylon tie-down straps to keep 
contents secure.  The push button handle 
locks when fully recessed and extended.  
Four spinner wheels move in 360-degree 


direction.  Measures 22" x 14" x 9".
A21-10071







HOWARD MILLER MEDFORD MANTEL CLOCK.
This classic English bracket clock is finished 


in Windsor Cherry on select hardwoods 
and veneers with a brass-finished Roman 


numeral dial.  The quartz battery operated 
dual chime Kieninger movement plays full 


Westminster or Ave Maria chimes with strikes 
on the hour.  Measures 18" x 8" 14".


A21-10083


CELTIC STAINLESS STEEL PEN.
One substantial twisted cable 


clip adorns this substantial 
pen, making it an attractive 
writing instrument that is rec-


ognizably Charriol.
A21-10084


HOWARD MILLER LORNA CLOCK.
Finished in Tuscany cherry on select 


hardwoods and veneers, this flat-top 
wooden sofa table clock features a 
unique fret cut grill over plain glass, 


turned columns, and a decorative top 
molding.  Measures 26" x 14" x 10".


A21-10081


DIAMOND NECKLACE.
Simple, stunning and dazzling - just like 


you.  Classic diamond solitaire necklace 
with a .10ct. round brilliant cut diamond 
set in 14k yellow gold with an 18" beauti-
ful cable chain.  Hand selected for bril-


liance and quality.
A21-10078


DIAMOND CIRCLE EARRING AND NECKLACE SET.
Circles and more circles- geometric- infinity- 


you choose the meaning that most reflects you!  
Features .20twt diamonds set in sterling silver 
with yellow gold plating.  Fun, contemporary 


and perfect for your everyday looks.
A21-10079


BUGATTI SOLEDAD MESSENGER BAG.
Features an internal document compartment, inside zippered pockets, magnetic 


front panel and an adjustable shoulder strap.  Measures 15" x 13" x 4".
A21-10082


REPLOGLE GLENCOE FRANK LLOYD 
WRIGHT GLOBE.


This globe stand is adapted from a large 
pedestal designed for the park.  The 


Glenco globe combines colored stained 
hardwood with die-cast top and bottom 


plates.  Measures 13" x 21" x 13".
A21-10080








TRI-CIRCLE NECKLACE.
A timeless and contemporary diamond 


circle pendant.  Three circles intertwined 
make this dramatic piece shine.  Features 
.15twt round diamonds set in sterling silver 


with yellow gold overlay suspended from a 
16"+2" cable chain.


A21-11001


JUMBO BIN GRID 100-BOTTLE WINE RACK.
Sourced from the finest sustainable tree 
plantations in Indonesia, this jumbo bin 


grid 100-bottle wine rack is durable, 
eco-friendly and beautiful.  Measures 


42.92" x 42.92" x 9.04".
A21-11002


DIAMOND EARRINGS.
Simple, stunning and dazzling, these 


classic diamond solitaire earrings feature 
.20twt round brilliant cut diamonds set in 
14k yellow gold with heavy friction posts.


A21-11003


TOURNEAU WOMEN’S TWO-TONE 
ROMAN DIAL WATCH.


This Tourneau watch features a 
32mm stainless steel and gold 


plated case and bracelet, a white 
Roman dial, scratch resistant sap-
phire crystal and a date window 


at 3 o’clock.
A21-11005


TOM FORD WOMEN’S COLETTE SUNGLASSES.
These Tom Ford square sunglasses are 


made of metal with cross front detail and 
logo temples.  Offers 100% UV protection.  


Includes a cleaning cloth and case.   
Made in Italy.


A21-11006


THE ABSTRACT COLLECTION.
Cherry Sky and Arroyo by Leslie Pilgrim each 
measure 19" x 19" framed.  These two con-
temporary images will feature brushstroke 


enhancements on the canvas.  Framed in a 
sleek black float frame and ready to hang.


A21-11007


DOONEY & BOURKE GETAWAY WEEKENDER.
This lightweight bag features durable, classic styling and is roomy enough for a 


weekend escape or even around town travel.  Measures 13.5" x 20"  x 9".
A21-11004







DAVID YURMAN CABLE CLASSIC EARRINGS.
David Yurman transforms his signature de-


sign motif into a carved cable earring.  The 
effect is an entrancing wavelike pattern 


that retains the dimensional  
look of his original helix cable.   


Measures 20 x 8mm.
A21-11008


TUMI VOYAGEUR CONVERTIBLE BACKPACK.
This bag provides ultimate versatility while 


maintaining a sense of chic.  The long, 
adjustable straps let you wear it as a back-
pack or an over-the-shoulder crossbody.  


Measures 12.75" x 3" x 15".
A21-11009


THE PALM BEACH PANORAMIC COLLECTION.
Maui Palms and Maui Sunset by Kelly 


Wade each measure 12" x 28" framed.  
These wonderful ocean/beach land-


scapes capture the beauty of a tropical 
sunset.  Framed in a contemporary black 


frame and ready to hang.
A21-11010


LUMINOX SEA TURTLE WATCH.
This watch features a rubber/silicone/PU 


strap, 44mm case, black dial, white Arabic 
markers and Quartz movement.


A21-11011


KOSTA BODA NON STOP BOWL.
Designer Anna Ehrner has created a 


stunning piece with beautiful colors.  The 
design and flow represents flowing waves.  


Measures 9" x 9.3".
A21-11013


UNISEX SAPPHIRE BRACELET.
Features .45twt genuine white sapphires set 
in a solid sterling silver handmade bracelet 


mounting.  Measures 8.25" in length.
A21-11014


MONTBLANC MEISTERSTUCK LEATHER WALLET.
Features 6 credit card slots, money clip, black jacquard lining, palladium-plat-


ed metal fittings and black full grain calfskin construction.  
A21-11012







MASTOLONI WREATH BRACELET.
Stunning 4-4.5mm round freshwater 


pearls addorn this 14k yellow gold ac-
cented bracelet from Mastoloni.  Mea-


sures 7" in length.
A21-11020


HOWARD MILLER GRAHAM BRACKET CLOCK.
The brass finished dial offers a silver chapter 
ring and decorative corner spandrels.  The 
quartz, dual-chime Kieninger movement 


plays full Westminster or Ave Maria chimes.  
Measures 17" x 10" x 15".


A21-11021


CITIZEN WOMEN’S  
AREZZO ECO-DRIVE WATCH.


From the 32mm two-tone stainless-steel 
case to the two-tone bracelet with a 
deployment clasp, the Arezzo from 


Citizen marries elegant style with sporty 
function.  It has a white three-hand dial 
with Roman numerals, is accented with 
diamonds and uses Eco-Drive technol-
ogy, so it is powered by any light, never 


needing a new battery.
A21-11019


DIAMOND NECKLACE.
A gorgeous vertical plunge of diamonds 


and 10k yellow gold.  Stunning .10twt 
round brilliant diamond necklace includes 


an 18" cable chain.
A21-11016


DIAMOND BRACELET.
The reciprocal beauty of a circle of dia-
monds never ends.  This contemporary 


geometric diamond bracelet features .10twt 
round diamonds set in sterling silver with yel-
low gold overlay.  Measures 7.5" in length.


A21-11017


BELENCIAGA WOMEN’S METAL AVIATOR SUNGLASSES.
These Balenciaga sunglasses feature a havana/gold frame and brown lenses 


that offer 100% UV protection.  Includes sunglass case and cleaning cloth.
A21-11018


THE WILDLIFE COLLECTION.
Farmland Sanctuary and Frosty Dawn by 
Abraham Hunter each measure 18" x 22" 
framed.  These wonderful wildlife land-
scapes capture the majestic beauty of 
deer and upland birds in a fall setting.  


Framed in a rustic burl frame and ready 
to hang.


A21-11015







SALVATORE FERRAGAMO  
ICONA CARD & KEY HOLDER.


Ferragamo’s sleek and sophisticated 
credit card case is finished with a gold 
metal Gancini and bar detail.  Mea-


sures 1" x 3.1" x 4.4".
A21-11027


GUCCI MEN’S POLARIZED 
SUNGLASSES.


Features a masculine club master 
shape, web and the sylvie motifs 
enameled on wirecore for a see-


through effect and a classic colour 
palette with black acetate brow-
lines contrast with the gold metal 
frame.  Includes a hard protective 
case, satin pouch and cleaning 


cloth.  Made in Italy.
A21-11028


BULOVA WOMEN’S BRACLET WATCH.
This Bulova women’s watch features 
stainless steel and gold-tone, 12 dia-
monds individually hand set on blue 
mother-of-pearl dial, domed mineral 


glass, metalized edge-to-edge crystal, 
stainless steel and rose gold-tone 


bracelet with deploymant closure, 
and water resistance to 30 M.


A21-11025


PANDORA IRIDESCENT ICE BRACELET.
The Iridescent Ice Bracelet dazzles with two 
intriguing Ice Sculpture Blue Spacers, alter-


nating shapes of faceted baguette-cut and 
round brilliant-cut crystals.  Complimenting the 
blue spacers are three Iridescent White Glass 


Charms made with iridescent and transparent 
Murano glass.  Measures 7.5" in length.


A21-11022


ANTWERP ROYAL PRINCESS STUD EARRINGS.
This beautiful royal stud earrings set is craft-
ed from 14K white gold with two princess 


cut .05ct diamonds.  A staple in any jewelry 
collection.
A21-11023


KOSTA BODA RED RIM BOWL.
Designed by Bertil Vallien, this bowl is hand made through a multi-step process 


that creates an optical pattern that is unique and stylish.  Measures 8.5" x 4".
A21-11026


NIXON SENTRY CHRONO WATCH.
Features a 42mm gold tone case and brace-
let, blue chronograph dial and Quartz timing.  


Water resistant to 100 M.
A21-11024







DYSON V7 MOTORHEAD CORDLESS VACUUM.
Powerful suction and direct-drive motor head 


removes ground-in dirt.  Quickly and easily 
transforms to a handheld.  Provides cord-free 
and hassle-free for up to 30-minutes of fade-


free suction.  Max mode provides up to 6-min-
utes of high suction power. Washable lifetime 


filter.  Includes a docking/charging station, 
combination tool and crevice tool.


A21-11029


BODY CHAMP MAGNETIC RECUMBENT 
EXERCISE BIKE.


Feel the freedom to workout when you 
want with the recumbent exercise bike.  


Features an adjustable manual and mag-
netic resistance, ergonomic handlebars 


and a comfort back seat.  Measures 53" x 
23.5" x 36".
A21-11030


LE CREUSET 5-QUART SIGNATURE  
CAST IRON DUTCH OVEN.


Distributes heat slowly and evenly, the exterior 
enamel is long lasting and resists chipping and 


cracking.  Interior enamel is made to resist 
staining and dulling.  Interior is sand colored 


to help watch food and prevent burning and 
sticking.  Lid stabilizers provide a no-slide lid fit.  


Dishwasher safe.
A21-11031


7’ PROPANE PATIO HEATER.
Enhance your patio, deck or backyard 


oasis with this durable steel umbrella 
propane patio heater.  Constructed 
of steel, ensuring that it will provide 


warmth for years.  Offering 41,000 BTUs 
of heat for your family and friends within 


a 16.4-ft radius.  Measures 17.84" x  
88.23" x 32".A21-11033


COLEMAN WEEKENDER  
CAMPING PACKAGE.


This package contains a 7’ x 7’ 3-person 
tent, a 2-burner propane stove, two 
sleeping bags, a BatteryGuard 50M 


LED flashlight and a 54-can collapsible 
cooler.  Everything you need for a week-


end getaway.
A21-11034


61-KEY COMPACT PORTABLE KEYBOARD.
Features 61-piano style keys, 2 sensitivity 


touch responses, 16 track song sequencer, 
editing tools, step recording function, 


rhythm editor, tone editor, 10 reverbs, 5 
choruses, 100 DSP types, USB connectivity, 
48 polyphony, 700 tones and 210 built-in 


rhythms.  Measures 37.2" x 14.9" x 5.2".
A21-11035


43" ROKU SMART TV.
Stunning high definition resolution offers enhanced clarity and detail.  Access to over 


500.000 movies and TV episodes plus sports, news kids programs and more.  Super-
simple Roku TV remote is easy to navigate.  Measures 38.2" x 22.4" x 3" without the stand 


and 38.2" x 24.5" x 7.6" with the stand.
A21-11032







7-PIECE STAINLESS STEEL  
CERAMIC COOKWARE SET.


Experience a revolutionary new ceramic 
nonstick with classic Zwilling pans.  Ceraforce 


XTREME ceramic nonstick lasts longer and 
is 3x more durable than previous nonstick.  


Includes a 10" fry pan, 2-quart saucepan with 
lid, 3-quart saute pan with lid and a 6-quart 


Dutch oven with lid.
A21-11036


DIGITAL STEEL SECURITY SAFE.
Features a programmable digital lock, all 


steel construction and motorized door and 
locks.  Can be bolted down.  Measures 


21.87" x 14.78" x 14.97".
A21-11037


LE CREUSET 5.5-QUART SIGNATURE CAST 
IRON DUTCH OVEN.


Great for slow cooking braising and 
roasting, cast iron maintains even and 
consistent heat.  The exterior enamel 
is shock resistant to prevent chips and 
cracks.  Measures 7" x 13.75"x 10.25".  


Dishwasher safe.
A21-11038


TOBIAS TOBY STANDARD BASS GUITAR.
Based on Michael Tobias’ classic ergo-


nomic design, the Toby Standard IV 
provides a focused, finished sound.  


Features include Radiata body, hard 
maple neck with rosewood finger-


board, Tobias TBT single coil pickups, 
a pickup blend control, and premium 


die-cast machine heads.
A21-11039


CANON POWERSHOT CAMERA.
Features a powerful 42x optical zoom 
with optical image stabilizer for out-


standing optical performance.  Built-in 
Wi-Fi® and NFC allows for easy shar-
ing and transferring of images and 
videos.  The 20.0 Megapixel sensor 


with DIGIC 4+ Image Processor helps 
deliver stunning image quality.


A21-11041


ELITE SPORT BLUETOOTH EARBUDS.
The most technically advanced true wire-
less sports earbuds.  These wireless earbuds 
guarantee superior sound and call quality.  


Superior comfort and an always-reliable 
secure fit is delivered by customizable fit-


ting options.
A21-11042


SONY FULL HD CAMCORDER.
This camera features a back-illuminated R CMOS sensor with 30x optical zoom plus 60x 
digital zoom.  The steady shot image stabilization with shake-canceling feature helps 


ensure you get the shot.  The 2.7" LCD with wide viewing angles allows a clear display.
A21-11040







BUSHNELL NITRO BINOCULARS.
These compact binoculars boast a load of fea-
tures, such as 10x magnification, 36mm objec-
tive lens diameter, ED Prime Glass and an EXO 
Barrier protected lens coating that helps repel 


water, oil, dust and debris.  The PC-3 Phase 
coating enhances resolution and contrast.  IPX7 


Rated waterproof.
A21-11048


DISCOVERY METAL DETECTOR.
Features an 11-segment digital target  


identification, 4-tone audio feedback, 3-digit 
numeric target value, one-touch “zap" pinpoint 


mode, coin depth indicator and an 8" inter-
changeable waterproof open search coil.


A21-11049


ENDLESS SUMMER WOOD BURNING 
FIREPLACE.


Kick your feet up and enjoy the ambi-
ance.  Throw a couple of burgers on its 
slide-out cooking grid, and you have 
a recipe for a perfect evening in your 


cozy backyard oasis.  Featuring a large 
chimney, this black outdoor firehouse 
effectively directs smoke and ash up 


and away for superior exhaust control.  
With its classic black finish and durable 
steel grate, roaring fires can easily be 


viewed from all sides.  Measures  
20.5" x 25" x 45.3".


A21-11047


SHARK ION ROBOT VACUUM.
Use a Wifi connection and the Shark Clean app 


to schedule or start cleaning.  Voice control 
also available with Alexa or Google Assistant.  
The Auto-Sense Navigation - smart sensors as-


sess the area and move around obstacles and 
stairs.  Multi-surface brushroll with high-tensile 


bristles pick up debris hair and more.
A21-11044


NEST LEARNING THERMOSTAT.
Learns your schedule and programs itself, 


control via smartphone, tablet or computer.  
The Farsight feature senses activity and shows 
temp set or time.  Save up to 12% on heating 


and 15% on cooling expenses.
A21-11045


PORTER CABLE 4-TOOL COMBO KIT.
Includes a 1/2" two speed drill/driver that completes tasks with ease, a 
5-1/2" circular saw that delivers 3700 RPM and includes an 18T carbide 


blade, a 6" wood cutting reciprocating saw that provides 0-3000 SPM, two 
20V MAX 1.3Ah Lithium-ion batteries, one 20V MAX Lithium-ion charger, kit 


bag and a LED worklight.
A21-11046


PROFESSIONAL 1800-WATT BLENDER.
A professional blender with 1800 watts of 
power and a 2.4 HP motor.  The stainless 
steel blades rotate over 140MPH evenly 


blending smoothies, juices, fruits and 
soups.  Features 4 one-touch program set-


tings.  Includes a 64oz. jar.
A21-11043







STANLEY 4-DRAWER ROLLING TOOL CHEST.
This 4-drawer tool cabinet provides ultra-dura-
bility and security for tools.  The 20-24 gauge 
all steel construction provides extended life.  
Four 4" x 2" caster wheels with two that lock 


and swivel.  Four 50lb load capacity drawers.  
Measures 26.5" x 18" x 32".


A21-11055


CUISINART 1.2 CUBIC FOOT 
CONVECTION MICROWAVE 


OVEN.
The Cuisinart convection 


microwave oven and grill is 
a countertop oven that’s the 
ultimate combination of size, 
style and smarts.  With a large 


1.2 cubic foot capacity, it looks 
like it belongs in a high-end 


commercial kitchen.  Measures 
20.4" x 12.4" x 18.9".


A21-11056


BRIGGS & STRATTON 2000 PSI ELECTRIC PRES-
SURE WASHER.


Features a 2000 max PSI motor with 1.2 
max GPM brushless induction motor that 


provides long lasting use and performance.  
Includes 3 quick connect spray tips and an 
instant start/stop system that only runs when 


the trigger is pulled.  The 7" wheels offer 
easy mobility.


A21-11053


GOPRO HERO CAMERA KIT.
Offers 4K video, a touch screen, voice-
control, video stabilization, GPS, touch 


zoom and 2X slo-mo.  Waterproof to 10M.  
Includes micro SD card.


A21-11050


BOSE SOUNDLINK AROUND-EAR HEADPHONES.
Enjoy a better wireless experience with Bose 


SoundLink around-ear headphones.  A 
rechargeable battery lets you listen for up to 
15 hours.  An intuitive touch controls give you 


simple command of your music and calls.
A21-11051


STAMINA ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT MAGNETIC TREADMILL.
Lightweight and foldable design with magnetic resistance that is adjustable with 
8 different levels.  Three levels of incline vary the workout intensity.  The weighted 


flywheel supports a smooth workout.  No electrical outlet needed and no motor to 
maintain.  Textured non-slip belt surface.  Some assembly required.  250lb Weight 


capacity.  Measures 50" x 27" x 50.25".
A21-11054


DESIGNER ENERGY STAR 3.1 CUBIC FOOT 
REFRIGERATOR.


Features a separate, top-mount freezer with 
cycle defrost and storage on the freezer 
door.  Perfect for dorm rooms and small 
offices, this energy efficient unit includes 


the CanStor beverage dispenser, tall bottle 
storage, a crisper drawer and plenty of shelf 


space.  Measures 18.9" x 33.4" x 19.7".
A21-11052







POLO RALPH LAUREN  
LEATHER MERCY TOTE & WALLET.


The open tote includes detachable shoulder 
strap, two top handles with 5" drop with dog 


clip closure.  The slim leather wallet has a 
foldover snap flap, exterior back zip pocket, 


four full slip pockets, ten card slots and an 
ID window.   Leather exterior with pop of 


orange on the interior.
A21-11057


14K CHAIN EARRINGS.
Beautiful 14k chain earrings weigh 1.9 


grams.  A classical and timeless addition 
to any jewelry collection.


A21-11058


MCKLEIN FLY-THROUGH.
Features a patented 2-in-1 removable 


wheel and handle system combined with a 
detachable fly-through checkpoint friendly 


laptop sleeve design.  The laptop sleeve 
is padded with high-density foam and fits 


most 17" laptops.  Measures 6" x 13" x 16.5".
A21-11059


HOWARD MILLER SINCLAIR.
This beautiful wall clock is finished in Cher-


ry Bordeaux on select hardwoods and 
veneers that features inverted V-matched 


teak wood veneer on the front of the 
case.  It features Quartz, triple-chime har-
monic movement that plays your choice 
of full Westminster or Ave Maria chimes 
with a strike on the hour.  It requires two 


C batteries (not included), and measures 
30" x 17" x 9".
A21-11061


ROUND SALTWATER AKOYA NECKLACE.
Perfect for any occasion.  Features 
white saltwater Akoya 6-7mm round 


pearls with 14k yellow gold.  Necklace 
measures 18" in length.


A21-11062


COASTAL BRILLIANCE & BARN DREAMS 
FRAMED SET.


Coastal Brilliance and Barn Dreams prints 
measure 18" x 22".  These giclee canvas im-
ages will be framed in contemporary white 


frames ready to hang.
A21-11063


OCEANIC ADIRONDACK CHAISE LOUNGE.
The Oceanic Adirondack Chaise Lounge is a staple of any patio.  Constructed 
of beautiful pine wood that resists moisture and cracking, this lounge features 
a reclined back, oversized arms, and a gently sloping seat.  This chair is also 


equipped with an interchangable cup and wine glass holder to suit your needs.  
Measures 34.25" x 14.25" x 28.25".


A21-11060







PANDORA FLOWERS & CRYSTALS BRACELET.
Pandora presents the Flowers and 


Crystals Bracelet featuring two Cherry 
Blossom charms, two Inspiration Within 


charms and the Crystallized Floral Charm 
on the silver clasp bracelet.  Measures 


7.5" in length.
A21-11064


TOURNEAU MEN’S 44M CLASSIC WATCH.
Features a 44mm stainless steel case 
and bracelet with 2-button butterfly 
buckle.  The vertical lined cool gray 
dial features Arabic 12, 3, 6, 9 and is 


protected by scratch resistant sapphire 
crystal.  Swiss quartz movement.


A21-11065


GUCCI INTERLOCKING G EARRINGS.
Gucci’s interlocking earrings in sterling silver 


are the epitome of class.  Gorgeous ac-
cent pieces for any attire.


A21-11066


REPLOGLE WILLSTON FLOOR GLOBE.
Unique and modern.  The Willston features 
a clean, grey map with half tone colors.  


The raised relief embossing provides 3D like 
texture and both educates and captivates.  


Measures 24" x 21" x 26".
A21-11067


HUGO BOSS FOLDER.
This Hugo Boss folder is a metaphor of 


modernity and elegance.  Its understated 
design is skillfully accentuated by a textured 
finish.  This folder is an absolute must-have for 
the well-equipped businessman.  It provides 
sufficient space for documents and includes 


a pen holder, business card slots, a docu-
ment pocket and a notepad.  Measures 


9.25" x .79" x 12.4".
A21-11069


DIAMOND NECKLACE.
Features a .15ct round brilliant cut diamond, 


the diamond hangs from a beautiful 14k 
white 18" gold cable chain.


A21-11070


SAMSONITE DYMOND FAMILY VACATION SET.
Includes two spinners, a backpack and three packing cubes constructed from a high 
density 100% polyester fabric.  Spinners feature retractable handles.  The large spinner 
measures 28.75" x 18.06" x 11.13", carry-on spinner measures 23.5" x 15.25" x 9.75", back-
pack measures 17.5" x 11.5" x 6", small packing cube measures 11.375" x 7.25" x 3", me-
dium packing cube measures 14.125" x 10" x 3" and the large packing cube measures 


18" x 13.75" x 3".
A21-11068







TUMI VOYAGEUR MAUREN TOTE.
This is the tote that you can take anywhere 


and everywhere.  Featuring a padded 
laptop pocket, water resistant water bottle 
pocket and a host of organizational pock-


ets.  Measures 17" x 4.5" x 10.5".
A21-11076


HOWARD MILLER POSTEMA.
This incredible 49" diameter wrought-iron 
wall clock is finished in aged black with 


applied antique gold numerals.  The hour 
and minute hands are finished in antique 
gold and feature an open fret-cut dia-


mond style.
A21-11077


TOURNEAU MEN’S WATCH.
This men’s 45mm stainless steel watch fea-
tures a day and date function, black stick 
dial and Swiss Quartz movement.  Water 


resistant to 10 ATM.
A21-11075


HARTMANN CENTURY 24" HARDSIDE SPINNER.
Features a hardside exterior that is made 


of 100% polycarbonate with a metallic film 
finish.  Recessed TSA lock adds security 


while traveling.  Four multidirectional spinner 
wheels move 360-degreese for easy rolling.   


Measures 25.7" x 17.75" x 11".
A21-11072


KATE SPADE POLLY MOLLY GROUPING.
Don’t be deceived by the word slim with this 
Slim Continental Wallet, once unzipped, this 


surprising accessory reveals 12 card slots, 2 bill 
pockets, a middle zipper compartment, and 


expandable gussets for extra space.  
A21-11073


BACARRAT HARMONIC TUMBLER SET.
Consecutive parallel cuts travel cleanly along the clear crystal grazing 
the tumbler from its lip all the way down to its thick base.  The vertical 


sweep of the the striping emphasizes the verticality of the tumbler.  Incl-
dues two 12 oz. tumblers.


A21-11074


OCEANIC ADIRONDACK CHAIR  
WITH OTTOMAN.


This chair and ottoman is constructed of 
beautiful pine wood that resists moisture 


and cracking.  The reclined back, oversized 
arms, and a gently sloping seat ensure your 
comfort.  Kick your feet up with the included 


ottoman for added comfort.
A21-11071







DAVID YURMAN MEN’S BLACK CHEV-
RON BRACELET.


A masculine 8.5" woven black rubber 
bracelet that measures 6mm in width 


and is secured with a sterling silver 
magnetic clasp.


A21-11083


ANTWERP STERLING SILVER CU-
BIC ZIRCONIA BRACELET.


This dazzling piece is made 
with 384 cubic zirconias weigh-


ing 7.25 carats.  Perfect for 
everyday sparkle or glamour 


for an evening out.
A21-11084


HOWARD MILLER ALVEREZ.
This wall clock is finished in black 


satin on select materials, hardwoods 
and veneers and features a white 
dial with black Roman numerals 


and a brushed nickel-finished bezel.  
Measures 26" x 11" x 4".


A21-11081


GUCCI INTERLOCKING G MONEY CLIP.
Keep your money in one place with this 
stylish money clip from Gucci.  Features 
sterling silver construction and an inter-


locking “G" motif.
A21-11078


LUMINOX SEAT TURTLE GIANT WATCH.
Features a black webbing strap, 44mm 


case, black Arabic dial, Carbonox case-
back and Quartz movement.


A21-11079


CHELSEA CHATHAM BLACK MARBLE DESK CLOCK.
This clock makes a dramatic statement, combining the brilliance of highly-


polished, forged brass with the strong, sleek look of black marble.  Mea-
sures 5" x 7" with a 3" dial.


A21-11082


BUGATTI 2-PIECE HARD LUGGAGE SET.
This 2-piece hard sided luggage set 


features a lightweight PET hard shell that 
flexes to absorb impact.  Measures 15.25" x 


22" x 8" and 17.75" x 25.75" x 9.75".
A21-11080








MODERN PEARL EARRINGS AND NECKLACE SET.
Perfect pearls with a modern twist.  Features 
cultured pearl earrings and a necklace.  Ear-


rings have 9mm pearls and the necklace 
consists of a 10mm pearl pendant.  Pearls are 
suspended on sterling silver drops. Necklace 


measures 18" in length.
A21-8001


MEN’S STAINLESS STEEL BRACELET WATCH.
Features a 42mm stainless steel case 


and bracelet with black dial and day/
date display.  This Swiss quartz movement 


watch is water resistant to 10 ATM.
A21-8002


RAY-BAN CLUBMASTER CLASSIC SUN-
GLASSES.


Ray-Ban Clubmaster Classic sunglasses 
are retro and timeless.  Inspired by the 


50s, the unmistakable design of the 
Clubmaster Classic are worn by cultural 


intellectuals, those who lead the change 
for tomorrow.  Make a statement with 
these black frames and non-polarized, 


crystal green lens treatment.
A21-8003


ORREFORS SOFIERO CYLINDER VASE.
The deep cuts in this classic Sofiero 
collection refract light like a spar-


kling diamond.  Designed by Gunnar 
Cyren.  Measures 4" x 7".


A21-8005


MEN’S STERLING SILVER  
AND BLACK ONYX CUFF LINKS.


These sterling silver rectangular style onyx 
cuff links are the ultimate in simple under-
stated elegance.  Classic men’s rectangle 


cuff links in sterling silver set with a black 
onyx center section.  All bright polished 


finish.  This timeless piece goes with every 
outfit and any occasion.


A21-8006


TUMI BRAVO TRAVEL KIT.
A classic travel kit with a modern edge.  


Designed to sit on the counter or hang from 
a fixture.  Features interior zip pockets.  Mea-


sures 9.5" x 3.25" x 6.25".
A21-8007


STERLING SILVER BEAD BRACELET.
This gorgeous caviar sterling silver bead bracelet measures 7.5 in length.


A21-8004







AUTUMN OUTDOOR WOOD PALLET SET.
This set includes “Farmland Sanctuary" 
measuring 24" x 32" and “Autumn Re-


treat" measuring 24" x 30" by Abraham 
Hunter.  Both images are printed on 


treated lumber pallets that provide a 
weather resistant rustic look.


A21-8008


RALPH LAUREN BENNINGTON SHOPPER.
Carry this spacious leather shopper when 
you’re running errands or heading to the 


office.  Features a lined interior.  Mea-
sures 5.75" x 10" x 16.75".


A21-8009


ORREFORS GLACIAL MEDIUM BOWL.
This small bowl is designed from an iceberg 


adrift, sprawling, cool and dangerously 
beautiful.  Measures 6.75" x 4.75".


A21-8010


HOWARD MILLER STATESBORO  
MANTEL CLOCK.


This handsome mantel clock, finished in 
cherry Bordeaux on select hardwoods 
and veneers, features decorative olive 
ash burl finished overlays on the front 


and gold detail on the side glass panels.  
Measures 14" x 13" x 9".


A21-8011


NIXON SENTRY LEATHER MEN’S WATCH.
This watch provides style for both dress 


and casual.  The bold 42mm watch has a 
3-hand Quartz dial with applied indi-


ces, printed seconds track and custom 
molded hands with luminous fill paired 
perfectly with a 23mm leather band.  


Water resistant to 100 meters.
A21-8013


COSTA DEL MAR ANAA SUNGLASSES.
Rocking a full-coverage teacup shape, these 
polarized Costa woman’s sunglasses are the 


best fit and friend of beachcombers who 
spend their days under the sun casually cruis-
ing the boardwalk or voyagers who grab their 


surfboards and get on the water to hunt for 
their next great adventure.


A21-8014


KENNETH COLE REACTION FLAP OVER MESSENGER BAG.
Features Columbian leather with a front gusset pocket, organizer, cell phone 


pocket and a roomy main compartment.  Measures 12.5" x 15.5" x 4.25".
A21-8012







HOWARD MILLER CHRONOMETER  
WEATHER & MARITIME CLOCK.


A white Arabic numeral face features a 
convex glass crystal, black hour and minute 
hands, and a red second hand. A solid brass 
catch keeps the box closed for safekeeping.  


Measures 8" x 7" x 5".
A21-8020


OCTOBER LIGHT FRAMED FAUX CANVAS.
This beautiful landscape print from Charles 
White is featured with a medium tone real 


pine wood frame.  Measures 26" x 36".
A21-8021


POLO RALPH LAUREN BENNINGTON RED 
SHOPPER BAG.


Carry Lauren Ralph Lauren’s spacious 
leather shopper when you’re running 
errands or heading to the office.  With 


a signature “LRL" luggage tag, it will 
keep you looking polished throughout 


the day.  Textured leather exterior.  
Fully lined with interior zip pocket, 2 slip 


pockets and 4 card slots.  Measures 
11.25" x 4.5" x 9.5".


A21-8019


AMERICAN TOURISTER MOONLIGHT 28" HARD-
SIDE SPINNER.


Hardside exterior made of strong ABS plastic 
that is temperature and impact resistant. Four 
multi-directional wheels offer 360-degree mo-


bility.  Measures 31.0" x 20.9" x 12.6".
A21-8016


BLACK ROUND DIAMOND PENDANT.
Gorgeous black round 0.25ct diamond 
pendant set in white gold over sterling 


silver is the perfect addition for any jew-
elry collection.


A21-8017


MCKLEIN KINZIE 20" LEATHER DUFFEL.
A spacious 20" carry-all leather duffle with elegant contrasting 


leather accents.  Features a fully lined interior with silver hardware.  
Measures 9" x 12" x 20.5".


A21-8018


NIXON SENTRY LEATHER BLACK MEN’S WATCH.
This watch covers all the bases, providing 
style for both dress and casual.  The bold 


42mm watch has a 3 hand Quartz dial.  Wa-
ter resistant to 100M.


A21-8015







HOWARD MILLER  
CHADWICK GALLERY WALL CLOCK.


This 25.5" diameter gallery clock is finished 
in antique brushed brass.  The aged black 
dial features an aged parchment center, 
applied Arabic numerals finished in aged 


brass, aged black hour and minute 
hands, and flat glass.


A21-8027


RAY-BAN JACKIE OHH SUN-
GLASSES.


Set yourself apart with the dis-
tinct and flattering Jackie Ohh 
sunglasses.  These sunglasses 


modernize the classic look.  Du-
rable and comfortable to wear.


A21-8028


KENNETH COLE REACTION PACK OF ALL 
TRADES BACKPACK.


Kenneth Cole’s Reaction backpack is 
constructed from 1680D polyester and 
holds most laptops up to a 17" screen.  


Measures 14" x 19" x 8.5".
A21-8025


DIAMOND HEART LOCKET.
Carry a precious memory close to your heart 
with this stunning diamond heart locket, fea-
turing a pave diamond heart, .03twt round 


diamonds, and set in a heart on a 15mm round 
locket.  Includes an 18" + 2" diamond cut bead 


chain with a teardrop lobster claw clasp.
A21-8022


HOWARD MILLER ATHENS BRASS TABLE CLOCK.
This solid brass table clock with beveled 


glass center panel features four solid brass 
reeded columns and Quartz battery oper-


ated movement.  Measures 8" x 9" x 3".
A21-8023


COCONINO WICKER ADIRONDACK CHAIR.
Great to use all year round for ultimate patio comfort.  A modern black finish 
fits on any patio.  All-weather wicker construction.  Measures 35" x 34" x 35".


A21-8026


CITIZEN MEN’S ECO-DRIVE WATCH.
This men’s Citizen watch features a gold-
tone case with a black leather strap and 


Eco-Drive technology that charges by any 
light source, indoor or out, so you’ll never 


need to change a battery.
A21-8024







ENFINIGY 4-SLOT TOASTER.
Get evenly browned toast, bagels, 
muffins and more with 7 browning 


control settings.  Features bread slice 
centering, built-in soft lift and extra 
lift for easy retrieval and a remov-


able crumb tray.
A21-8029


DEWALT VS COMPACT JIGSAW.
Features a keyless blade clamp, 5.5 
amp motor, variable speeds and an 


all metal gear case.
A21-8030


24" WIDESCREEN LED HDTV.
This HDTV features built-in dual tuners, HDMI 


input, HDTV 1080p/1080i/720p/480p/480i, 
built-in USB, 1366 x 768 resolution, digital 


noise reduction, 4 sound and picture modes 
and a sleep timer function.  Measures 22.21" 
x 1.89" x 13.03" without the stand and 22.21" 


x 6.5" x 14.33" with the stand.
A21-8031


CHIKARA 12-PIECE KNIFE BLOCK SET.
This Ginsu Chikara forged knife set 
includes everything you need to 
prepare and serve delicious and 


complex meals organized in a 
chic Toffee Finish Block.  Includes 
a 8"Chef’s Knife, 5" Serrated Util-
ity Knife, 7" Santoku Knife, 5"Utility 


Knife, 3.5" Paring Knife, Honing Rod, 
Shears, Four stamped 4.5" Steak 


Knives and toffee block.
A21-8033


GARMIN ETREX HANDHELD GPS.
Offers functionality, rugged construction, 
durability and a long battery life that has 
made eTrex the most dependable GPS 
device available.  Features a user inter-
face, worldwide basemap and paper-


less geocaching on a 2.2" monochrome 
display.


A21-8034


LAZER RANGEFINDER.
Known for providing accurate Slope 


compensation and capable of capturing 
targets 5-1000 yards and 300+ yards to a 


flag.  Provides up to 6x magnification.  Ac-
curacy up to +/- 1-yard.  Sleek ergonomic 


and compact design.
A21-8035


COLEMAN INSTANT 10’ X 7’ DOME TENT.
Adventure is moments away when you set up the Coleman® 5-Person Instant Dome 


Tent.  Features pre-attached poles that make setup a simple matter of unfold, extend 
and secure, so your tent and the integrated rainfly are ready in about 60 seconds.  If it 
rains, the WeatherTec™ system and its patented welded floors and inverted seams will 


help you stay dry.  Measures 10’ x 7’ with a 5’ 4" center height.
A21-8032







MILWAUKEE M12 3/8" DRILL/DRIVER KIT.
Features an on-board battery fuel gauge 


that displays remaining run time, ergonomic 
handle design, metal ratcheting chuck and 
a LED light.  Includes battery charger, belt 


clip and carrying case.
A21-8036


WEBER 22" ORIGINAL  
KETTLE CHARCOAL GRILL.


Constructed with a  heavy-gauge porce-
lain-enameled lid and bowl, this charcoal 
kettle grill features a 22.5" cooking area, 


aluminized steel One-Touch cleaning 
system, a no-rust aluminum vent and triple 


nickel-plated cooking grate.
A21-8037


DIGITAL STEEL SECURITY SAFE.
Features a programmable digital lock, 


all steel construction and motorized door 
and locks.  Can be bolted down.  Mea-


sures 11.82" x 14.97" x 11.82".
A21-8038


3/4 SIZE NYLON STRING  
ACOUSTIC GUITAR.


Start learning the right way with the 
Stagg 3/4-size nylon-stringed acous-
tic guitar pack.  The guitar features 
a 3/4-size construction which allows 
beginners to handle the guitar com-
fortably.  Features a basswood back, 
sides and top, nato neck, and classic 
nickel tuners.  Pak includes the guitar, 


gigbag, clip-on tuner, and an extra set 
of strings.
A21-8039


10.1 QUAD CORE ANDROID TABLET.
This 10.1" full HD Android 9.0 tablet wirelessly 
connects to keyboard case via Bluetooth.  


Features two 2.0MP cameras and 800 x 1280 
resolution supports vivid imagery.  Quad-core 


processor supports multimedia use. Built-in 
5000mAh rechargeable battery.  Includes 
Keyboard folio case and Power adapter.


A21-8041


BLACK & DECKER 20V MAX LITHIUM 
POWERBOOST.


Offers up to a 25 minute runtime.  Features a 
microtexture soft grip and includes a 20V MAX 
Lithium-ion extended runtime battery, battery 


charger and blow tube attachment.
A21-8042


BOSE SOUNDLINK MICRO BLUETOOTH SPEAKER.
When a speaker this small sounds this good, you’ll never leave it behind.  The Bose 


SoundLink Micro Bluetooth® speaker delivers unmatched sound for a speaker this size.  
The rugged design and durable strap let you take it everywhere you go. It’s waterproof 


from the inside out, so even if it falls in the pool, just pull it out and keep on playing.  
Measures 1.37" x 3.87" x 3.87".


A21-8040







BROTHER SEWING MACHINE.
With a full range of user-friendly features 


and lightweight design, this sewing machine 
is perfect for learning how to sew and for 


more advanced sewers looking for versatility.  
Includes instructional DVD.


A21-8048


BUSHNELL PHANTOM HANDHELD GOLF GPS.
Preloaded with over 36,000 courses in over 


30 countries.  Provides front, center and back 
distances to the green and up to four hazard 


distances per hole.  Bluetooth technology allows 
for wireless course updates.


A21-8049


BISSELL CLEANVIEW PLUS  
BAGLESS VACUUM.


Ideal for bare floors, carpet, hard 
wood, stairs and upholstery.  Features 
powerful suction plus an innovative 


brush design to clean in one pass.  Of-
fers a 13.5" wide cleaning path.


A21-8047


LE CREUSET 1.75-QUART SIGNATURE  
CAST IRON PRECISION POUR.


Features a durable enamel finish to resist 
cracks and chips, secure lid with stablizers, ex-
tended handle to provide control and interior 


enamel resistant to wear.  Provides superior 
heat distribution and retention.  Dishwasher 


safe.
A21-8044


SPACESTATION TELESCOPE.
This telescope features a 70x800mm 
refractor lens, single fork arm mount 
and an adjustble aluminum tripod.


A21-8045


FAT CAT ELECTRONIC DARTBOARD.
Begin darting in a classic style with this electronic dartboad.  Featuring the 
compactly sized 13.5" dartboard target face, you’ll play on the same size 
the pros use and reign triumphant over your foes.  Surrounding the target 


face is a large missed dart catch ring, to protect your wall from errant 
throws while the built in cabinet doors feature convenient dart storage.  


Measures 18.5" x 2.6" x 24".
A21-8046


BUSHNELL 10X 42MM PRIME BINOCULARS.
These binoculars provide rich features with 


fully multi-coated optics and 10x magnifica-
tion with a 42mm objective lens diameter.  


The BAK4 prisms increase brightness.  The EXO 
Barrier lens coating shakes off water dust and 


debris.  IPX7 Rated Waterproof design. In-
cludes a lens cloth, soft case and neck strap.


A21-8043







BLACK & DECKER 40V MAX  
22" HEDGE TRIMMER.


Quickly trim hedges, brushes, and branches 
up to 0.75" thick with this hedge trimmer from 
Black & Decker.  Features dual-action blades 


to reduces vibration for more comfortable 
trimming.  Includes a 40V MAX Lithium-ion 


1.5Ah battery with 40V MAX charger.
A21-8055


CHI NANO HAIR DRYER.
Features a lightweight ergo-


nomic design with a powerful 
1875W ceramic motor for faster 


styling.  The ceramic ionic 
technology generates nega-
tive ions that dry hair without 


damage.
A21-8056


MINNKOTA ENDURA TRANSOM MOUNT 
TROLLING MOTOR.  


One of the most popular trolling motors 
on the water.  Offers trusted reliability, 
consistency, and durability.  Features 5 
forward speeds and 3 reverse speeds.


A21-8053


BUSHNELL CORE LOW GLOS TRAIL CAMERA.
Camera captures images at 24MP for sharper 
richer daytime images.  Features a 100’ night 
range, rugged design, low glow, 0.3 second 


trigger speed and 1 second recovery rate.  Takes 
video with audio at 1080p at 30fps.  Video length 


up to 60 seconds.  32GB storage capacity.
A21-8050


JBL LINK MUSIC SMART SPEAKER.
From your kitchen to your livingroom, no mat-
ter where you set it up the JBL Link  delivers JBL 


360-Degree Pro Sound.  Use your voice to ask for 
your favorite songs and enjoy music streaming 


with the Google Assistant.  Keep the music flow-
ing without interruptions or delays by streaming 


over your Wi-Fi network.
A21-8051


9" DUAL SCREEN MOBILE DVD PLAYER.
Features electronic skip protection for smooth playback, dual output car power 
adaptor, built in speakers and full-function remote.  Plays DVDs CDs and JPEGs.  


Headphone jacks for private listening.
A21-8054


CAMELBAK FOURTEENER HYDRATION PACK.
Built to pack and hydrate.  Features 100oz 


crux reservoir, air support back panels and a 
dual wing belt.  23 liter capacity.


A21-8052







BURNEY WOODS PALLET SET.
Burny Woods & Burny Falls art pieces from Kelly 
Wade each measures 24" x 32".  The artwork is 
UV printed on treated lumber pallets to create 


rustic decorations.  These weather resistant 
prints are perfect for 3-4 season porches, of-


fices, or any wall in your home.
A21-8057


TOURNEAU MEN’S BROWN CROCO GRAIN 
LEATHER STRAP WATCH.


Features a 42mm IPG plated case, white 
dial and a brown croco grain leather 


strap.  Water resistant to 165’.
A21-8058


RAY-BAN ORIGINAL AVIATOR SUNGLASSES.
One of the most iconic sunglass models in 
the world, these non-polarized gold frame 
with a crystal green lense Ray-Ban Aviator 
sunglasses were originally designed for U.S. 
aviators in 1937.  Aviator sunglasses are a 


timeless unisex model that combines great 
aviator styling with exceptional quality, 


performance and comfort.
A21-8059


STERLING SILVER  
AND CUBIC ZIRCONIA  


TENNIS BRACELET.
This classic jewelry piece is made 


with 78 round cubic zirconia 
weighing 3.00 cttw.  This straight 


row, 4-prong tennis bracelet radi-
ates sparkle.


A21-8061


HOWARD MILLER  
CHRISTOPHER MANTEL CLOCK.


This tambour style mantel clock features 
a windsor cherry finish with a Roman 


numeral dial and convex glass crystal. 
Measures 8.5" x 17.75" x 4.75".


A21-8062


MCKLEIN 22" TRAVEL DUFFEL BAG.
An all-purpose travel duffle bag that 


can be carried in comfort and stability.  
Features a fully lined interior, leather 
accents and silver hardware.  Mea-


sures 9" x 13" x 19".
A21-8063


HALEY WALNUT JEWELRY BOX.
This jewelry box features a classic walnut finish and a cream suede interior for a 
bold, contemporary look.  It includes a hidden compartment for storing neck-


laces.  Measures 3.62" x 4.5" x 4.5".
A21-8060







PANDORA EVERLASTING SHINE BRACELET.
Pandora presents the Everlasting Shine 


Bracelet featuring the Infinite Shine 
Charm at its center.  Sleek and simple 


in design yet carrying a wealth of 
meaning, this openwork charm consists 


of multiple infinity signs.  Linked to-
gether, the infinity signs are a beautiful 
way to symbolize everlasting feelings.  


Measures 7.5" in length.
A21-8064


12-BOTTLE LABEL VIEW WALL WINE RACK.
Show off your favorite bottles with this 


impressive wall mounted 12-bottle wine 
rack.  The unique label-view design is 


over 3 feet in diameter, allowing you to 
turn beautiful bottles into a work of art 


for your room.
A21-8065


HARMONY SILVER BRACELET.
This bracelet celebrates strength and 


symbolizes hope and resilience.  The sterling 
silver double strand bracelet holds a pol-
ished medallion.  Features a lobster claw 


clasp.  Sterling silver is covered in an e-coat 
to prevent tarnishing. 


A21-8066


9" PEWTER REVERE BOWL.
Our Images Revere bowls honor 


Paul Revere’s original bowl design 
in beautiful hand-spun, bright finish 
pewter.  Measures 9" in diameter.


A21-8067


MCKLEIN DALEY LEATHER ATTACHE.
Features a slim design, 3-digit combina-


tion lock, easily accessible compart-
ments and a main access compart-
ment that has file storage.  Measures 


3.5" x 13" x 18".
A21-8069


ONYX EARRINGS AND NECKLACE SET.
Deco design with a contemporary twist, these 


12x10mm onyx necklace and earrings with 
white sapphire accents are a beautiful addi-


tion to any jewelry collection.
A21-8070


U.S. TRAVELER NEW YORKER 3-PIECE LUGGAGE SET.
Functionality and innovation come together in this versatile luggage set.  Con-


structed of lightweight and durable tear-resistant fabrication, this set is perfect for 
your travel needs.  Includes a 29" upright, 21" upright and a 15" tote.


A21-8068







WHITE TOPAZ AND DIAMOND EARRINGS 
AND NECKLACE SET.


The bezel set genuine round white topaz 
are complemented by .03ct round 


diamond accents set in sterling silver.  
Includes an 18" cable chain.


A21-8076


VERA BRADLEY GRAND WEEKENDER TRAVEL BAG.
The Iconic Grand Weekender Travel Bag is 


made from lightweight, solid-colored microfiber.  
The exterior features one slip and two zip pock-
ets and the interior features five mesh pockets.  


Measures 21"  x 14.5" x 9.5".
A21-8077


REPLOGLE MIKADO SLATE GRAY 
OCEAN GLOBE.


Advanced technologies led to the 
creation of this award winning design.  
The detailed graphite oceans are en-
hanced by the rich silver land colors 
on this beautiful globe.  Measures 12" 


x 16" x 12".
A21-8075


DOONEY & BOURKE  
BLAKELY PENNY CROSSBODY.


Constructed out of signature-patterned, 
coated canvas and trimmed with Vachetta 


leather trim, this crossbody is the perfect 
low-profile.  Measures 7" x 4"x 9".


A21-8072


BLUE TOPAZ BRACELET.
A stunning 14.08ct blue topaz bracelet set 
in 18k white gold over sterling silver is sure 


to turn heads.  Measures 7" in length.
A21-8073


ELITE OVERSIZE 4-PIECE SOFTSIDE LUGGAGE SET.
This set includes 4 rolling upright pieces that feature 100% polyester con-
struction and recessed inline skate wheels for easy mobility.  Includes a 


32", 28", 24" and 20" rolling uprights.
A21-8074


BULOVA LAPIS PENDANT NECKLACE.
Polished pendant of semi-precious lapis, be-
lieved to stimulate self-awareness, creativity 
and clarity, set in stainless steel, presented 
on a round box link chain accented by a 
removable signature Bulova tuning fork 


charm.  Stainless steel chain adjusts from 
26" to 28" with extender ring, and signature 


tuning fork closure.  Pendant measures 1.4" x 
0.5" x 0.17".
A21-8071







KATE SPADE NYLON SLIM LAPTOP CASE.
This case is made from durable nylon to 


withstand scratches and mishaps, because 
stuff happens.  And it’s a universal size so it 


fits all laptops, which means you won’t have 
to upgrade when you get a bigger or smaller 


computer.  Measures 1.5" x 11" x 15.25".
A21-8083


MCLIP STAINLESS STEEL 2  
POCKET MONEY CLIP.


Made from super durable solid 
stainless steel component parts 
and ultra cool carbon fiber with 


enamel inlays.  Handmade 
from start to finish, this money 
clip is made with the highest 


precision and care.
A21-8084


HIGH SIERRA  
OUTDOOR TACTICAL 32" HARDSIDE.


The durable polycarbonate shell will last 
through all of your traveling obstacles.  


Features a front cargo net that is detach-
able for quick stowage, two oversize 


wheels, large main compartment and 
convenient grab handles on all sides.  


Measures 32" x 17" x 15".
A21-8081


REED & BARTON HAMILTON DECANTER.
Crafted of lead crystal, the Hamilton 


decanter includes a shimmering stop-
per and intricate etched designs on the 
bottle itself, making it a bold choice for 
an elegant, upscale event.  Measures 


4" x 4" x 10.5".
A21-8078


PANDORA CIRCLES OF LOVE SET.
Sparkling cubic zirconias take center stage 
on this sterling silver earring and necklace 


duo.  The hearts of the necklace feature petite 
heart cutouts around the outer edge, while 


the circle silhouette of the Forever PANDORA 
earrings finish off the look.


A21-8079


HUGO BOSS CHROME PEN AND KEY RING SET.
This elegant gift set from Hugo Boss is perfect for anyone  who wants something 


extra special with a stylish touch.  This set includes the Piillar Chrome Ballpoint Pen 
along with the Framework Key ring in Silver.  The “Pillar" line, with its contrasted 


textures and structural pattern, is a nod to industrial aesthetics.
A21-8082


HOWARD MILLER MIA MANTEL CLOCK.
Finished in warm black with red and brown 
undertones on select hardwoods and ve-


neers, this handsome mantel clock features 
fluted columns with raised beveled column 


caps.  Measures 14" x 10" x 4".
A21-8080








METALLIC SILVER CUFF BRACELET.
This channel cuff bracelet is handmade 
using artisan metals and is fully adjust-
able for the perfect fit.  Even better, 


its covered with hundreds of glittering 
Swarovski crystals.


A21-5001


DIAMOND HEART NECKLACE.
Express your love with this puffed dia-
mond heart necklace.  Features one 


.01ct round diamond set in sterling silver 
with 14k yellow gold overlay with an 18" 
cable chain.  A great addition to any 


jewelry collection.
A21-5002


10K YELLOW GOLD HOOP EARRINGS.
These classic 10k yellow gold diamond 


cut snap closure hoop earrings measure 
25mm and are the perfect addition to 


any jewelry collection.
A21-5003


WOMEN’S GOLD-TONE  
BRACELET WATCH.


This TFX women’s sport chrono-
graph watch features a gold 
tone stainless steel bracelet, 


white dial, crystal markers, gold 
accents and a 36mm case.


A21-5005
GUESS WOMEN’S SHINY BEIGE 


SUNGLASSES.
Features gradient brown lenses, shiny 


beige frame and offers 100% UVA and UVB 
protection.  The high quality frame and 


Polycarbonate lenses are impact and shat-
ter resistant.


A21-5006


FARMHOUSE CARVER CUTTING BOARD.
The J.K. Adams 20" x 14" Farmhouse Carver 


Board with handles is a favorite for everyday 
dicing, chopping and carving.  Cleanup 
is easy with the large cutting surface and 


juice groove.
A21-5007


SUNFLOWERS IN THE SKY BOX BOARD ART.
This boxed board art piece is 100% made in the USA.  The finished product is 


weather resistant making it able to hang in a 3-4 season porch.  It comes with 
a sawtooth hanger attached and ready to hang or can stand independently.  


Measures 12" x 16".
A21-5004







ORREFORS CITY OLD FASHIONED GLASS SET.
The City Old Fashioned Set features a 


Scandinavian cut crystal design that cre-
ates a bold and masculine, yet elegant 


and refined feeling.
A21-5008


HOWARD MILLER KENTWOOD  
TABLE ALARM CLOCK.


This Carriage-style table alarm clock offers 
nickel-finished metal top and base, and a 
polished, waterfall-style, silver-tone bezel.


A21-5009


T’WAS A NIGHT WOOD ART DÉCOR.
This boxed board art piece is 100% made 


in the USA.  The finished product is weather 
resistant making it able to hang in a 3-4 
season porch.  It comes with a sawtooth 


hanger attached and ready to hang or can 
stand independently.  Measures 15" x 15".


A21-5010


KENNETH COLE UNLISTED MEN’S WATCH.
Kenneth Cole’s Unlisted men’s silver brace-
let watch sports a brown strap with brown 


dial and features 3-hand Quartz move-
ment.  Water resistant.


A21-5011


EXECUTIVE LEATHER MONEY CLIP.
Features 100% top-grain polished cow-
hide leather construction, a clear slot 
for a license and three slots for credit 


cards.  Measures 3" x 4.5".
A21-5013


COMTEMPORARY GEOMETRIC  
DANGLE EARRINGS.


Sleek geometric earrings that dangle 
and dazzle every outfit.  Sterling silver 


with yellow gold overlay.
A21-5014


DOONEY & BOURKE SNAP FLAP WRISTLET.
Carry your basics in style with this attractive wristlet made of durable 


fabric with tan leather trim.  Measures 6.25" x 1.25" x 4".
A21-5012







BLACK ONYX DANGLE EARRINGS.
These earrings showcase 15mm round drops 


of black onyx wrapped with a swoosh of 
sterling silver for chic, sophisticated contrast!  


French wires for added comfort.
A21-5020


FOSTER GRANT POLARIZED SUNGLASSES.
Specially formulated High Definition (HD) 
lens color improves contrast by blocking 
out harmful visual-distorting blue light, al-


lowing your natural surroundings to appear 
more vivid and clear.


A21-5021


MEN’S SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL  
ACCENTED WATCH.


Features Swarovski crystal markers on a 
gun metal grey degrade dial surround-
ed by a silver-tone rectangular shaped 


case and bracelet.  Water resistant to 50 
meters.


A21-5019


MULTI-COLOR PEARL SHELL BRACELET.
This shell pearl bracelet features a sterling 


silver, rhodium plated fancy spring lock 
closure and measures 7.5" in length. The 


shell pearls are 12-13mm in size and exhibit 
a white and black color and luster.


A21-5016


TIGHTWAD STEEL MONEY CLIP.
Made from heat tempered stainless steel and 


finished with sand blasting, M-Clip presents 
the Tightwad Steel Money Clip.  Handmade 
from start to finish, this money clip is made 


with the highest precision and care.
A21-5017


HOWARD MILLER WEATHERTON TABLE CLOCK.
Finished in brushed and polished silver tone, this semicircular metal clock 


combines contemporary flair with the additional function of a hygrometer 
and thermometer.  Measures 4" x 8" x 2".


A21-5018


TRIPLE PLAY FLAP TOP BACKPACK.
The rustic look of this pack comes from 
the durable grey exterior material and 
straps which have tuck lock closures for 
convenience.  The wide mouth opening 


with drawstring offers a generous carrying 
capacity that includes an interior padded 
laptop sleeve, and front storage pocket for 


quick-access.  Measures 17" x 11" x 6.5".
A21-5015







HARRIS TWEED COSMETIC BAG.
A cosmetic bag designed to accommo-


date your favorite make-up and cosmetic 
essentials in style.  This elegant travel bag 
features a spacious inside compartment 
with a separate zipped pocket. Hand-


made with the finest Genuine Harris Tweed.  
Measures 8.5" x 6" x 3".


A21-5027


AMETHYST AND WHITE TOPAZ EAR-
RINGS.


Classic and pretty amethyst 
earrings feature  6 x 4 mm oval 


amethysts set in sterling silver and 
surrounded by white topaz for 


extra sparkle.
A21-5028


WINE LEDGE WALL RACK.
You won’t have to search very long 


for your favorite bottle of wine on this 
simply designed metal rack.  Mea-


sures 10" x 38" x 4".
A21-5025


AFRICAN AMETHYST ROUND PENDANT.
A beautiful 3.30 carat African amethyst 


round pendant set in 18K white gold over 
sterling silver.  A stunning piece that is sure 


to draw attention.
A21-5022


HERE’S LOOKING AT YOU WOOD ART DÉCOR.
This boxed board art piece is 100% made 


in the USA.  The finished product is weather 
resistant making it able to hang in a 3-4 season 


porch.  It comes with a sawtooth hanger 
attached and ready to hang or can stand 


independently.  Measures 12" x 16".
A21-5023


AMETHYST EARRINGS AND NECKLACE SET.
Add a splash of passionate purple to set the mood.  This classic stud earrings 


and necklace set includes 5mm round amethyst and sterling silver earrings and 
6.5mm pendant suspended from an 18" cable chain.


A21-5026


MEN’S SILVER DIAL DRESS WATCH.
This stainless steel bracelet watch features a 
silver-tone dial with gray indices, silver-tone 
hands, stainless steel caseback, silver-tone 


finish and a 42mm diameter.
A21-5024







HONEYWELL DIGITAL CERAMIC HEATER.
Features 2 heat settings including max 
heat, programmable thermostat, 1-8 


hour timer settings, digital controls with 
temperature display and a 360 Degree 


tip over switch.  Cool touch housing.
A21-5029


FOLDABLE AND PORTABLE CAMPING CHAIR.
Constructed of a super strong 600D poly-
ester fabric and a powder coated steel 


frame.  Features an integrated cup holder 
and a hi-grade frame that is sturdy and 
reliable.  Up to 300lb weight capacity.


A21-5030


CRESCENT 21-PIECE MECHANICS TOOL SET.
This set includes 6 point sockets, 6 point deep 
sockets and a 72-tooth ratchet that requires 
only a 5 degree swing.  Sockets feature Sur-
face Drive technology to virtually eliminate 
fastener rounding.  Includes a plastic case.


A21-5031


HOT TOOLS 1" DIGITAL FLAT IRON.
Gain sleek and touchably smooth 


styles with this digital flat iron.  Ceramic 
technology reduces frizz and adds 
shine.  Heat performance reaches 


up to 440F for different hair types and 
textures.  Temperatures are easy to set 
and read with an LCD digital display.  
Pulse technology gets hot and stays 


hot so no waiting for reheating.
A21-5033


PYREX PORTABLE 4-PIECE BAKING SET.
Taking food to a potluck or family get 


together just got easier with this portable 
Pyrex set.  Features high quality ultra-


durable tempered glass that resists stains 
and won’t absorb food odors or flavors.  


Includes 3-quart rectangular baking dish, 
lid, hot/cold pack and carry bag.


A21-5034


SKIL RECHARGEABLE SCREWDRIVER.
It may be a small drill, but this recharge-


able 4V screwdriver’s power and features 
are mighty!  The two-finger trigger makes 
getting started easy and the integraged 
lithium-ion battery is ready when you are.


A21-5035


TOASTMASTER 4-SLICE TOASTER OVEN.
Enjoy perfectly toasted breads with this 10-liter toaster oven.  Fits up to four 


slices of bread or a 9" pizza.  Adjustable temperature control with temperature 
know and cook settings.  30-Minute timer knob with “Stay on" function.  Mea-


sures 17.91" x 12.01" x 9.65".
A21-5032







DEWALT 8-PIECE COMBINATION WRENCH SET.
This 8-piece metric combination wrench set 
includes 8 long panel wrenches perfect for 
long reach and leverage.  The set comes in 
a durable, lockable stackable case perfect 
for the garage or tool shed.  Includes 10mm, 
11mm, 12mm, 13mm, 14mm, 15mm, 16mm, 


17mm metric wrenches.
A21-5036


10,000 MAH POWER BANK.
Portable power on the go!  Features 
dual USB ports, USB-C output and a 


LED battery indicator.
A21-5037


T-FAL ENDURA COPPER  
CERAMIC JUMBO COOKER.


The T-fal Endura Copper Ceramic 5-Quart 
Jumbo Cooker is highly stain and scratch 
resistant.  The heavy gauge construction 
makes for the ultimate durability and the 
ceramic interior withstands cook top heat 


up to 500 degrees F for perfect searing. 
A21-5038


BLACK & DECKER 12" STRING TRIMMER.
This lightweight string trimmer is ideal 
for trimming grass in hard to reach 
areas, as well as for maintenance 


edging.  The 3.5 Amp motor and 12" 
cutterhead path provide superior 


performance, while the trimmer’s light 
weight and good balance make it 


easy for almost anyone to use.
A21-5039


16-PIECE EDGEKEEPER UNIVERSAL 
CUTLERY SET.


This all purpose cutlery set features 
triple riveted handles that are ergo-


nomically designed and a designated 
universal sharpening slot.  Includes 


edgekeeper knife block.  
A21-5041


BLACK & DECKER 16" ELECTRIC HEDGE TRIMMER.
Features a 3.0 Amp motor for trimming branches 


up to 5/8" and a lightweight compact design 
for ease of use and less fatigue.  Cord retention 


prevents accidental unplugging.
A21-5042


MINI BEAN BAG GAME.
This mini bean bag game offers all the fun of traditional bean bag toss in a small pack-
age that can be played almost anywhere.  Play mini bean bag on the floor or table, 


indoors or outdoors.  Take this set into the office for a fun desk-top game or setup on the 
conference table to start a tournament.  Wood boards measure 5" x 10".


A21-5040







PORTABLE LIGHTED VANITY MIRROR.
The distortion free mirror is perfect for every 
day morning routines and the LED lighting 
offers a touch sensory dimmer.  The power-
saving timer shuts off light after 15 minutes.  


Measures 5.32" x 1.14" x 8.04".
A21-5048


HOMEDICS DUAL DISPLAY SCALE.
This large thin profile scale shows 


weights in digital and analog and 
features a 3" x 1.25" LED digital display.  


Measures 12.4" x 15.35".
A21-5049


CAPRESSO 12-CUP COFFEEMAKER.
Features a compact design with stylish 
stainless steel accents, fully program-
mable LED display, goldtone filter and 
a 24-hour programmable clock timer.  


Measures 12.25" x 6.75" x 8.75".
A21-5047


BARBASOL RECHARGEABLE SINGLE BLADE SHAVER.
The Barbasol Power Single Blade with Stainless 


steel blades provides a close stubble shave 
with the use of shaving cream or gel or can be 
used dry as a grooming tool.  The Stainless steel 
blades help to trim, edge, and shave to a close 


stubble, so your skin stays comfortable.
A21-5044


SONY EXTRA BASS PORTABLE SPEAKER.
Play powerful music with a fun-sized speaker 
that fits in your hand.  Water resistant design 
for fun by the pool.  The built-in microphone 


supports hands-free calling.   
Measures 3.25" x 2.375" x 2.25".


A21-5045


COLEMAN 5’ X 7’ GO DOME TENT.
Sets up easily in minutes.  Features an adjustable rainfly, mesh ceiling for venti-


lation and a WeatherTec system to keep you dry.  Measures 5’ x 7’ x 3’.
A21-5046


CAMELBAK HYDRATION CYCLING PACK.
Minimalist bike pack provides enough 
water for a 2-hour ride.  The hydration 


reservoir delivers 20% more water per sip.  
Measures 20.1" x 10.4" x 9.8".


A21-5043







COLEMAN SILHOUETTE 10 X 50 MULTI-PUR-
POSE BINOCULARS.


Offerering long eye relief, these wide-
angle binoculars combine contemporary 


styling and design with optical quality 
and durability.


A21-5055


ANOLON 3-PIECE HARD ANOD-
IZED PAN SET.


Hard-anodized aluminum is 
heavy duty and provides even 
distribution.  Premium quality 


nonstick surface provides easy 
food release and cleaning.  


Includes a 3-quart saute pan 
with lid and 9.5" fry pan.


A21-5056


KOBE 5-PIECE UTILITY KNIFE BLOCK SET.
Kobe’s essential knives feature excep-


tionally sharp, hollow-ground blade 
edges and handles that are ergonomi-


cally designed to fit the hand.  The result 
is a clean, comfortable cut. Set also 
includes a convenient block with a 


handsome black finish.
A21-5053


GO AIR TRUE WIRELESS EARBUDS.
Offers over 20 hours of total playtime.  Fea-


tures touch controls and dual connect, allow-
ing the earbuds to be used independently.  
With just a tap or two via touch sensors, you 
can choose the sound to match your per-


sonal preference.
A21-5050


ARIETTA PORTABLE BLUETOOTH SPEAKER.
This Bluetooth speaker can be paired to 


your phone or tablet to experience bold, 
rich sound for your music, movies or games.  


Measures 1.2" x 2.8" x 6.25".
A21-5051


PRESTO COOL TOUCH GRIDDLE.
Features a cool touch base that surrounds the grilling surface, low profile design, 
premium nonstick surface and a Control Master heat control that maintains the 


proper cooking temperature.
A21-5054


SMART HD SECUIRTY CAMERA.
Keep an eye on the rooms in your home that 
matter the most.  A Wifi security camera lets 
you remotely monitor your home through an 


app.  Records in high definition resolution.  
Rotating swivel head allows versatile viewing.  


Motion detection and event notifications.  
Includes AC Adapter and USB Cable.


A21-5052







BULOVA HARDWICK MANTEL CLOCK.
Features a solid wood and wood veneer 
case, walnut finish, decorative screened 
glass and brass-finish metal pendulum.  


Measures 10" x 7" x 3.25".
A21-5057


NOMAD 12" ANTIQUE OCEAN GLOBE.
Lightweight, durable and trendy, this 12" 
antique ocean globe with metallic land 
masses is a lovely option for your home 
or office.  The gold base and semi-me-


ridian are scratch resistant and comple-
ment the globe ball.


A21-5058


DIAMOND LOVE KNOT NECKLACE.
No better way to express your endless love 


than with this diamond Love Knot neck-
lace.  Classic and beautiful and perfect 
for every occasion.  Features .01ct round 


diamond set in sterling silver with rose gold 
overlay with an 18" cable chain.


A21-5059


MEN’S GOLD-TONE BRACELET WATCH.
This men’s sport watch features a gold-
tone stainless steel case with black dial, 
luminescent Arabic numerals and mark-
ers and a date feature.  Case measures 


44mm.
A21-5061


DIAMOND TEAR DROP NECKLACE.
A sophisticated shine is provided with this 


tear drop pendant.  Beautifully worn alone 
or layered with gold and silver chains.  


Features .025twt round diamonds set in 
sterling silver with yellow gold overlay and 


suspended from a 16" cable chain.
A21-5062


BY THE BAY BOX BOARD WOOD ART.
The finished product is weather resistant 
making it able to hang in a 3-4 season 


porch.  It comes with a sawtooth hanger 
attached and ready to hang or can stand 


independently.  Measures 12" x 16".
A21-5063


WOODEN MODULAR WINE RACK.
The J.K. Adams Modular Wine Rack with black pins is a classic option to store any 
wine lover’s collection. The racks make custom wine storage an easy option for 


any size space.  Handcrafted in Vermont. 
A21-5060







BLUE QUARTZ DANGLE EARRINGS.
Antwerp’s Blue Quartz Dangle Earrings 
are made with matching pear shaped, 


blue quartz stones.  This teardrop shaped 
earrings are bright and vibrant in color 
allowing them to truly shine.  The stones 
are each safely set in a sterling silver thin 


bezel keeping it simple as it suspends from 
your ear.  The pair is beautifully crafted in 
sterling silver and measures 16 x 10 mm.


A21-5064


23-PIECE STAINLESS STEEL FLATWARE SET.
Features 18/10 stainless steel construc-
tion that is resistant to corrosion with a 
brilliant finish.  Includes 4 dinner knives, 
4 dinner forks, 4 dinner spoons, 4 salad 
forks, 4 teaspoons, serving fork, serving 
spoon and a butter knife.  Dishwasher 


safe.
A21-5065


BLUE TOPAZ EARRINGS AND NECKLACE SET.
Classic, simple and always beautiful these 
7 x 5mm emerald cut blue topaz stud ear-
rings and matching necklace offer timeless 


elegance.
A21-5066


MEN’S BLUE DIAL BRACELET WATCH.
Features a blue sport dial with markers, 


stainless steel bracelet, mineral glass 
crystal and date calendar.  Case mea-
sures 44mm in diameter.  Water resistant 


to 30 meters.
A21-5067


GUESS WOMEN’S BLACK SUNGLASSES.
Provides 100% UVA and UVB protec-


tion.  Features high quality frame and 
polycarbonate lenses.  Impact and 


shatter resistant.   
Includes cleaning cloth.


A21-5069


AQUA BLUE BRACELET.
Demand attention as you walk in the 


room wearing this dramatic aqua blue 
stone flex bracelet by Ralph Lauren.  
Features a fold over clasp and mea-


sures 7.5" in length.
A21-5070


KOSTA BODA BRUK SERVING BOWL.
This bowl is functional and decorative for everyday and special occassions.  


Beautiful simple design for home décor.  Measures 8.5" x 4.3".
A21-5068







BLACK PEARL EARRINGS AND NECKLACE SET.
The symbol of purity, property and beauty.  


A classic 7mm black freshwater button pearl 
earrings with necklace set.  The necklace 


measures 18" in length.
A21-5076


ANTI-THEFT CLASSIC SMALL CROSSBODY.
Features slash-resistant body panels made of 
stainless steel mesh, RFID blocking prevents 


data skimming and remotely reading personal 
data and locking zippers to prevent pickpock-
et incidents.  Made of 100% polyester material.  


Measures 10.5" x 8.5" x 2.5".
A21-5077


21" HARDSIDE CARRY-ON SPINNER.
A hardside carry-on spinner made with a 
durable material that offers 360 degree 
spinner wheels for smooth mobility.  Fea-
tures a grip handle on top for easy lifting, 


zippered divider cover and fully lined 
interior.  Measures 14" x 20"  x 9".


A21-5075


WATCHBAND 4" X 6" FRAME.
The Watchband 4" x 6" frame boasts a 


textured watch band pattern on its tarnish re-
sistant silver-plated border.  The stylish design 
preserves a precious moment in time, perfect 


for accenting a shelf or a side table.
A21-5072


DIAMOND AND STERLING SILVER EARRINGS.
Urban style and diamond dazzle celebrate the 
circle of life, lived well.  Diamond and sterling 
silver earrings feature .02twt round diamonds.


A21-5073


KENNETH COLE URBAN TRAVELER COMPUTER CASE.
This commuter case is crafted from durable 1680D Poly with dobby exterior and 
leather like PVC trim.  The main compartment is padded to accommodate most 


laptops up to a 15.6" screen.  Measures 16" x 2" x 11.75".
A21-5074


HUGO BOSS KEY RING.
The architectural grid pattern is a nod to a 
certain vision of urban elegance.  A state-
ment design that is tastefully understated.  
This Key ring provides enough room for at-


taching all your keys.
A21-5071







LEATHER ZIPPERED WRITING CASE.
Made of vegan leather with a felt 


lining.  Features a zip-around closure, 
tablet compartment, pen loops  


and organizational sections.   
Measures 1.5" x 13" x 10".


A21-5083


SHELL PEARL EARRINGS.
These beautiful 10-11mm shell 
pearl earrings are mounted 


on sterling silver posts with CZ 
accents. The shell pearls exhibit 


a white color and luster.  The 
Majestik shell pearl collection 
features traditional and fash-


ion forward styling for versatile, 
durable, long-wearing core 


wardrobe pieces.
A21-5084


MEN’S TWO-TONE SILVER DIAL  
DRESS WATCH.


Features a silver pattern dial, brushed 
bracelet with fold over buckle, Ara-


bic numerals and gold hands.  Water 
resistant to 100 feet.


A21-5081


STERLING SILVER HERRINGBONE BRACELET.
This neatly tailored herringbone bracelet 
is ready to dress up your look.  Features 


sterling silver construction measuring 6mm 
in width with a lobster claw clasp.


A21-5078


CLASSIC CHROME FOUNTAIN PEN.
Elegant, classic chrome metal plating mixed 
with surprising black lacquered accents give 


this fountain pen a modern look.
A21-5079


CHIPPENDALE ALUMINUM TRAY.
This aluminum tray may be tiny but it’s mighty!  Perfectly sized for your desk top for 
your business cards or bedside for jewelry.  The beautifully scalloped edge makes 


it classically stylish.  Measures 6" x 4".
A21-5082


TRAVELER 12" BLUE OCEAN DESK GLOBE.
This 12" blue ocean desk globe is light-
weight and durable.  The smoke black 


high quality base and semi-meridian are 
scratch resistant.  Features over 2500 


place names.
A21-5080








LEGEND LARGE SQUARE BOWL.
A classic and timeless crystal bowl fea-
turing straight shapes and silhouettes.  


Measures 6.1" x 4.1".
A21-6501


NIXON KENSINGTON  
WOMEN’S LEATHER WATCH.


Classic, but never stuffy, The Kensington 
Leather is an update on heirloom styles.  


The 37mm stainless steel case gives a 
bold, yet classic statement.  The dial 


includes engraved and printed indices 
and custom molded hands on a 16mm 


genuine leather custom band with a 
stainless steel buckle.


A21-6502


RUDY PROJECT BLACK GLOSS  
SMOKE SUNGLASSES.


Offering sunglasses for an active lifestyle, 
these gloss smoke sunglasses feature 


adjustable temple tips and soft rubber 
nose pads for an active fit.


A21-6503


CLASSIC OVAL SERVING TRAY.
An emblem of ageless elegance!  


This cast aluminum oval serving 
tray has refined, sophisticated 


lines, perfectly contoured handles 
and a radian surface.  A fantasic 


piece for serving.
A21-6505


CAPTION STRUCTURE BALLPOINT PEN.
The silhouette of the “Caption" line is 
streamlined and intuitive, yet every 
aspect of the writing technology is 


carefully crafted to provide a perfectly 
balanced writing experience.


A21-6506


HUGO BOSS SOPHISTICATED FOLDER.
This sophisticated folder is impeccably 


crafted in a luxurious black slightly grained 
texture that is adorned with a soft touch 


front pocket for a modern style.
A21-6507


ALL-STAR HYBRID DUFFEL BACKPACK.
This backpack transforms into a large capacity duffel and features an 


internal organizer section, removable shoulder strap and sports zipper pulls.  
Measures 12" x 6" x 20".


A21-6504







COASTAL BRILLIANCE AND BARN DREAMS 
CANVAS SET.


These colorful contemporary im-
ages would make a statement in any 
home or office.  Each piece is gallery 


wrapped and measures 12" x 16".
A21-6508


FOSSIL MEN’S MINIMALIST  
LEATHER STRAP WATCH.


Features a light brown genuine leather strap 
with traditional buckle, black dial with lumi-


nous black and white hour markers and three 
hands, orange accented seconds hand and 
a stainless steel black ion-plated fixed bezel 


and case.  Water resistant to 50M.
A21-6509


OAKLEY FEEDBACK SUNGLASSES.
The first-ever aviator style for active 


women.  Featuring a wire front with no-
snag nosepads and acetate no-slip grip 
temples, feedback is all about comfort.  


High Definition Optics provide unmatched 
clarity to see better and reduce head-


aches.  HD Polarized lenses reduce eye-
strain and enhance colors.


A21-6510


KENNETH COLE WOMEN’S GOLD WATCH.
Classic and notable best describes this 


Kenneth Cole New York women’s 36mm 
gold watch.  This watch features a stones 
bezel and hour markers.  The gold tone 


watch is accented with a white mother of 
pearl  dial.  The watch is complemented 


with a matching gold mesh band.
A21-6511


BUGATTI VALENTINO BACKPACK.
This Italian PU laptop backpack features 
an identity theft compartment section, 
top zip and padded back and shoulder 


straps.  Measures 7" x 16.5" x 12.5". 
A21-6513


EDIE GOLD CUFF BRACELET.
Book ended by two frameless oval stones, this 
timeless cuff bracelet can be worn anywhere 
and with anything.  14k gold plating over brass 


with white kyocera opals.
A21-6514


IRIS CORK CROSSBODY.
Never too many pockets on this compact crossbody with adjustable 


strap.  Enjoy a spacious front, back and inside zippered pockets to hold 
all your belongings securily.  Measures 10" x 1" x 6.5".


A21-6512







BLUE TOPAZ EARRINGS AND NECKLACE SET.
Classic meets chic- with this beautiful blue 


topaz earring and necklace set.  The genu-
ine blue topaz are surrounded by genuine 
white topaz for an added sparkle.  Set in 


sterling silver, this pendant is suspended form 
an 18" cable chain.


A21-6520


MAUI JIM PALISADE POLARIZED SUNGLASSES.
 Using Zeal’s ultra-light Z-Lite technology, 


no-slip ProFlex, and our plant-based Ellume 
Polarized lenses make these shades light, 
strong, and ready for every adventure, all 


while reducing your environmental footprint.
A21-6521


SAMSONITE ASCELLA X 20"  
CARRY-ON SPINNER.


Offers lightweight engineering and 
performance materials.  Made of 
durable 100% polyester fabric with 
vegan leather accents.  Multi-stop 


pull handle locks in place.  Dual spin-
ner wheels support a balanced and 
smooth rolling.  Interior has Smart Fix 


buckles to keep tie-down straps out of 
the way.  Measures 23.75" x 15" x 9.75".


A21-6519


BULOVA WYNDMERE CLOCK.
Features a wood case, ebony veneer 


pattern, mahogany stain, brushed stain-
less steel corners, spun and brushed-finish 


world time dial with major city markings and 
a protective glass lens with mirror border.  


Measures 7.75" x 9" x 3.5".
A21-6516


CREATED EMERALD BRACELET.
Gorgeous 10.50ct created emerald 


bracelet in 18k white gold over sterling 
silver measures 7" in length.


A21-6517


5-PIECE ELITE SOFTSIDE LUGGAGE SET.
This lightweight softside 5-piece set features 2 uprights that have recessed 
inline skate wheels for easy gliding, and a push button telescopic handle 


system to adjust height and exterior pockets.  Set includes a 27" rolling upright, 
21"upright, travel boarding bag, utility kit and a shoe pouch.


A21-6518


LIQUID LOVE AND MOVE TO THE GROVE 
CANVAS SET.


These beautiful comtemporary photo 
images from Krissy Katsimras have a mid-


century vibe that makes you smile.  Perfect 
for home or office.  Each gallery wrapped 


piece measures 12" x 16".
A21-6515







BUGATTI COLOMBIAN LEATHER 
TOILETRY BAG.


Made of Columbian leather and 
features a “U" shaped main zipper 
closure with interior zippered pock-


ets.  Measures 6.5" x 8.5’ x 4".
A21-6527


7" PEWTER REVERE BOWL.
This bowl design was based 
on the popular bowl design 
of metalsmith and American 


history figure, Paul Revere.  
A wonderful piece for home 


use and makes a lovely 
presentation.  Handcrafted 


in the U.S.A.
A21-6528


AMERICAN TOURISTER MOONLIGHT  
21" HARDSIDE CARRY-ON.


Moonlight offers this whimsy and fun lug-
gage piece for the adventurous traveler.  
Offers fun patterns and colors to match 


unique personalities.  The hardside exterior 
made of strong ABS plastic is temperature 


and impact resistant.  Four multi-directional 
wheels offer 360-degree mobility.   


Measures 22" x 15" x 9.5".
A21-6525


CITIZEN METAL WALL CLOCK.
Add this stand-out piece to your home 


décor.  The new Gallery clock collection 
from Citizen is sure to make a lasting im-


pression.  Seen here in an aged charcoal 
gray-tone metal frame with sliver dial and 
aged gray-tone hands.  Measures 23.75" 


in diameter.
A21-6522


PANDORA DAISY BOUQUET BRACELET.
Pandora presents the Daisy Bouquet 
Bracelet featuring the 1 Daisy Flower 


Bouquet and the perfect Pandora silver 
starter bracelet.  A great piece to start 


your Pandora collection.
A21-6523


TAPERED RECTANGLE STAINLESS STEEL CUFFLINKS.
Modern styling and impeccable quality, these are our most popular cufflinks. 
Machine cut from solid bars of stainless steel, these ultra high quality cufflinks 


are not stamped or cast like most. 
A21-6526


KENNETH COLE MEN’S  
MULTI-FUNCTION WATCH.


Kenneth Cole New York men’s polished 
multi-function three-eye watch features 


a rose gold 42mm case, a black dial, 
rose gold stick hour markers and hands 


and a black leather strap.
A21-6524







BOSS 3-CHANNEL DASH CAM.
View the road in your car from multiple 


angles.  Enjoy front HD 1080p inside 720p 
and rear 480p recording.  Features a 


4" LCD touchscreen, 150-degree wide 
angle lens with a multi-angle camera 


system, motion detection and emergen-
cy recording.  Includes power adapter 


and 16GB SD card.
A21-6529


PHONESOAP UV SANITIZER  
WIRELESS CHARGER.


Simply place your device directly into the 
PhoneSoap Wireless hub and charge and 
sanitize your phone without connecting a 
charging cable.  Please note, your phone 
needs to be wireless charger compatible.  


Sanitizing takes about 10 minutes.
A21-6530


BUSHNELL WATERPROOF/FOGPROOF 
PORRO PRISM BINOCULARS.


The ultimate outdoor viewing compan-
ion, the BAK-4 prisms provide bright clear 


and crisp views and the multi-coated 
optics provide superior light transmission.


A21-6531


OSPREY TALON 22 BACKPACK.
Simple is often better, and simply put, 
this is one of the most versatile packs 
ever created.  Features a 22L capac-
ity that is perfect for day hikes, urban 


commutes or a trip to the market.  
Ventilated and comfortable.  Mea-


sures 13" x 3" x 21".
A21-6533


LE CREUSET 4-QUART HERITAGE STONEWARE 
COVERED BAKING DISH.


Exterior enamel resists scratches and stains 
and interior enamel is nearly nonstick and 
releases food easily.  Lid locks in moisture 


and heat.  4-Quart capacity and measures 
11.5" x 2.75" x 7.75". Safe for freezer, micro-


wave, oven broiler and dishwasher.
A21-6534


PHILIPS SONICARE 3 SERIES ELECTRIC 
TOOTHBRUSH.


Features three intensities, Dynamic cleaning 
action and a SmartTimer that helps meet 
recommended brushing time.  Includes a 


rechargeable Lithium-ion battery, ProResults 
gum health brush head and charger.


A21-6535


10" CAPACITIVE DUAL CORE TV TABLET.
Features a 10.1" capacitive touchscreen display,  Android 8.1 OS, dual core 


1.2GHZ processor, built-in 0.3MP front and 2.0MP rear camera, built-in 8GB stor-
age and 1GB RAM memory.  Browse the web, watch videos on YouTube and 
check E-mails.  Bluetooth compatible to connect to other devices wirelessly.  


Includes AC cable and USB cable.
A21-6532







GARMIN VIVOFIT.
Find more ways to beat yesterday with 


easy-to-use activity tracker. It brings you 
activity tracking and the freedom to keep 


moving without taking a break to recharge.  
With its 1+ year battery life, it is perfect to 
wear 24/7, so you’re always tracking your 
activity, automatically classifying it with 


Move IQ and so much more.
A21-6536


NUWAVE NUTRI-POT  
8-QUART PRESSURE COOKER.


This 8-quart pressure cooker features 11 pre-
set functions, a keep warm setting, sure lock 
safety system and a quick and easy release 
valve.  Includes a cooking rack for baking, 


steaming and canning.
A21-6537


6-QUART OLD FASHIONED ICE CREAM MAKER.
Make up to 6 quarts of creamy ice cream, 
gelato, frozen yogurt, or sorbet.  Aluminum 
freezing canister makes fresh ice cream in 


just 40 minutes.  Die-cast hand crank allows 
you to churn to firmer consistency. Includes 
electric motor-driven 6-fin paddle to whip 


creamy consistency.
A21-6538


TASCO 800MM X 60MM  
LUMINOVA TELESCOPE.


Ideal for beginner and amateur 
astronomers.  View the high soaring 


solar system as well as the sun with this 
800mm x 60mm refractor telescope.  
Includes adjustable aluminum tripod.


A21-6539


T-FAL 12-PIECE STACKABLE COOKWARE SET.
The T-fal All-in-One Stackables 12-Piece 


Multi-functional Cookware Set is designed 
so you can cook on the stove, bake in the 
oven, save leftovers in fridge, clean in the 
dishwasher and store in a 45% space sav-
ing stack in the cabinet.  Features titanium 
reinforced nonstick coating for long-lasting, 


superior performance.
A21-6541


DEWALT 3/8" VSR PISTOL GRIP DRILL.
This VSR pistol grip drill has an 8.0 amp motor 
which delivers high performance in heavy-
duty applications.  The all-metal ratcheting 
keyless chuck provides greater bit retention.  
Its soft grip handle design offers an increased 


gripping surface and comfort.
A21-6542


BAMBOO DESKTOP WIRELESS CHARGER.
The wireless charger desktop organizer is a great way to organize your desk, dresser, 


kitchen countertop, etc.  Provides a wireless charging pad to charge wireless charging 
enabled smartphones as  well as an additional USB port on the side.  Measures 10" x 4".


A21-6540







WIRELESS CHARGING CLOCK.
Great for your bedside, the kitchen or the of-
fice.  A built in 10W wireless charging pad on 


the top charges your wirelessly enabled smart-
phone.  The alarm clock intelligently adjusts the 


charging wattage.
A21-6548


STAUB 4-QUART CERAMIC COVERED BAKING DISH.
This Staub cookware adds a pop of color and 


style to your kitchen.  Extremely impact and ther-
mal resistant for versatile use.  Beautiful enamel 


glaze finish is scratch resistant.  Freezer, broiler and 
oven safe up to 572F.  Dishwasher safe.  


Measures 12" x 8".
A21-6549


BLACK & DECKER WORKMATE.
Sturdy and lightweight, the Workmate 
portable work bench and vice holds 


up to 450 pounds.  Great for clamping, 
painting, cutting and more.


A21-6547


EVEREDGE PLUS 17-PIECE KNIFE BLOCK SET.
Features high quality stainless steel con-
struction, stamped blades, micro-serrat-
ed edges, soft-grip handles and a black 


hardwood knife block.   
Dishwasher safe.


A21-6544


PORTER-CABLE 7-1/4" STEEL SHOE CIRCULAR SAW.
With a 15 Amp, 5,500 RPM motor, it provides 
power and speed through various job appli-
cations.  Features a magnesium shoe, metal 
upper and lower guards that provide added 


durability.  Spindle lock and depth adjustment 
for quick changes on the job.


A21-6545


MIDLAND 2-WAY WATERPROOF SERIES RADIO SET.
Features 22 channels plus 28 extra channels, 285 privacy codes, 36-mile 


range, X-TRA talk power, SOS siren, group call, NOAA Weather Alert Radio, 
Weather Scan, 10 Call Alerts and is waterproof.


A21-6546


COLEMAN CONQUEST3 4K HD SPORTS & AC-
TION CAMERA.


The Coleman Conquest3 is a 4K Ultra HD 
Sports & Action Camera that packs power, 


quality and durability.  Perfect for high-
speed action and extreme sports, it records 
superb 4k Ultra HD videos at 30fps, 1080p at 


60 fps and 720p at 120fps.  The 170° ultra-
wide angle lens captures scenes with flaw-


less perspective and clarity.
A21-6543







CHI ADVANCED ICONIC HAIR DRYER.
Features a built-in Ion Generator that 


emits an impressive amount of negative 
ions to reduce frizz and increase shine.  


The ceramic technology locks in moisture 
and maintains body.


A21-6555


STAMINA X HYPER BENCH.
Sculpt and strengthen your 


back and abdominal muscles 
from the comfort of your 


home.  Adjusts to fit your leg 
length.  Pivoting foam rollers 


hold angles securely.  Takes up 
little space and has a foldable 


frame for compact storage.  
Measures 39.5" x 22.75" x 32".


A21-6556


PHILIPS NORELCO WET/DRY SHAVER.
The 5D Pivot & Flex heads follow the curves 
of the face in floating movements.  Built-in 
pop-up trimmer maintains mustaches and 


sideburns.  Enjoy 60-minutes of cordless 
shaving from a 1-hour charge.  One-touch 
opening for easy cleaning.  Includes travel 


pouch and charging stand.
A21-6553


WEST BEND THEATER POPCORN MACHINE.
Satisfy your craving for popcorn with this the-
ater style popcorn machine.  Pops up to 20 


cups of popcorn in approximately 3 minutes.  
Measures 10.87" x 10.27"  x 17.72".


A21-6550


GOFIT MEGA PROGYM.
With GoFit’s six heaviest Power Tubes, acces-
sories and world class instruction, the Mega 


ProGym’s total-body workout is all you need to 
go big, at home or on the go. Train. Recover. 


Repeat.
A21-6551


WENZEL RIDGELINE SPORT DOME TENT.
This 3-person tent has an easy access “D" style door, 2 windows & mesh roof 
vents.  The multi diameter fiberglass polls provide more head room.  Mea-


sures 7’ x 7’ and a maximum center height of 50".
A21-6554


COLEMAN LED 800 LUMEN LANTERN.
The convenience of 4 lights in 1 is a must 
have for every camping trip, 800 Lumens 
LED lantern is bright enough to light up a 


large 360-degree area.  The magnetic at-
tachment system on each panel can be 
stuck to any metal surface.  Battery lasts 


up to 400 hours on low.
A21-6552







BEIJOS TWO STONE CUFF BRACELET.
A beautiful addition to your wrist!  
The bezel-set end stones sparkle 


with glamour.  Stones measure .4" 
in diameter.  Created by John Me-
dieros and handcrafted in Rhode 


Island, USA.
A21-6557


RALPH LAUREN SMALL NYLON TOTE.
Carry this lightweight small nylon tote 
when you’re running errands or head-


ing to the office.  With a signature metal 
Ralph Lauren logo at the front and faux-
leather handles, this tote will keep you 
looking polished throughout the day.  


Measures 14.25" x 9" x 4.75".
A21-6558


INTERCHANGEABLE PEARL EARRING AND 
NECKLACE SET.


These stunning interchangeable pearl 
earrings are sure to harmonize with any en-
semble.  The set features 6mm black, white 


and pink freshwater pearls set in sterling 
silver and an 18" cable chain.


A21-6559


LEATHER EXPEDITION 12" DESK GLOBE.
This executive desktop accessory offers a 
genuine leather 12" globe ball resting on 
a genuine hardwood base.  Raised relief 


globe features political boundaries.
A21-6561


HOWARD MILLER LAKESIDE CLOCK.
This ash veneered tambour style mantel 
clock is finished Seaside Grey on select 
hardwoods and veneers.  Quartz timing 
with a battery operated single-chime 


movement plays Westminster chime on 
the hour.  Measures 9" x 17" x 5".


A21-6562


FRYE LOGAN MONEY CLIP CARD CASE.
An antique pull up leather clip card 


case featuring 2 card slots, 1 ID window 
and a leather lining.


A21-6563


BY THE BAY AND NIGHT WATCH CANVAS SET.
These lighthouse scenes from Kyle Wood make a handsome set for any home or 


office.  Each piece measures 12" x 16" and is gallery wrapped.
A21-6560







STERLING SILVER FRESHWATER CULTURED 
PEARL EARRINGS.


Sterling silver freshwater cultured pearl 
earrings measure approximately 7.6mm 
in length and 5.2mm in width.  A stylish 


addition to any jewelry collection.
A21-6564


NAUTICA MEN’S BLACK RESIN STRAP WATCH.
A round watch featuring three textured sub-
dials, date window, and 60-second and ta-
chymeter outer dials, 45 mm stainless steel 
case with mineral dial window, Japanese 
quartz movement with an analog display 


and a resin band with buckle closure.  Wa-
ter resistant to 50M.


A21-6565


ORREFORS SMALL GLACIAL BOWL.
Like an iceberg at drift, this glacial bowl is 


sprawling, cool and dangerously beautiful.  
Measures 4.75" x 3.25".


A21-6566


HOWARD MILLER CYRUS WALL CLOCK.
A flat glass covers the entire front of this 


contemporary wall clock, which features 
a Wedge-look black coffee finished back 


panel with brushed nickel finish.  Mea-
sures 23" x 7.5" x 2.75".


A21-6567


MICHAEL KORS WOMEN’S PHANTOS SUN-
GLASSES.


These Michael Kors sunglasses feature a 
black/gold metal frame and grey gradi-
ent lenses that offer 100% UV protection.  


Includes a case and cleaning cloth.
A21-6569


HOWARD MILLER TEMPLETON CLOCK.
The Howard Miller Templeton clock is a con-
temporary satin Rosewood finished carriage 
clock with curved front and silver accents.  


Measures 8" x 7" x 3".
A21-6570


VERA BRADLEY ICONIC LARGE TRAVEL DUFFEL.
The iconic large travel duffel is made from lightweight, solid-colored microfiber and 


features a one zip pocket, a charger pocket and three slip pockets.  The interior 
features one zip and three elastic mesh pockets.  Measures 22" x 11.5" x 11.5".


A21-6568







14 KT RHODIUM TEXTURED  
STAMPED EARRINGS.


These 14k gold and rhodium plated two-
tone earrings are texture stamped for a 


distinctive look.  Earrings measure 25.4mm in 
size.  An elegant accessory to any attire.


A21-6576


HOWARD MILLER PARIS NIGHT WALL CLOCK.
This new ‘moment in time’ dial is elegantly 
framed in an antique brass bezel, while a 


decorative antique brass pendulum swings 
below.  Measures 16" x 16" x 4".


A21-6577


CITIZEN WOMEN’S ROSE-GOLD TONE WATCH.
Features a rose gold-tone case and 


bracelet with a silver 3-hand style dial with 
day and date and 12/24 hour time.  Dial is 
highlighted with Swarovski Crystal markers.  


Water resistant to 50M.
A21-6575


PALMS GALLERY WRAPPED CANVAS SET.
Each gallery wrapped canvas measures 12" 
x 18".  This set is sure to bring your mind right 
back to the beach and fun times.  Captur-
ing the warmth of a sunset with palm trees 


swaying in the wind.
A21-6572


TEARFINITY NECKLACE.
Here, two tears of joy unite to form a delicate 
and powerful infinity pendant, designed for 


everyday wear.  Interlocking teardrops mea-
sure 20mm long (11x9mm each tear) on a 16+ 
2" cable chain with a lobster claw clasp and 


diamond teardrop hangtag.
A21-6573


KATE SPADE POLLY SMALL SLIM BIFOLD WALLET.
From the soft pebbled leather to the pretty tonal enamel spade, this polly slim bi-
fold wallet is just dreamy.  But don’t be deceived by its name, once opened, this 
petite piece reveals 6 credit card slots, a zipper coin pocket and an I.D. holder.  


Measures 3.1" x 5.4".
A21-6574


HOWARD MILLER KINGSTON CLOCK.
This stately high-gloss rosewood hall fin-


ished carriage clock features brass-tone 
metal corner columns and top caps.  


Measures 8" x 7" x 3".
A21-6571







SMALL WHITE BASKET BOWL.
Designed by Anna Ehrner, this 


bowl is somewhat reminiscent of a 
Jackson Pollock painting, one splash 
with the paint brush and full of color.  


Measures 12" x 3".
A21-6582


DIAMOND BAR PENDANT 
NECKLACE.


Say more with less, this dia-
mond bar necklace adds a 


subtle touch of sparkle to any 
outfit.  Great worn alone or 


layer it.  Features .05twt round 
diamonds set in sterling silver 


with an 18" necklace.
A21-6584


CARAVELLE WOMEN’S  
MODERN DIAMOND DIAL WATCH.


This women’s watch is sleek and polished, 
with single diamond at 12 o’clock and 


minimalist-design hour markers on matte 
black dial.  Features a stainless steel case 
and bracelet with double-press fold-over 


closure.  Case measures 30mm in diameter.  
Water resistant to 30M.


A21-6581


HEARTS OF PANDORA NECKLACE.
This round pendant features the Pandora 
logo on one side and is a reversible collier 


in sterling silver with 26 bead-set clear cubic 
zirconia and cut-out heart details on the 


other.  Versitile and stylish, this necklace can 
be adjusted to suit any look.


A21-6578


DIAMOND & WHITE TOPAZ EARRINGS.
Classic style meets contemporary design 
with romantic topaz and diamond ear-
rings.  Features 9x7mm sparkling white 


topaz gems that are surrounded by .02twt 
diamonds set in sterling silver.


A21-6579


TUMI ALPHA 3 LARGE LAPTOP COVER.
Slip your laptop into something sleek, functional and protective.  Features 
a secure zip closure and interior and exterior pockets.  Made from ballistic 


nylon with just a touch of spandex  for a perfect fit for your 14” to 15” laptop.  
Measures 15” x 1” x 10.5”.


A21-6583 


CARAVELLE MEN’S STAINLESS MODERN 
DIAMOND BRACELET WATCH.


Sleek and polished, with single diamond at 
12 o’clock and minimalist-design hour mark-
ers on matte black dial.  Features a stainless 
steel case and bracelet with double-press 
fold-over closure.  Case measures 40mm in 


diameter.  Water resistant to 30M.
A21-6580








ONYX BRACELET & EARRINGS SET.
Deco design with a contemporary twist, this 
12x10mm onyx cuff bracelet and earrings 
with white sapphire accents and sterling 
silver are sure to draw attention.  Clean, 


modern and perfect in every way.
A21-9001


CORPORAL SS ALL BLACK WATCH
This 48mm all black Quartz watch features 
a 3-hand dial that includes military inspired 


bold printed indices and numbers.  Solid 
steel case and bezel construction.  Water 


resistant to 100 meters.
A21-9002


ORREFORS CARAT VASE.
A luxurious vase that fits all kinds of flow-


ers.  With inspiration from jewels and 
gemstones, Lena Bergstrom has created 
a unique asymetrical grinding process.  


Ideal for home décor of any style.  Mea-
sures 4" x 9.44".


A21-9003


REPLOGLE DAWSON FLOOR GLOBE.
Boasts a large 16" diameter globe 
ball and features a signature soft 


“velvet-like" finish.  The raised relief 
embossing provides a 3D-like texture 
that both captivates and educates.  


Measures 40" in height.
A21-9005


MAUI JIM CRATER RIM  
POLARIZED SUNGLASSES.


Crater Rim offers itself as a subdued style 
with refined design.  Pure titanium lends 


to its ethereal feel, and the MauiBrilliant™ 
lenses deliver uncompromised views full 


of rich color.
A21-9006


CITIZEN MENS ECO-DRIVE WATCH.
Features a distinctive graphic pattern on the 
12 o’clock index for an eye-catching style.  


The black stainless-steel band is complement-
ed with a black face and rose gold-tone 


three-hand dial for a timeless look that will 
always be in fashion.


A21-9007


ELITE VERDUGO HARDSIDE 3-PIECE SPINNER SET.
This 3-piece luggage set includes a 22" carry-on, 26" medium checked lug-
gage and a 30" checked luggage piece.  The lightweight construction is 


made with a durable ABS hard shell.  Features 360-degree rotation wheels 
and ergonomic handles for a smooth ride.


A21-9004







DIAMOND SWIRL NECKLACE.
Ride the wave to eternal happiness 


with this contemporary diamond infinity 
circle pendant featuring .10twt round 


diamonds set in sterling silver with yellow 
gold overlay and suspended from a 


16"+2" cable chain.
A21-9008


NIXON KENSINGTON WOMEN’S WATCH.
Classic, but never stuffy, the Kensington is 
an update on heirlom styles.  The 37mm 


stainless steel case gives a bold yet classic 
statement.  The dial includes engraved and 
printed indices and custom molded hands 


on a 16mm stainless steel bracelet.
A21-9009


ROUND DIAMOND SCREWBACK STUDS.
Timeless round popular diamond screw 


back studs in 10k yellow gold with 0.18ct, 
IJK color and I2 clarity diamonds.  Per-


fect for any occasion.
A21-9010


HOWARD MILLER BRAXTON CLOCK.
Finished in black coffee on select hard-


woods and veneers.  Features a white dial 
with black Arabic numerals and a min-
ute track, polished silver-tone bezel and 
brushed silver finished pendulum.  Mea-


sures 27" x 16" x 8".
A21-9011


WILDLIFE COLLECTION  
FRAMED GICLEE CANVAS.


Farmland Sanctuary and Frosty Dawn by 
Abraham Hunter are framed in a rustic 


burl frame and are ready to hang.  Each 
giclee canvas image measures 16" x 20".


A21-9013


MAUI JIM WATERFRONT POLARIZED SUNGLASSES.
The ultra-flat front serves up an on-trend look 


with an adaptable fit, while comfort leads with 
spring hinges.  Waterfront offers a unique Dual 


Mirror effect over the proprietary Super  
Thin Glass lenses.


A21-9014


DOONEY & BOURKE BLAKELY TRACY CROSSBODY.
Features Italian coated canvas printed with the classic petite logo 
pattern and crisp leather trim.  This slim shoulder bag adds a touch 


of class to your everyday ensemble.  Measures 11" x 7.25" x 3.5".
A21-9012







PEARL EARRING SET.
This classic black and white pearl stud 


earring set features 9mm cultured 
freshwater pearls set in sterling silver.  An 


elegant accessory to any outfit.
A21-9020


RAY-BAN WAYFARER POLARIZED SUNGLASSES.
The Ray-Ban Wayfarer Matte guides the trend 


in everything that comes in matte.  With an 
edgy touch and feel, Ray-Ban’s sunglasses 
are a must-have for all fans.  Express your 
individualistic style with black frames and 


polarized blue/grey gradient lenses.
A21-9021


LACOSTE KEY WEST MEN’S WATCH.
This watch features a 44mm stainless 
steel case, blue multi-function dial, 


stainless steel bracelet and a mineral 
crystal.  Water resistant to 5 ATM.


A21-9019


ORREFORS SOFIERO LOW BOWL.
The deep cuts in this classic Sofiero collec-
tion refract light like a sparkling diamond.  


Designed by Gunnar Cyren.  Measures 
9.5" x 4.3".
A21-9016


BLUE TOPAZ BRACELET AND EARRING SET.
Captivating blue meets dazzling diamonds 


meets “wow".  Blue topaz bracelet and 
earrings with a splash of diamonds features 
a 7mm bezel set genuine blue topaz, .10twt 


round diamonds, set in sterling silver.  The 
bracelet measures 7.25" in length.


A21-9017


3-PIECE SOFTSIDE SPINNER SET.
Reliable and functional luggage for all your travel needs.  Made of durable 


polyester fabric with four multi-directional spinner wheels that allow 360-degree 
movement.  Set includes a 21" spinner, 25" spinner and a 29" spinner.


A21-9018


THE MOON & STARS  
GALLERY WRAPPED GICLEE SET.


Watching the Stars go Around and Big 
Moon in the Night Sky capture the peace 


and tranquility of the clear night sky and the 
brilliance of the moon.  These 18" x 24" gi-


clee canvas images will be gallery wrapped 
and ready to hang.


A21-9015







DUXBURY DESK CLOCK - BRASS.
The Duxbury clock makes precious time 
even more special with its clean, mod-
ern styling and sophisticated simplicity.  


Ideal for the bedroom or the office.  
Measures 3" x 3" x 1.34".


A21-9027


MAUI JIM MAKOA POLARIZED 
SUNGLASSES.


Maui Jim’s latest large wrap style 
embodies the courage it takes 


to stand on your own and blaze 
your own trail in life.  Comprised 
of lightweight and comfortable 
nylon with embedded rubber 


nose pads and spring hinges, Ma-
koa fits seamlessly into your next 


active adventure.
A21-9028


KENNETH COLE RENEGADE SPINNER.
Features an expansion zipper on 


main compartment for extra carrying 
capacity, garment restraints, zipped 
pockets, zipped mesh pockets and a 
durable bottom grab handle.  Eight-
wheel construction allows suitcase to 
be rolled in any direction.  Measures 


23.5" x 17" x 11.25".
A21-9025


BLACK ROUND DIAMOND PENDANT.
A beautiful 0.25ct black round solitaire 


diamond pendant set in 14k rose gold is 
a classic and timeless piece of jewerly.  


Perfect for any occasion.
A21-9022


REPLOGLE PREMIER ECO FRIENDLY GLOBE.
This useful combination offers the best of 


both worlds.  The stand is home for a hard-
bound Hammond World Atlas and the globe 
rests in a calibrated brass plated full merid-


ian.  Measures 12" x 18" x 13".
A21-9023


BENT & BREE TOTE WITH CLUTCH.
The spacious tote is designed with side snaps for expanded top exposure 


and features 2 interior open and 1 zip pocket.  Includes a removable clutch.  
Hold a full day’s necessities; making it a great work or weekend bag.  Mea-


sures 5" x 14" x 18".
A21-9026


NIXON WOMEN’S KENSINGTON WATCH.
Classic, but never stuffy, the Kensington is 
an update on heirloom styles.  The 37mm 


stainless steel case gives a bold, yet classic 
statement.  The dial includes engraved and 


printed indices and custom molded hands on 
a 16mm stainless steel bracelet.


A21-9024







JBL QUANTUM  
WIRELESS GAMING HEADSET.


This headset gives you the edge with ac-
curate spatial audio positioning, lossless 
2.4GHz, Bluetooth, dual wireless capabil-
ity, active noise cancelling and memory 


foam comfort.
A21-9029


STAUB CAST IRON DUTCH OVEN.
Classic enameled cast iron cookware 


from Staub.  This French oven is ideal for 
casual meals or extravagant dinners.  


Versatile design looks great from oven to 
table.  3.75-quart capacity.


A21-9030


BUSHNELL LASER RANGEFINDER.
Features an all-glass optical system with an 


improved LCD display, enhanced light trans-
mission, 50% larger objective and fully multi-


coated optics with ultra-wide band coatings.  
Offers brush mode, bullseye mode and scan 


mode.  Includes a durable carrying case, 
paracord and lanyard tether.


A21-9031


BISSELL POWERGLIDE  
LIFT-OFF PET PLUS VACUUM.


Features a Lift Off Technology Can-
ister that lifts off to go wherever your 


pets leave messes.  Connect any 
specialized pet hair tool to remove 


stubborn pet hair from steps, furniture, 
car upholstery and more.


A21-9033


COLEMAN EVANSTON MODIFIED TENT.
This tent sleeps 6 and measures 14’ x 
10’ with a 68" center.  Features a fully 
screened porch area, continous pole 


sleeves and polyester 75D construction. 
A21-9034


GARMIN DRIVE GPS.
Featuring clear, simple menus, detailed 


maps and easy-to-follow spoken directions, 
this Garmin goes above and beyond to 
simplify any road trip or daily commute.  
A crisp 5" high resolution edge-to-edge 


display guides the way.
A21-9035


10" OCTA CORE ANDROID TABLET.
This tablet features a 10.1" touchscreen display, Android 8.0 operating system, 


Bluetooth, Octa-core Cortex A53 1.5Ghz processor, built-in 0.3MP front and 
2.0MP rear cameras, built-in 16GB storage and 2GB RAM memory.  Includes a 


USB cable and AC power adapter.
A21-9032







HUMMINBIRD PRIAHNAMAX FISH FINDER.
This fish finder features a 4.3" 256-color 
display, dual beam sonar, 2400 watts 


peak-to-peak and 600’ depth capacity.  
Includes built-in down-imaging software.  


Measures 4" x 8" x 12".
A21-9036


PROFESSIONAL MONITORING HEADPHONES.
Designed for professional audio engineers 
and musicians, these professional monitor-


ing headphones from Shure  
are optimized for studio recording  


and critical listening.
A21-9037


POWER AIRFRYER.
Performance with 5 all-over heating ele-


ments, most units heat from top and bottom 
only.  Custom toasting up to 6 slices of 


bread.  Includes a crisper tray, pizza rack, ro-
tisserie spit, baking pan, drip tray and recipe 


book.
A21-9038


EPIPHONE ACOUSTIC GUITAR.
Start strumming with this acoustic 
guitar.  Features include a tradi-


tional advanced jumbo styling, select 
spruce top, mahogany back and 


sides, rosewood fretboard and bridge, 
and chrome hardware.


A21-9039


SAMSUNG REAR WIRELESS SPEAKER KIT.
Add wireless dynamic sound to your home 


entertainment system.  Features a 2-channel 
rear amplifier and two wall mountable rear 
speakers.  Compatible with Sound+ sound-


bars.  Convenience of wireless and easy 
connectivity.  Includes a wireless receiver 


module, two surround speakers, power cord 
and two speaker cables.


A21-9041


10" ANDROID TABLET.
A 10" tablet with a detachable keyboard 
allows for versatile use.  Quad-core CPU 


processor with 2GB RAM.  10" Touchscreen 
with 1280 x 800 IPS display resolution.  32GB 


Internal memory.  Keyboard detaches to use 
in traditional tablet mode.


A21-9042


DEWALT 12V MAX DRILL/DRIVER KIT.
Features a 2-speed transmission that provides optimal speed and torque control, 
an onboard LED light that provides visibility in dark work areas and 15-clutch set-
tings.  Includes two 12V MAX Lithium-ion battery packs, a fast charger, belt hook 


and a contractor bag.
A21-9040







NEST LEARNING THERMOSTAT.
With the Nest App you can change the tem-
perature from anywhere with a smartphone, 


tablet or laptop.  Check energy history, family 
accounts, schedules etc.  Turns itself down 


when you leave to save on your heating and 
cooling bills.


A21-9048


PORTER-CABLE 150PSI PANCAKE COMPRESSOR.
This compressor kit offers 150 psi max tank pres-
sure, 2.6 SCFM @ 90 psi, 6-gallon pancake style 


tank for stability and a low amp 120V motor.  
Only weighs 34lbs for easy portability.  Includes 
a 13-piece accessory kit for a variety of inflation 


and cleaning tasks.
A21-9049


BISSELL HARD FLOOR  
DELUXE CANISTER VACUUM.


Features an 11" wide cleaning path, 1 
liter dirt bin capacity, 16’ power cord 


and a 5’ hose length.  The fingertip 
control allows suction control to safely 


clean delicate surfaces such as drapes.  
Includes a dusting tool, crevice tool 
and telescoping extension wand.


A21-9047


2-BURNER GAS GRIDDLE.
Enjoy grilled food anywhere, anytime 


with this 2-burner tabletop griddle.  Allows 
you to grill food on each side of the grid-
dle at different temperatures.  Measures 


22.8" x 8.6" x 20.9".
A21-9044


32" FLAT SCREEN DLED TV.
The striking display of this 32" DLED TV will leave 
you breathless with its lifelike clarity, 16:9 aspect 


ratio and Dynamic Contrast of 10,000:1.  Fully wall 
mountable (stand included), this TV boasts 3 HDMI 


inputs, Component video input, VGA PC video 
input, Composite video input and a USB port. 


A21-9045


BLACK & DECKER 20V 4-PIECE KIT.
This Black & Decker 20V 4-piece kit includes a drill/driver with 11-posi-


tion clutch, circular saw with high torque motor, reciprocating saw 
with 3,000 SPM motor and a LED work light.


A21-9046


J.A. HENCKELS 20-PIECE KNIFE BLOCK SET.
Tackle any kitchen task with a reliable and 


always sharp knife set.  Sharpen knives when 
they are removed and replaced from the 


block.  Wood block features a brushed 
stainless steel cap.  Knives are made of high 


quality no-stain stainless steel.  One-piece 
precision forged stamped steak knives.  Satin-


finished blades and triple-riveted handles.  
Hand wash only.


A21-9043







BOSCH 18V COMPACT DRILL/DRIVER.
This drill/driver kit features a drill with 480"-Lbs. of 


torque, for more power to tackle the tough-
est tasks around the jobsite.  This drill provides 
20+1 clutch settings for accurate driving and 


reduced fastener damage. 
A21-9055


VERTICAL 18" CHARCOAL 
SMOKER.


Vents in the the lid and base 
provide for temperature 
control.  Enamel coating 


withstands high temperatures 
and long extended use.  Preci-


sion temperature gauge for 
accurate cooking.  Provides 
510 square inches of cooking 


surface.
A21-9056


NORTH FACE  
CAT’S MEOW SLEEPING BAG.


The iconic 20-degree bag for three 
seasons of use on mountaineering 


expeditions Features a lighter, more 
compressable fabric, a fitted hood 


for more warmth and includes a 
storage sack.


A21-9053


CAPRESSO PROGRAMMABLE  
PUMP ESPRESSO MACHINE.


Offers programmable cup sizes for 1-2 
espressos, 15 bar pump for optimal pressure, 


illuminated icons, large self-tamping portafilter 
and a powerful frothing wand for lattes and 
cappuccinos.   Automatic shutoff after 30 


minutes.  Coffee scoop included.
A21-9050


STAUB CAST IRON 12" SQUARE GRILL.
The Staub 12" x 12" square grill is one of the 
lightest grills on the market.  Ready to cook 
right on the stove top, infusing meals with 
the authentic flavor and appearance of 


outdoor grilling.
A21-9051


BOSE SOUNDSPORT WIRELESS HEADPHONES.
With no wires in the way, Bose SoundSport wireless headphones keep you moving 
with powerful audio and earbuds that stay secure and comfortable.  They’re also 
sweat and weather resistant with a battery life of up to 6 hours per charge.  For-
got to charge your wireless headphones?  The Bose SoundSport charging case 
lets you charge them on the go, anywhere, anytime.  So nothing’s holding you 


back from your workout.
A21-9054


NIKON LASER RANGEFINDER.
This laser rangefinder features Incline/Decline 


Technology with horizontal distance and 
actual distance display mode.  A solid 1,000 
yard maximum ranging capability that fits 


into your hand.
A21-9052







MICHAEL KORS WOMEN’S RITZ WATCH.
This watch features a stainless steel gold-tone 
bracelet case, fixed bezel that is fully paved 
with dazzling crystal stones, gold-tone dial 


with crystal stone accents stick markers and 
three hands, three chronograph subdials and 


a 37mm case.  Water resistant to 50M.
A21-9057


14K WHITE GOLD POLISHED GLIMMER 
INFUSED EARRINGS.


Lovely 14k white gold earrings glimmer 
in any light.  Measuring 14.25mm in size.  


Made in Italy.
A21-9058


PANDORA GLOWING STARS BRACELETS.
Inspired by the stars glowing in the night sky 
during the seasons, this bracelet features 1 
Night Sky Blue Enamel, Clear CZ, with 1 In-
spiration Within, Clear CZ, and 1 Inspiration 
Within Midnight Blue CZ charm on a stylish 


Pandora bracelet. 
A21-9059


HOWARD MILLER ALEXI WALL CLOCK.
This two-tone wall clock features a 


worn black finish with red undertones 
and a contrasting antique red insert 


panel.  The wood stick pendulum 
features a spun brass-finished bob.  


Measures 30" x 14" x 5".
A21-9061


RAY-BAN WAYFARER POLARIZED SUNGLASSES.
Ray-Ban Original Wayfarer Classics with tor-
toise frame and brown polarized lenses are 
the most recognizable style in the history of 
sunglasses.  As an iconic style of sunglass-


es, Original Wayfarer Classics always make 
a statement.


A21-9062


DOONEY & BOURKE  
PEBBLE GRAIN CROSSBODY.


Dooney & Bourke blends the essential 
functionality with a distinct classic style 
in this pebble grain crossbody.  Mea-


sures 4" x 10.25" x 10.5".
A21-9063


COASTAL BRILLIANCE AND BARN DREAMS GALLERY WRAPPED GICLEE SET.
Costal Brilliance and Barn Dreams wrapped giclee canvas pieces measure 16" x 


24" each.  These gallery wrapped canvas images will feature brushstroke en-
hancements and are UV protected.


A21-9060







ORREFORS EXPLICIT BOWL.
This bowl conveys a sense of modern yet 
classical design.  Straight, clear shapes 


with relatively thin cuts expose the crystal 
quality in a contemporary way.  Mea-


sures 8.778" x 4.333".
A21-9064


GOLD HOOP EARRINGS.
These fun and fashionable 14k white 


gold hoop earrings measure 3 x 25mm.  
A staple in any jewelry collection.


A21-9065


CHARRIOL BLACK LACQUER BODY PEN.
The oval shape of this retro futuristic pen is 
comfortable, sleek and becoming.  A writ-


ing instrument to cherish.
A21-9066


MENS SLIM RUNWAY  
BLACK ION-PLATED SS WATCH.


Give the tough-luxe vibe with this sleek and 
polished Slim Runway watch.  Features a stain-
less steel black ion-plated bracelet case and 
bezel, black dial with black hour markers and 


three hands, double push button fold over clo-
sure, mineral crystal dial window and Quartz 


movement.  Water resistant to 50M.
A21-9067


BUGATTI COLOMBIAN LEATHER TRAVEL BAG.
Made from Columbian leather, this travel 


bag features quick access exterior zip-
pered pockets, inside zippered pockets 


and an adjustable crossbody strap.  Mea-
sures 10.75" x 14" x 3.5".


A21-9069


WHITE TOPAZ BRACELET.
There’s nothing like the attraction of 
a colorful personality.  This women’s 


sterling silver 5mm gemstone bracelet 
with genuine white topaz measures 


7.5" in length.
A21-9070


MASTOLONI FRESHWATER STRANDS NECKLACE.
A beautiful 16" Mastoloni strand of 14k yellow gold with 6-6.5mm white round 


freshwater pearls.  A great addition to any jewelry collection.
A21-9068







WHITE TOPAZ BRACELET & EARRING SET.
Captivating white topaz meets dazzling dia-
monds in this gorgeous earring and bracelet 
set.  The white topaz bracelet and earrings 
feature 7mm bezel-set genuine white topaz 
with .10twt round diamond accents set in 


sterling silver.
A21-9076


FRYE LOGAN TRAVEL DOPP.
An antique style travel dopp that fea-
tures a zipper closure, interior mesh zip 
compartment and dark brown finish.  A 


great addition to any of your travels.  
Measures 5" x 12".


A21-9077


REPLOGLE LANCASTER  
ECO FRIENDLY GLOBE.


Classic in design, this traditional chair-
side globe with cherry finish and deco-
rative carved accents enhances the 


rich copper hues of the bronze metallic 
globe ball.  Measures 18" x 35" x 12".  


Globe ball measures 12".
A21-9075


CITIZEN WOMEN’S ECO-DRIVE WATCH.
This Citizen women’s watch features classic 


lines with a chic design.  A timepiece that will 
fit your style from day to night, making it the 


perfect watch for women. Featured in a two-
tone stainless steel case and bracelet with a 


light blue Mother-of-Pearl dial and date.
A21-9072


SALISBURY PUNCH BOWL.
Make your party table complete with a  


stunning pewter punch bowl.  This attrac-
tive bowl is perfect for punch, but also 
makes an amazing centerpiece when 
filled with flowers.  Measures 10" x 6.5".


A21-9073


RALPH LAUREN BENNINGTON TOTE.
With a classic silhouette, signature Lauren hardware and durable Saffiano 


leather, this tote is an effortlessly sophisticated way to carry the days essentials.  
Measures 5.75" x 10" x 16.75".


A21-9074


HOWARD MILLER GARDNER MANTEL CLOCK.
This mantel clock features brushed aluminum 


corners and polished silver-tone accents 
which complement the ebony finished top 


and base.  Measures 14" x 12" x 9".
A21-9071







MCKLEIN 15.6" LEATHER DOUBLE COM-
PARTMENT LAPTOP CASE.


Features a flap-over design with dual 
secure slip lock clasps, dual front 


pockets, interior organizer and pad-
ded laptop compartment.  Measures 


6" x 12" x 16.5".
A21-9083


GUCCI TRADEMARK HEART 
EARRINGS.


Classically stylish heart shaped 
earrings with the Gucci trade-
mark engraving.  A beautiful 


addition to any jewelry collec-
tion.


A21-9084


HOWARD MILLER HUDSON WALL CLOCK.
This contemporary wall clock features a 


half-round center finished in high gloss black 
lacquer with contrasting brushed nickel fin-


ished side panels.  The black glass dial features 
polished chrome bar style hour markers and 
straight, brushed nickel finished hands.  Mea-


sures 37" x 15" x 6".
A21-9081


STERLING SILVER DIAMOND NECKLACE.
A gorgeous sterling silver 0.10ctw dia-
mond "XO" necklace is sure to catch 


peoples eye.  A unique and dazzling ad-
dition to any jewelry collection.


A21-9078


MENS SILVER SUNRAY DIAL WATCH.
This 45mm stainless steel case watch fea-


tures a silver sunray dial and Quartz timing.  
Water resistant to 165 feet.


A21-9079


SIGNATURE MIXED SHAPED HINGE BRACELET.
The mismatched stones on this bangle bracelet make it stand out as unique and 
interesting.  The black rhodium on the face of this bracelet makes the stone pop 


even more against your skin.
A21-9082


POLO RALPH LAUREN  
DEBBY DRAWSTRING LEATHER TOTE.


Interior features 1 zip pocket and 1 slip pocket. 
Top handle and detachable shoulder strap. 
Snap closure and drawstring closure cinches 
at front Signature “LRL" monogram. Dust bag 
included. Black leather exterior with crimson 


interior.  Measures 9.75" x 5.75" x 11.75".
A21-9080








DOONEY & BOURKE FLORENTINE BUCKLEY BAG.
This piece combines a cool, laid back sense of 
style with elements of classic sophistication, for 
an effortless look that is timeless and very chic.  


Measures 9.25" x 3.75" x 9.5".
A21-12001


MARRAKECH TABLE LAMP.
Global style, without needing a passport.  


The Arabesque styled body is cast in 
resin, covered in gold leaf, on a rectan-
gular optic crystal base.  Topped with a 


rectangular white linen hardback shade.  
Measures 30" in height.


A21-12002


DIAMOND INFINITY NECKLACE.
For your infinite wisdom and your infinite 


hard work, let this beautiful diamond 
pendant be the constant reminder.  Fea-
tures .10twt round brilliant cut diamonds 


set in 10k yellow gold and suspended 
from an 18" cable chain.


A21-12003


CITIZEN WOMEN’S CAPELLA ECO-
DRIVE WATCH.


Features feminine curves, uninter-
rupted design and technical exper-
tise that are all showcased in these 


original timepieces.  A diamond 
watch in gold-tone stainless steel 


with a white silver-tone dial and inte-
grated crown, creating a seamless 
construction.  Featuring Eco-Drive 


technology that is powered by light, 
any light and never needs a battery.


A21-12005
14K GOLD TWISTED OVAL HOOP EAR-


RINGS.
Enhance any outfit with these beautiful 
earrings.  These 14k yellow gold 3.75mm 
shiny twisted oval hoop earrings are ac-
cented with white glitter and feature a 


hinged clasp.
A21-12006


THE PALM BEACH FRAMED GICLEE COL-
LECTION.


Maui Palms and Maui Sunset by Kelly 
Wade each measure 22" x 28" framed.  


Framed in a contemporary black frame 
and ready to hang.


A21-12007


TRADITIONAL EXPANDING TABLE.
This expanding table starts as a console that easily transforms to 


a game table or expands to a dining table.  Features 2 additional 
leaves and a hidden fifth leg for extra support in dining position.  


Console dimensions are 40" x 20" x 29", dinette dimensions are 40" 
x 40" x 29" and dining dimensions are 40" x 72" x 29".


A21-12004







ANTWERP FRENCH DANGLE PEARL & DIA-
MOND EARRINGS.


Lovely 14k white gold hoop earrings 
with a 6-6.5mm round cultured pearl 


and accented with 3 brilliant diamonds 
totaling .04ct.  Perfect for everyday 


wear or for a special occasion.
A21-12008


DIAMOND SOLITAIRE NECKLACE.
This shimmering solitaire diamond pendant 
is simple yet ultra sophisticated.  Necklace 
centers around one .25ct round brilliant cut 
diamond.  Diamond is set in polished ster-


ling silver and is suspended from an 18" long 
cable chain with spring ring clasp.


A21-12009


KOSTA BODA GLOBE VASE.
This vase designed by Anna Ehrner is 


characterized by minimalistic yet powerful 
design language.  Colored lines inside the 
glass are a staple of Anna’s work.  Mea-


sures 9.44" x 9.44".
A21-12010


TISSOT MEN’S TWO-TONE WATCH.
This men’s Tissot watch feature a 


39mm two-tone case and bracelet, 
white dial, yellow gold tone markers, 
date window and Quartz movement.  


Water resistant to 100M.
A21-12011


GRAF-LANZ FRANKIE TOTE.
Inspired by elements of maritime achi-


techture, this tote challenges the notion 
of a typical day bag.  With its luxe merino 
wool felt construction, strong vegetable 
tanned leather handles and an adjust-
able shoulder strap, this tote strikes the 
perfect balance between functionality 


and art.
A21-12013


ANTWERP STERLING SILVER HALO STYLE BRACELET.
This classic jewelry piece is made with 18cttw of 
round cubic zirconia in a straight row bracelet 


that radiates constant sparkle.  It adds a big look 
and glamour for an elegant evening out.  Brace-


let measures 7" in length.
A21-12014


MARC JACOBS QUILTED CROSS BODY.
A small cross body in quilted natural grain leather features double-J hardware, two 


zippered sections, a lined interior with slip pockets and an exterior back pocket.  
Measures 8" x 3" x 5".


A21-12012







MOVADO WOMEN’S CLASSIC MUSEUM WATCH.
This women’s watch features a 26mm stainless 
steel case, black museum dial, silver dot, silver 


hands, sapphire crystal and a black leather 
strap.  Water resistant to 99 feet.


A21-12020


MOCHA WICKER MILES CLUB CHAIR.
This chair embodies outdoor relaxation.  


Made of all weather wicker construction 
this chair can be used all year round.  The 


beautiful mocha finish goes with a tradition-
al modern and other patio décor.  Mea-


sures 32" x 34" x 35".
A21-12021


BACCARAT EYE VASE.
The extraordinary craftsmanship of the 


horzontal bevel cuts on the outside 
and vertical bevel cuts on the inside 


that produce a brilliant optical effect, 
rendered all the more intricate in the 


light.  Measures 5.9" in height.
A21-12019


OLIVER PEOPLES LACHMAN SUNGLASSES.
This universally wearable unisex design fea-
tures strong angles along the top line giving 


the frame a distinctive look.  Features a black 
acetate frame and midnight express polarized 
lenses that offer 100% UV protection.  Includes 


a case and cleaning cloth.
A21-12016


DAVID YURMAN CROSSOVER COLLECTION 
HOOP EARRINGS.


The Crossover Collection expores the 
rhythmic weaving of lines to create form 


and movement.  Using a dynamic range of 
smooth and cabled sterling silver cords, the 


individual strands are meticulously entwined.  
Measures 34mm in height.


A21-12017


SAMSONITE 3-PIECE NESTED HARDSIDE LUGGAGE SET.
The exterior of this set has a durable twill-textured polycarbonate shell.  The medium 


and large spinners both have a TSA-compliant lock.  Carry-on spinner has a USB 
port to charge on-the-go.  Interior contains elastic tie-down straps and a mesh zip 
compartment.  The carry-on spinner measures 22" x 14" x 9", the medium spinner 
measures 27.8" x 18" x 11.5" and the large spinner measures 31.58" x 20.8" x 13.5".


A21-12018


MOVADO MEN’S CLASSIC MUSEUM WATCH.
Movado’s classic Musuem watch features 


a 40mm stainless steel case, black Musuem 
dial with a silver concave dot, silver hands, 
black calfskin strap and a sapphire crystal.  


Water resistant to 99 feet.
A21-12015







DOONEY & BOURKE GETAWAY CABRIOLET 
MEDIUM DUFFLE.


This lightweight bag features durable, classic 
styling and is roomy enough for a week-
end escape or even around town travel.  
Dooney’s Cabriolet cloth is stain-resistant, 


totally waterproof and virtually maintenance 
free.  Measures 8.5" x 21.5"  x 13.5".


A21-12027


PEARL EARRING & NECKLACE SET.
Timeless, elegant and as lovely as 
they come.  This 9-10mm cultured 


freshwater pearl earring and neck-
lace set features an 18" hand knot-
ted strand of pearls and matching 
earrings with 14k yellow gold clasp 


and posts.
A21-12028


CITIZEN MEN’S WORLD CHRONOGRAPH WATCH.
Features atomic timekeeping in 26 time zones, 
1/20-second chronograph that measures up 


to 60 minutes, perpetual calendar, 12/24-hour 
time, power reserve indicator and day and 
date display.  Crafted with a rose gold-tone 
stainless steel case with rich brown leather 
strap with grey dial and sapphire crystal.


A21-12025


STERLING SILVER WOVEN BRACELET.
A gorgeous sterling silver woven bracelet 
features white sapphires and a timeless 


look.  A classical piece that is perfect for 
everyday use or for a special occasion.


A21-12022


DIAMOND BRACELET & EARRING SET.
The reciprocal beauty of a circle of diamonds 


never ends.  This contemporary geometric 
diamond bracelet and earring set contains 


.13twt round diamonds set in sterling silver with 
a yellow gold overlay.  The bracelet measures 


7.5" in length and has a toggle clasp.
A21-12023


HOWARD MILLER HAMPTON CLOCK.
Highlighted with book matched molding that frames the dial and offers scrolls 
on the sides.  The aged dial offers Roman numerals.  Measures 23" x 10" x 15".


A21-12026


THE WILDLIFE FRAMED GICLEE COLLECTION.
Farmland Sanctuary and Frosty Dawn by 
Abraham Hunter each measure 22" x 28" 


framed.  These wonderful wildlife landscapes 
capture the majestic beauty of deer and up-
land birds in a fall setting.  Framed in a rustic 


burl frame and ready to hang.
A21-12024







TWIN SIGNATURE 19-PIECE KNIFE BLOCK SET.
Stamped from a single piece of steel, 


the FRIODUR ice-hardened blade offers 
resilience and a laser controlled edge with 


triple riveted ergonomic polymer han-
dles.  Includes a super block knife block.  
Dishwasher safe but handwash recom-


mended.
A21-12029


2700 PSI GAS PRESSURE WASHER.
Get the highest level of cleaning power 


with 2700 PSI of TruPressure.  Powered by a 
196cc engine with auto choke.  Features an 
auto choke that supports easy starting with 
a simple pull, 12" oversized wheels, onboard 


accessory storage and four spray nozzles 
and easy-access hose connections.


A21-12030


ENDLESS SUMMER LP GAS OUTDOOR FIRE PIT.
With its steel mantel, this handcrafted  LP 


fire pit features the classic elements of high 
end furniture, with the durability of weather 
resistant steel. Its decorative base cleverly 


conceals a propane tank (not included) & a 
control panel.  Measures 30" x 24" x 30".


A21-12031


WEBER 22" PERFORMANCE  
CHARCOAL GRILL.


This grill features a space-saving design 
and exceptional maneuverability, 


sturdy painted metal table, innovative 
heavy-duty gourmet BBQ system, a 


2-part grate system and a tuck away 
lid holder.  Assembled dimensions are 


43.5" x 42" x 29".
A21-12033


SENNHEISER MOMENTUM TRUE WIRE-
LESS EARBUDS.


Features 7mm dynamic drivers, built-in 
equalizer, active noise cancellation 
and transparent hearing.  Includes 


charging case and silicone ear adap-
tor sets.


A21-12034


DEWALT 20V CORDLESS CIRCULAR SAW.
This 20V cordless circular saw kit provides 


power and convenience while cut-
ting.  Includes a 7-1/4" (184mm) blade, 


blade changing wrench, 20V MAX 5.0Ah 
Lithium-ion battery and a 12V-20V MAX 


battery charger.
A21-12035


DEWALT 20V MAX LITHIUM ION IMPACT DRILL/DRIVER.
Features a 3-speed all-metal transmission, heavy-duty 1/2" metal ratcheting 


chuck with carbide inserts, LED light with 20 second delay and delivers 535 unit 
watts out of max power.  Includes a 1 hour charger, two 20V Max XR Premium 


Lithium Ion batteries and a 360 side handle kit box.  Made in the USA.
A21-12032







NIKON COOLPIX DIGITAL CAMERA.
A compact and lightweight camera 


that packs amazing zoom power with up 
to 60x optical zoom and Lens Shift Vibra-


tion Reduction (VR) to keep the shots 
sharp and steady.  Comfortable han-
dling, simple menus and a Mode Dial 


make it easy to select the right photo or 
video settings for your situation and to 


apply creative filters and effects. 
A21-12036


GARMIN DRIVE ASSIST.
This navigator features smart capabilities 
such as Bluetooth hands-free calling, live 


services and camera-assisted driver alerts.  
Outsmart traffic jams with time-saving 


alternate routes or by avoiding them all 
together.  Provides detailed maps of North 


America with free lifetime updates.
A21-12037


BEOPLAY NOISE CANCELLING ON-EAR 
HEADPHONES.


Features advanced active noise cancel-
lations, three control buttons, 40mm 


electro-dynamic drivers and a stream-
lined on-ear design.  Made of anodized 


aluminum and natural leather.
A21-12038


ACOUSTIC-ELECTRIC GUITAR.
The Ibanez acoustic-electric guitar hits 


all the right notes with its big dread-
nought tone with cutaway and nicely 
focused back and sides.  The flamed 
maple top gives you a great-looking 


instrument with a big, balanced sound 
that’s ideal for strumming or finger-


picking.
A21-12039


MILWAUKEE M18 DRILL/DRIVER.
Both tools feature a brushless motor and 


REDLINK Intelligence Plus.  The 1/2" drill/driver 
has an all metal gear case and 1/2" metal 


chuck.  Includes two M18 REDLIHTIUM CP2.0 
battery packs, multi-voltage charger, two 


belt clips and a contractor bag.
A21-12041


CALPHALON 8-PIECE COOKWARE SET.
Comes with 8" and 10" diameter cookware 
in durable hand-anodized aluminum that 


is metal utensil safe with flat tempered 
glass lids.  Exceptional performance that 


provides even heating.
A21-12042


BUSHNELL 10X 42MM NITRO ROOF BINOCULARS.
Offers a 10x magnification with 42mm objective lens.  Features a fully multi-coated lens, 


field of view @ 1000yds: 340ft, eye relief: 17mm, exit pupil: 4.2mm, close focus: 7’, twist up 
eye cup, roof prism system and BAK-4 Prism glass.  IPX7 rated water proof.


A21-12040







COLEMAN ELITE WEATHERMASTER 2-ROOM TENT.
Features a patented self-rolling window for ven-
tilation, hinged door, sccreened porch, angled 
windows, welded floors and inverted seams to 
keep water out.  Measures 17’ x 9’ and has an 


80" center height.
A21-12048


HP 14" WINDOWS NOTEBOOK.
Designed for long-lasting performance, this beau-
tifully crafted laptop has an all-day battery that 


keeps you connected up to 10.5 hours.  Windows 
10 Home Operating system with 4gb memory and 


32gb flash storage.
A21-12049


NIKON PROSTAFF FIELDSCOPE.
This 16-48x60mm straight body field-
scope is compact and lightweight.  


Features fully multicoated optics, inte-
grated zoom eyepiece, waterproof/
fogproof O-ring seal that is filled with 


nitrogen gas.  Includes compact tripod 
and case.
A21-12047


CASIO 61-KEY PORTABLE KEYBOARD.
Features 61 full-size touch responsive keys, 


AiX Sound Source technology, 800 tones, 235 
rhythms and a bright backlit LCD display.  


Powerful 12-watt stereo speaker system with 
tough metal grills.  Expression pedal input.  


A21-12044


BOSE HOME SPEAKER 500.
The Bose Home Speaker delivers wall-to-wall 
stereo sound from a single speaker.  Built-in 


voice control from Alexa puts songs, playlists, 
and more at the tip of your tongue.


A21-12045


WATER TRANSFER PUMP.
A powerful pump that is light, compact and efficient.  The unit 


features a 158 GPM flow rate and includes a wheel kit for portability.  
Measures 18.8" x 24.8" x 18.2".


A21-12046


WINE ENTHUSIAST 28-BOTTLE VINO  
VIEW WINE CELLAR.


The Wine Enthusiast 28-bottle wine cellar is for 
small collections, by collectors with discerning 
tastes.  Sleek in design and with state-of-the-
art compressor cooling, the 28-bottle wine 
cellar showcases and protects your invest-


ments.  Whether you need to lay down a few 
bottles or store wine at the proper service 


temperature, this model is a form-and-func-
tion solution.  Measures 17" x 32.7" x 18.9".


A21-12043







GARMIN ETREX WORLDWIDE GPS.
Compact, rugged and reliable, this GPS 
handheld features a color touchscreen, 
barometric altimeter and 3-axis/tilt-com-


pensated electronic compass.  Offers 
wireless connectivity, preloaded geo-


caches and expanded internal memory 
to hold more maps.


A21-12055


BOSE SURROUND SPEAKERS.
Bose Surround Speakers take 
spacious sound to a whole 


new level.  These small speak-
ers are designed to blend 


visually into your room.  And 
because they’re wireless, con-
necting them to your soundbar 


anytime is easy.
A21-12056


MAGNETIC ELLIPTICAL TRAINER.
Low-impact elliptical striding motion is 
easier on the joints.  Offers 8 levels of 


adjustable magnetic resistance, a LCD 
monitor that tracks time, speed, calories, 
distance, and pulse and a scan mode 


that lets you view metrics in real time.  The 
durable steel frame has a  250lb weight 
capacity.  Measures 46" x 24.25" x 62.5".


A21-12053


BOSE QUIET COMFORT WIRELESS HEADPHONES.
Bose wireless headphones are known for their 
ability to clear away noisy distractions so you 
can focus on what matters most.  Adjust be-


tween two levels of active noise cancellation. 
These headphones are also optimized for the 


Google Assistant and Alexa.
A21-12050


CANON PIXMA MEGATANK PRINTER.
The MegaTank Ink reservoir system can print up 
to 6,000 crisp, black pages or 7,000 vivid color 


pages from one set of replacement ink bottles.  
Offers 30x the amount of ink as compared to 


standard ink cartridge sets.
A21-12051


SAMSUNG 32" SMART TV.
Offers a full HD 1080p resolution, Ultra Clean View, PurColor, Micro Dimming Pro, 


SmartThings App and a 2-channel speaker with 10W output.  Measures 28.9" x 17.3" 
x 3.1" without the stand and 28.9" x 18.2" x 6.4" with the stand.


A21-12054


LE CREUSET 3-PIECE CAST IRON COOKWARE SET.
The exterior enamel is shock resistant and 


resists chips and cracks.  French oven features 
a sand interior that prevents sticking and resists 


stains.  Skillet has a matte black interior that 
is perfect for browning and does not require 
seasoning.  Includes a 1.75-quart skillet and a 


5.5-quart French oven.
A21-12052







CLASSIC ADIRONDACK CHAIR.
Chair is constructed from heavy 7/8" gauge 


plastic lumber that is ergonomically de-
signed, includes all stainless steel hardware, is 
completely waterproof and there is no paint-
ing, no slivers and no rot.  Measures 41"  x 31"  


x 32".  Some assembly required.
A21-12057


BACCARAT HARMONIE TUMBLER SET.
Consecutive parallel cuts travel cleanly 
along the clear crystal grazing the tum-
bler from its lip all the way down to its 


thick base.  The vertical sweep of the the 
striping emphasizes the verticality of the 
tumbler.  Incldues two 18 oz. tumblers.


A21-12058


DIAMOND BRACELET & EARRING SET.
The reciprocal beauty of a circle of 


diamonds never ends.  Contemporary 
geometric diamond bracelet and ear-


rings contain .13twt round diamonds set in 
sterling silver.  The bracelet measures 7.5" in 


length and has a toggle clasp.
A21-12059


TOURNEAU MEN’S CHRONO WATCH.
This men’s Tourneau watch features 
a stainless steel case, black leather 


strap, black stick dial and Swiss 
Quartz movement.


A21-12061


DAVID YURMAN CABLE CLASSIC EARRINGS.
Gorgeous 40mm diameter sterling silver 
earrings with a wavelike cable pattern 


from David Yurman.  Perfect for everyday 
use or a night on the town.


A21-12062


HUGO BOSS CONFERENCE FOLDER.
A writing accessory crafted in a fine textured 


leather.  The signature plate is inspired by 
classical cufflinks from the fashionhouse.  This 


A4 folder is very practical, with numerous 
card slots and document compartments for 


a perfect office organization.
A21-12063


TUMI VOYAGEUR SHERYL BUSINESS TOTE.
This tote will work hard and make you look good.  Made with three compart-
ments, perfectly proportioned to hold work documents and your laptop, and 


designed with a wealth of pockets to keep your essentials organized.  Measures 
16.75" x 6.75" x 11.25".


A21-12060







KOSTA BODA MIRAGE VASE.
Designer Goran Warff’s Mirage blue 


green vase has sober colors that harmo-
nize subtly with the soft form of the vase.  
The play of light within the glass add an 
extra dimension to the vase.  Measures 


8.25" in height.
A21-12064


THE MOON & STARS FRAMED GICLEE COL-
LECTION.


Big Moon in Night Sky and Watching the 
Stars go Around each measure 22" x 28".  
These giclee canvas images are framed 
in a contemporary black frame and are 


ready to hang.
A21-12065


DAVID YURMAN CHATELAINE PENDANT 
NECKLACE.


An 8mm faceted lavender amethyst 
backed with hematine pendant on a 


1.25mm box chain necklace in sterling silver 
that is secured with a lobster clasp.  A gor-


gous necklace from David Yurman.
A21-12066


BULOVA MEN’S AUTOMATIC ROSE GOLD 
TONE CASE WATCH.


This watch features a rose gold-tone stain-
less steel case, an open aperture blue dial 


and rose gold-tone hands and markers.  
The exhibition case back offers a glimpse 


of the Miyota 8N24 21-jewel automatic skel-
etonized movement with a 42-hour power 


reserve.
A21-12067


REPLOGLE SILVER GEMSTONE GLOBE.
This exquisite accessory features a 13" 


diameter blue lapis ocean ball globe inlaid 
with over 25 semi-precious gemstones that 
have been hand carved into the shape of 
countries and continents.  A brushed silver 
stand and meridian with built-in compass 


cradles the globe.
A21-12069


DIAMOND SOLITAIRE EARRINGS.
Shimmering diamond solitaire stud 


earrings containing .33twt round bril-
liant cut diamonds set in sterling silver 
diamond cut settings.  Beautiful and 


bright like you.
A21-12070


KOSTA BODA VISION BOWL.
The colorful Kosta Boda vision bowl is hand made in Sweden.  Designer 
Goran Warff created a unique shaped bowl ideal for any home décor.  


Measures 13" x 4".
A21-12068







BLACK DIAMOND EARRING & NECKLACE SET.
Display elegance and fun, all at the same 
time with this stunning black diamond drop 


earrings and necklace set.  .20twt round 
black diamonds are set in sterling silver.  


Includes an 18" cable chain.
A21-12076


DOONEY & BOURKE FLORENTINE SATCHEL.
This satchel combines a cool, laid back sense 
of style with elements of classic sophistication 
for an effortless look that is timeless and very 


chic.  Measures 13" x 5.75" x 8".
A21-12077


MOVADO WOMEN’S BOLD STAINLESS 
STEEL WATCH.


This mid-size Movado watch features 
a 34mm stainless steel case, K1 crystal, 
silver-toned dial, frosted texture outer 


ring and a silver-toned dot and hands.  
Water resistant to 30M.


A21-12075


HARTMANN HERRINGBONE DELUXE SOFTSIDE 
EXTENDED STAY SPINNER.


Made of 100% durable polyester herring-
bone fabric.  Ball-bearing dual spinner 
wheels move 360-degrees for effortless 
mobility.  Interior monogram lining with 


heritage Ducord striped accents.  Measures 
32" x 21" x 13.5".


A21-12072


JOHN HARDY WOMEN’S SILVER KALI DOOR 
KNOCKER EARRINGS.


These classically shaped door knocker ear-
rings get a nature-inspired touch from John 
Hardy’s Kali Silver finish.  A beautiful set of 


earrings.
A21-12073


CHELSEA 8.5" PATRIOT CLOCK.
The Patriot Wall Clock features time displayed in a classic 12/24 hour military 


format.  Furniture quality base in a matte black color, especially designed for our 
Patriot Collection.  Made from handcrafted solid American hardwood with a 


hand finished surface and precise detailing.  Clock measures 10.25" in diameter.
A21-12074


HAMMITT BRYANT SMALL CROSSBODY.
This petite cross body bag may appear 


small but has a huge carrying capacity.  The 
happy medium between cross body and 


satchel with two exterior cellphone pockets 
and removable straps.  Interior zip pocket 
and credit card slot.  Leather exterior and 
red suede interior.  Measures 9" x 5" x 9.25". 


A21-12071







SALVATORE FERRAGAMO REVIVAL GANCI-
NII BI-FOLD WALLET.


This bi fold wallet is crafted from textured 
calfskin featuring bill compartments, 


credit card slots and an ID window.  The 
style is finished with silver metal hardware 
featuring the iconic Gancini logo.  Mea-


sures 3.3" x 4.3".
A21-12083


DAVID YURMAN CHATELAINE 
BRACELET.


A gorgeous 8mm wide sterling 
silver bracelet with black onyx 
accents from David Yurman.  
A classic and timeless piece.


A21-12084


MOVADO WOMEN’S AMOROSA STAIN-
LESS STEEL WATCH.


Movado’s women’s Amorosa watch 
features a 24mm stainless steel case, 


black Museum dial, silver-toned 
dot and hands and a stainless steel 
double-bar bangle-style bracelet.


A21-12081


MASTOLONI FRESHWATER PEARL STRAND.
A stunning collection of 7-7.5mm white 


round “C" quality freshwater pearls adorn 
this 18" necklace from Mastoloni.  Perfect 


for any occasion.
A21-12078


KOSTA BODA GLOBE DISH.
Designed by Anna Ehrner, this dish displays 
her experimental and stylistic expression.  
A playful, graphical and minimalist piece 
that breathes life into any setting.  Mea-


sures 11.428" x 5.5".
A21-12079


TUMI ALPHA DOUBLE EXPANSION TRAVEL SATCHEL.
Features an impressive 13" of expanded depth to maximize your packing capac-
ity, this exceptionally strong travel satchel is the one to grab for long weekends.  


Measures 18.5" x 9" x 11.5".
A21-12082


LUMINOX ORIGINAL NAVY SEAL DIVE WATCH.
Designed in conjucntion with and supplied 
to the U.S. Navy SEAL teams, this Luminox 
watch endures rigorous testing .  Features 
a fiberglass reinforced polyester injection 
molded case and tempered scratch resis-


tant mineral crystal. 
A21-12080





